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2.1. MH17 and Open Source Intelligence: A Suspicious Narrative 

In this part we address the validity of the main source for the evidence so far presented by the 

Joint Investigation Team, 'Open Source Intelligence' (OSINT), originally on the MH17 website of

Hector Reban. The story about the way in which evidence concerning the downing of flight 

MH17 has been gathered and disseminated to the public sphere seems to be part of a new 

phenomenon. Perception management to gain popular consent for political decision-making in 

cases of international importance is based more and more on OSINT, collected and explained by 

non-state actors (bloggers, NGOs). 

For the wider public, the Ghouta gas attack in Syria in 2013 was the start of the quest for 

OSINT, It was spearheaded by British blogger, Eliot Higgins, a.k.a. Brown Moses, who 

established himself as a reliable collector of freely available information. On the basis of OSINT 

it could be established, so the narrative went, that the Syrian government was responsible for 

chemical warfare against the rebels, a way of waging war not seen since World War I, or the 

Holocaust, for that matter. In this way Higgins, who would found Bellingcat a few days before 

MH17 crashed, actually was responsible, in a way, for building up pressure on president Obama, 

who had drawn a red line against the violence that the Assad government was permitted to use 

against the jihadi rebels. Hence the approach to exert influence by blogging on the basis of 

OSINT became a serious matter from that moment on, certainly after it was welcomed across 

Western media.

In principle, OSINT comprises all information in the public domain, also information 

disseminated by ordinary people on social media. Keywords in this respect are neutrality, 

authenticity and spontaneity. It will be clear why this type of information is so attractive: it can 

be juxtaposed to information coming from official sources, sources that are clearly self-interested

and have often been implicated in spin and lies. Messages from ordinary people shared on social 

media on the other hand are perceived as inherently neutral, bottom-up and pure, free from the 

manipulation permeating our society on an everyday basis through advertising, public relations 

(PR), and 'public diplomacy' (state propaganda). The same goes for information collected from 

sources associated with planning and decision-making, something normally associated with 
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intelligence; the contexts of social geography, physical geography, anthropology, all studies of 

the 'environment' used for gathering intelligence.

Of course the role of Google is of vital importance for the OSINT community. Through its 

powerful search engine, Google collects staggering amounts of data and also publishes satellite 

maps from all over the world, which are indispensable assets for OSINT gatherers. It cannot be 

overestimated how valuable Google products are and so it should not make waves that this 

organization has strong ties with the US Department of Defense and also is a Bellingcat sponsor.

 

2.1.1. Methodological Limitations

Although OSINT techniques offer a lot of advantages to retrieve isolated facts, the method also 

knows its limitations. Obviously there is the distance between the actual source that has released 

certain personal information on the Internet and the agent retrieving it. There is no face-to-face 

contact to allow a discussion about the precise meaning of the information and under what 

circumstances it came about. One may compare this to communication via an app in relation to a 

real conversation.

In other words, the context from which an element of isolated information has been drawn may

be unknown or unclear. For the OSINT collector this makes it possible to interpret the 

information retrieved in the best possible way—or in other words, as (s)he pleases (within certain

limits of course). In the process, the researcher is adding meaning, which in many cases leads to 

confirmation bias. 

According to Wikipedia, confirmation bias consists of:

The tendency to search for, interpret, favour, and recall information in a way that 

affirms one’s prior beliefs or hypotheses. It is a type of cognitive bias and a 

systematic error of inductive   reasoning. People display this bias when they gather or 

remember information selectively, or when they interpret it in a biased way. The 

effect is stronger for desired outcomes, for emotionally charged issues, and for 

deeply-entrenched beliefs. 
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We know from research, for example, that the interpretation of images in newspapers is altered

easily by providing a different context in a caption. This leads the public to adopt certain 

conclusions  favoured by the publisher. The same effect may be observed when OSINT groups 

publish their results. So the processed information as relayed through the middle layer of OSINT 

collectors is often not as neutral as presented. 

Another problem of this method, related to the one explained above, is that authentication is 

inherently difficult. A source and its the information provided by it need not be what they seem or

purport to be. It appears that the Dutch Prosecutors Office has concerns about some new methods

to manipulate information, also called 'deep fakes'. Ironically, this might raise some questions 

about their own method of investigation in the MH17 case, which centres on a lot of 

unauthenticated social media information provided by the Ukrainian secret service, SBU, as we 

will see below. Here we may also think of so-called 'astroturf organizations' in civil society. 

These offer an image of bottom-up, grassroots neutrality, spontaneity and authenticity, whereas in

fact, huge interests are lurking underneath. One may say that this role has been played by the 

OSINT community tied ideologically, financially and logistically to vested interests, whereas 

civil society organizations should ideally reflect civil interests to counterbalance the influence of 

the big players of state and market. The mass media should then assist in creating a space for the 

people and their organizations to generate informed opinions, a necessary precondition for the 

government of a democratic society. 

However, astroturf organizations serve special interests, something well-known in the world of

Public Relations, and so do some well-known OSINT organizations. Indeed far from providing 

unbiased, neutral and impartial information, some social media and OSINT organizations are in 

fact serving as a filter for information coming from the intelligence community or others, 

removing any suspicion the information is tainted before it is assimilated in public opinion. 

2.1.2. Social media, OSINT and the JIT

In the case of MH17, the Joint Investigation Team (JIT), charged with the criminal investigation, 
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has not been able to detach itself from the fruits of this new technique of manipulated opinion-

making. Actually, their entire public performance relies on it. This in itself signals a major step 

towards how public opinion nowadays is being prepared to accept a certain decision, in this case 

a legal one. For example, in their press conference on June 19, 2019, the JIT claimed to have 

evidence of a border-crossing by a Russian Buk missile unit into Ukraine on the basis of a chat 

retrieved from the Russian equivalent of Facebook, VK.com. Standard police practice would 

entail secrecy as a precondition to be able to conduct further investigation, i.e. questioning the 

source and the identity of the people involved in the 'tip-off'. This would be needed to clear up 

the context in which the presumed facts about the information were embedded and how their 

authenticity and meaning should be assessed. 

      

However, the way the JIT handled this was a clear-cut example of the way OSINT collectives 

like Bellingcat have operated from right after the crash of MH17. The JIT presented the chat as 

an isolated piece of information, cut out from its context, and then spinning it by providing a 

context supporting  the official narrative, instead of investigating the actual context. This would 

be a clear example of confirmation bias: There is a narrative and a piece of information is then 

interpreted to fit the desired story. The same applies to another account of a presumed soldier 

claiming he was a member of the 53rd brigade from Kursk and therefore knew about culpability 

of the unit sent out to the Donbass to fire its deadly missile as in the chat on VK.com below). The

soldier, Rafael, tells his friend Ivan that 'our boys from Kursk region shot down [the plane]', 

adding 'I serve there myself'. 
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However, is this evidence? Or is it just bluff or a prank? And then, how should we actually 

assess the information being true or false? Is the person making the claim trustworthy when he 

says that he is bound to silence because of a contract? According to his profile, Rafael was still 

16 when MH17 was shot down, so it is questionable he was even a soldier then. If not, he must 

have picked up rumours from his comrades later—if of course, he was really part of the 53rd 

brigade to begin with. And let us assume all of this would have been proven, how trustworthy 

would these rumours be? Maybe they were just echoes of the JIT accusations already circulating. 

But then, once there is a willingness to interpret facts to conform to a desired story, and all 

uncertainties and unknowns are dismissed from a distance, are we assuming that the truth about 

MH17 is making the rounds in the barracks in Kursk?

Because the OSINT method, as argued above, often requires filling in the blanks between 

isolated facts, or 'points' of information, a lot of speculation is needed to connect the dots with a 

story line. Such  speculation might be done reasonably, in an educated way, or be biased, unsound

and even in bad faith. In the latter case this might lead to situations in which the overall story line
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is maintained, although the pieces of evidence, the 'points/dots' produced to support it, differ from

time to time, especially when new, contradicting information surfaces. 

Moving the alleged launch site of the Buk missile 300 metres to the east, away from the 

'charred earth' initially identified as evidence, may attest to this. The story remained the same—a 

Buk launch had set on fire a piece of farmland, and this charred earth proved it. Yet as 

demonstrated elsewhere, the specific site, although part of the same field, did not actually show 

those charred traces.

In the first Kursk soldier case above, Bellingcat, following certain leads, asserted that it was 

'most likely' that none of the soldiers of the 3rd battalion, so including first lieutenant XXX, 

traveled with the Kursk convoy. According to them there were no 'cool guys from the 3rd' who 

provided soldier Sergey M. a good time on their way to the 'west'.

Bellingcat’s continued quest for the soldier who pressed the Buk button then led them to the 

2nd battalion and even to the name of the presumed perpetrator. 
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2.1.3. The 'Mounting Evidence' Trap

In its press conferences the JIT has over the years released the presumed evidence in its 

possession. Apparently this originated from neutral sources, but actually it was embedded in a 

preconceived frame. With the help of the OSINT investigation cooked up by the astroturfers from

Bellingcat, a narrative of a slowly advancing investigation has been presented in which, at each 

press conference, 'new pieces of the puzzle' could be adduced. With these the investigation 

arrived 'closer to the truth step by step', thanks to 'mounting evidence'. In the media the 'mounting

evidence' soundbite was used from the start. On every occasion writers committed to the desired, 

official story line, found new proof by interpreting information in a confirmation-biased fashion 

(see the series of blogposts here with five examples of how confirming evidence was fabricated 

from the separatists' own words). 

The 'mounting evidence' trap lures one ever-deeper into the preconceived narrative, helped by  

confirmation bias. It is a self-reinforcing process, in which circular referencing establishes more 

and more trust in the narrative that serves as a dogmatic frame for interpretation every new piece 

of 'evidence'. Eventually, this goes on until the last shred of doubt will be erased, which is more 

or less how the way the public is responding to the JIT revelations. Let us now review important 

parts of the evidence as publicly disseminated or (implicitly) endorsed by the JIT, and provided 

mainly by Bellingcat on the basis social media and open source intelligence. 
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2.2. The First Sightings of a Buk: Who Supplied Them?

We now pursue our research into how the 'main scenario' the JIT worked with, was framed from 

the start. It would seem as if most if not all evidence ultimately came from a special unit, partly 

operating overtly, partly covertly, and tied to the Ministry for the Interior and the organization 

overseen by it, the Ukrainian secret service, SBU. Most OSINT evidence originated from this 

source. So instead of OSINT being neutral and coming from grass-root sources, as one might 

assume (even granting some help from the Ukrainian secret service), what was relayed to the 

mass media by a seemingly neutral player, Bellingcat and its associates, was in fact tainted by 

this source. A critical look at the information supplied from these quarters might have been more 

receptive to the red flags raised along the way, which would have exposed the apparently neutral,

but through-and-through manipulated information packages—but not so the JIT and the mass 

media.

The JIT narrative  centres on a Russian transport of a Buk air defence missile system. It 

allegedly went in and out of Ukraine within a day to fire its deadly missile from a separatist-

controlled field south of Snizhne. The items presented to support this story are photos, videos and

written messages about the transport, witness accounts in the (pro) Western mass media and 

phone calls between separatist commanders, as intercepted by the SBU. In a different report, 

Problems of the track-a-trail evidence, which contains more than 120 notes with links for 

verfication, next to links to the original sources when still available as well as information about 

first time publication of these sources, I have addressed the problems arising from these pieces of

evidence. Here I first concentrate on the videos from Zuhres and Snizhne.

2.2.1. Dajey Petros, the SBU, and the Videos From Zuhres and Snizhne

The narrative of an alleged Russian Buk trail through the Donbass to a perceived launch site and 

then back to Russia was pieced together from a few written messages, pictures and videos 

disseminated on social media. More than once the way in which this alleged evidence in the 

MH17 case was popping up, had some bizarre aspects.
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To tell the stories behind the construction of the narrative, we may start with discussing two 

videos allegedly posted by 'ordinary citizens', a photo allegedly taken by a freelance 

photographer for the French magazine Paris Match, and an anonymous eyewitness account from 

an Associated Press reporter. We have at hand two social media sources which allegedly provided

spontaneous, authentic, bottom-up information from civilians, and two reporters from two well-

respected and widely trusted Western media organizations. So at first glance, all these sources 

were beyond suspicion, which might have made a fine start for OSINT gatherers like Bellingcat.

Our account will convey insight into the question how social media was used as a cleaning 

layer to support the impression that only 'ordinary people' were involved in the dissemination of 

the pieces of information that could be used to fill in the blanks in order to corroborate the 

desired narrative. It also sheds light on some of the important players in the middle, the bloggers, 

OSINT gatherers and representatives from the (pro-) Western mass media. Finally, one may get a 

glimpse of how Western journalistic sources retreated from openness to anonymity, thus playing 

their roles in the OSINT information relay of the anonymous evidence that was bubbling up from

that infinite container of presumed neutral information, the World Wide Web. 

On July 17, 2014, the influential pro-Kiev blogger Ukraine@war, a,k,a, Dajey Petros, 

@djp3tros, now Putin@war, all aliases of Dutch citizen Peter Martin (or Peter Scheele), received 

a tweet written by @3Andryu. To the tweet a video was attached that showed a small convoy of 

two cars and a truck seemingly hauling a Buk launcher. They were passing by Zuhres, a city 

between Donetsk and Snizhne (overleaf).

Petros didn’t retweet or re-upload the video at that time, a few hours after MH17 was shot 

down. However, he did post a blog, dated the 17th, in which he showed three pictures, or video 

stills, of an alleged Buk convoy. Two stills showed, respectively, a tank and an armoured truck 

carrying separatists. Those have been identified as vehicles that travelled in a convoy of the  

Vostok battalion. The battalion was a volunteer unit of local fighters assisted by veterans 

originating from 'the East', that is, Chechnya and Ossetia, led by former SBU officer Alexander 

Khodakovsky and (as a rumour had it) financed by Donbass oligarch Rinat Akhmetov. This small

convoy of three tanks, an armoured truck and some cars drove from Donetsk to Marynivka on the

17th., as testified by a series of videos from the movement.
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.         

The route of the Vostok convoy: 
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The movement of the Vostok convoy on July 17th, 2014: from their base in the eastern outskirts of
Donetsk towards Marynivka at the frontline. The Buk allegedly departed from Donetsk by 11 am, 
drove on the N21 (after Makiivka), and should have passed the Vostok convoy between Zuhres 
and Shakhtarsk, according to the official timeline.

 

A third video still displayed the truck with a Buk, driving past the same spot as the stills of the 

Vostok convoy, on the N21 passing by Zuhres. It was likely a still from the video that was sent by

@3Andryu to Petros. Petros wrote (apparently in a hurry, I corrected his many typos):

On 17/7 at about 13:30 a Russian convoy entered the city [of] Snizhne in Ukraine which 

transported the BUK that shot down Malaysian MH17. This convoy consisted of 3 tanks, 2 

BTRs, a truck with militia, a truck with a heavy machine gun and a loader transporting the 

BUK.

In reality, the Vostok battalion departed without the Buk. On his July 17th Ukraine@war 

blogpost, Petros claimed that he received the video stills and the information about the convoy 

from InfoResistance (a hardline propaganda network founded by Dmytro Tymchuk). However, 

the InfoResistance article was dated the 18th, about 8:30 am, half a day after the Ukraine@war 

blog. Since the Ukraine@war blog with the link to InfoResistance was only archived on a 

webarchive service for the first time in the evening of the 18th, it is possible that his blog actually

was written on the 18th. Another explanation might be that he also received the stills straight 

from the SBU (as InfoResistance probably did) and later sourced it as received from 
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InfoResistance to cover this up.

So Petros suggested that there was a convoy containing a Buk, but the footage of the Vostok 

convoy on that day did not show the Buk. In 2015 Petros wrote another blog in which he argued 

the Buk—which would have departed more than an hour later from Donetsk than the Vostok 

battalion, (as Micha Kobs showed in his elaborate report Hunt the BUK )—would actually have 

passed the Vostok convoy somewhere between Zuhres and Shakhtarsk. Because reporters from 

Russia Today and a separatist cameraman were accompanying the convoy, Petros accused RT of 

suppressing the truth. As the story of the stealth Buk that was moved secretly from Donetsk to 

Snizhne through a densely populated area in broad daylight was irrational, maybe there was 

another explanation for the Buk missing on clear videos made alongside the road. Perhaps a Buk 

had not been there at all and the Zuhres Buk video either was of a different date or was a fake 

altogether.

  Also contrary to the actual Vostok movement there was a report of two BTR’s (Russian 

Armed Personnel Carriers) and a truck with a machine gun mounted on it, a KAMAZ, an easy 

recognizable and unique Vostok vehicle. These were not on the road that day, but did participate 

in a parade through Donetsk on July 10th. Dmytro Tymchuk, the ultra-nationalist Ukrainian 

politician and defence expert and founder of InfoResistance, also reported the same movement in 

a Facebook posting, though his description of the big terrorist convoy showed a slightly different 

variation from Petros’s description. In his version, a second truck that carried a gun had trailed 

the Buk (see screengrab below).

      

Even before the crash, Tymchuk had uploaded a video of the July 10th Vostok parade in 

Donetsk, as did the pro-Kiev propaganda channel Euromaidan. On Facebook the Euromaidan 

account administrators also amended a midday report from 'locals' about a Buk moving from 

Torez to Snizhne;  probably relayed by tweeter @WowihaY, who reported seeing Buks frequently

(see below). They added the phrase 'accompanied with machines and terrorists'. With this they 

probably alluded to a convoy matching their upload of the July 10th Vostok battalion video.
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The three stills as published by Ukraine@war, InfoResistance and the SBU: Two stills of a tank 
and a Ural from the convoy Vostok and one from the Buk.

 

In a July 19th press conference presented by counter-intelligence chief Viktor Nayda, where 

the same three stills of the Vostok vehicles and the Buk were shown (see the documentary by 

Chris Nolan, from min. 34:30), the SBU still held on to the existence of a single Vostok-Buk 

convoy. A few days had passed by after MH17 was shot down and yet the SBU was still publicly 

clinging to the idea of the Buk-that-went-with-the-Vostok-convoy story. However, two days 

earlier, on the evening of July 17, the spokesman of the Interior Ministry, Anton Gerashchenko, 

posted an account of all troop movements on that day on Facebook, and he cited the passage of 

the Buk separately from the Vostok convoy. Thus two official channels came up with different 

versions of the Buk convoy, one with the Buk travelling in the Vostok convoy, and one without 

the Buk in this convoy. 

It would appear, then, that some people within the SBU had conveyed information to trusted 

sources like Euromaidan and Dmytro Tymchuk. InfoResistance too claimed the non-existing 

convoy comprising Buk and Vostok vehicles had been monitored, suggesting they had received 

'operational information'.

When the so called 'Khmuryi Motel tapes' were published, also on the 18th [source and 

translations], what appeared as a lead showed up linking the Buk to the Vostok convoy story. 

Apparently, according to a few calls intercepted by the SBU, Sergey Dubinski alias 'Khmuryi', 

the second in command of the DPR forces, had spoken with the Vostok battalion subcommander 

San Sanych on 9:23 am in the morning of the 17th.
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In their call they agreed to move the 'you know what' (read: the Buk) together with the Vostok 

convoy vehicles. In reality half an hour after this agreement the Vostok battalion departed without

the Buk, which allegedly was parked on a road where someone captured it on video an hour later 

on about 11:05. (It was from this video two stills were handed over to Paris Match, who 

published them a week later; see section 2.2.2). The Buk, if it existed, did not go with the Vostok 

convoy. Yet providers of 'operational information' told propaganda outlets it did. 

Apparently Petros had decided not to disseminate the entire video, only showing a still from 

the Zuhres Buk video that was handed to him by @3Andryu, even with coordinates attached. 

@3Andryu changed his twitter handle and sent the video again to Petros on the 22nd of July, 

using the handle @m_a_s_h_ua.  (see full report social media evidence, part I, The Zuhres 

video). Through the good offices of an anonymous helper it also arrived at the desk of... 

Bellingcat’s Eliot Higgins, who started discussing it with Petros (see screenshot below).
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Intriguingly, in this conversation Petros says he thinks the video is possibly faked because of 
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digital artifacts spotted around the cars. Nevertheless, he caves in easily once he is convinced by 

Higgins, given that it matches the timeline. Higgins evidently didn’t care much for the possibility

that the images were manipulated or fake. 

The question remains why Petros didn’t publish the video immediately but instead only 

published a still, as it does not seem plausible he did not recognize that the Zuhres still was a 

screengrab from the video sent to him by @3Andryu. Perhaps the answer lies in the fact the 

Zuhres video did not show the large convoy, consisting of the Vostok vehicles and the Buk. In a 

later blogpost from 2015 Petros stated this video was 'released by the SBU at that time'. It is 

possible he got the stills from the SBU or he thought that the provider of the stills to 

InfoResistance was the SBU.

        

Anyway, the anonymous maker of the videos of the alleged Buk transport and the Vostok 

convoy never directly published the images from the Vostok convoy with which the SBU, 
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InfoResistance, Tymchuk and Petros concocted the story of a Buk convoy accompanied by 

Vostok vehicles. Therefore, we can conclude that the anonymous person had provided the SBU 

both with the Vostok imagery and the Buk video, and that he was in direct contact with the SBU 

as one of their 'spotters' along the N21, the main road from Donetsk to Snizhne. Why he decided 

to disseminate the video through Petros and social media, is unclear, though it could have had 

something to do with the magic of social media, or simply, as implied by Petros, with the SBU 

covertly injecting the information.

Regarding Dajey Petros (alias for Peter Martin), there already was a smell of suspicion that he 

was in contact with the SBU. This suspicion was further enhanced when he issued a high-

resolution version of the video of a Buk driving on its own power on the T0522 south of Snizhne,

the 'Vita V.' video. This high-resolution imagery was never available as open source before he 

published it. 

Vita V. lived in Snizhne in an apartment with a view to the south, the Saur Mohyla area, where 

heavy fighting took place in those days. On the 15th she posted a photo of the bombing of 

Saurivka, a village south of Snizhne, on the site of the VK.com group 'Overheard in Snizhne'. 

The photo was taken from the exact same point of view as the video of the Buk. An investigation 

by Max van der Werff on site confirmed the location of the apartment and its point of view. 

However, by then Vita had moved—or was evacuated—to Vilnius, Lithuania, in August 2014.

Just before 20:33 local time, 4 hours after the crash, she posted a link to the video on 

'Overheard in Snizhne'. Intriguingly, the channel on which the video was posted—entitled the 

Balodya Familiev YouTube account—was launched on July 17th, 12:27 local time, which can be 

established by looking at metadata using a so-called API query. This was more than an hour 

before the Buk was allegedly captured on video, according to the official timing of the video 

(after 13:30 local time). The question is why Vita, who could have been informed a Buk was on 

its way, only posted the video after the crash and not right away. Why open a channel in a hurry 

and not post the video at the same time? The title was chosen carefully: 'The murder weapon of 

the Malaysians in Snizhne' (Орудие убийства малайзийцев Снежное). Finally, the original 

video was deleted at about 21:37 and the channel was never used again. However, by then, Elliot 

Higgins, Euromaidan, Torez.info and many others had uploaded copies, with low resolution and 

cropped differently to the original. 
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One of the earliest copies still available on YouTube was posted on 21:01 local time. It showed

the original portrait format (Higgins and others uploaded a landscape format), but it was posted 

with another caption, 'Buk in Snizhne region', in a resolution of 720×408. The Petros version of 

1440px seemed to have been closer to the original, probably made on a mobile phone. As Micha 

Kobs explained to me: 'It seems the resolution depends on the way you download [the 

Ukraine@war version]. YouTube internally tries its best and the player provides 1080p best.' 

[YouTube converts uploaded videos to a range of different formats]

When a downloader that can access the API is used, one gets a much higher resolution, 

2560×1440.
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As soon as the download starts and the downloader receives data from the video, the 

downloader realizes that there is a lot of black to fill the empty 'landscape'. So it ends up with 

actual image information of 1440 x 816 pixels. It doesn’t matter if it is landscape or portrait, 

because the difference is just a turned mobile.

        

'The format thing is a little tricky. U@W uploaded a video with the height of 1440px but I 

don’t know if this might be an upper YT limit at that time. However, the video ist 90° turned and 
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subtracting the black borders you end up with a 1440×816 format. This is quite unusual since 

16:9 would be 1440×810 and 8:5 would be 1440×900. I suspect that the original video was a 

FullHD 90° turned and YT converted it to a max possible height and added the black. 

The second video [from Dya Dya Petya, the video posted on YT on 21:01; HR] seems to be a 

720×408 and then converts to an upscaled 1440×816 (the same unusual format). Maybe this 816 

gives a hint on the camera/mobile used. However, Ukraine@war appears to be much closer to the

original file while the second might be downloaded and reuploaded at YT.' 

If Ukraine@war’s copy had been 'close to the original', it could not only entail that he had 

contacts with the SBU, which possibly supplied him with the video on the evening of the crash. 

But the maker of this video, Vita V., was in direct contact with the SBU too, as she provided them

with the video. Anyway, Martin (a.k.a.Petros) gave evasive answers to questions how he had 

managed to download a high resolution version – as can be seen in the replies to his tweet.

The key conclusion is that the odds are that both video makers, the persons who made the 

Zuhres and Snizhne videos, were in direct contact with the SBU. Like reconnaissance volunteers 

they monitored their surroundings in the war zone and handed over the visual material they 

captured of what was going on to the appropiate people. Ukraine@war thought the Zuhres video 

showed strange artifacts. The Snizhne video showed a unzoomed Buk that did not seem to be the 

focus of the video maker, as the focus seemed to be on the horizon showing plumes of dark 

smoke. In a blogpost presented I provided a possible alternative for the date of the Snizhne video,

based on origins of the black smoke plumes [see blogpost]. 

The only thing we know for sure is that the videos and stills were published for the first time 

on the evening of the 17th. We don’t know if the original recordings were made on an earlier date

or if they were templates just to be used to 'photoshop' a fake Buk into the recording. (see also the

work by Sergey Mastepanov). In an age of deep fakes and given the suspicion that the SBU was 

somehow involved (as elaborated later), we should not dismiss these options right away. 

However, it appears ms the JIT did just that, since they never publicly raised any doubts about the

authenticity of the social media/OSINT materials supposedly documenting the Buk trail through 

the Donbass.
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2.2.2. The Strange Sourcing of the Paris Match and Makiivka Images

The story behind the image of a truck and a trailer with a Buk on a road in Donetsk, images 

published by the French magazine, Paris Match, constitute a particularly weak part of the official

narrative of the Buk trail. Place, time and source of the pictures were all changed along the way. 

Furthermore, in their September 2016 press conference the JIT revealed they had possession of a 

video: What were thought to be 'photos' happened to be frames from this video.

        

In a tweet on July 25th, 2014, Alfred de Montesquiou, reporter for Paris Match, broke the 

story, claiming they had photos that showed the Buk supposedly entering Snizhne. 
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Actually, the image showed a location in Donetsk, as was subsequently discovered. Blogger 

Ukraine@war (=Dajey Petros=Peter Martin, etc.) took it upon himself to revise the location, 

changing it from Snizhne to Donetsk. He then sent someone with a car who found the exact spot 

(source). So that matter was taken care of very quickly. The timing of capture of the video was a 

big issue as well. The Paris Match 'photo' was taken 6 hours before the crash, so around 10:20 

am, De Montesquiou tweeted. After the location had been adjusted by Petros, the timing was also

changed. David Clinch from Storyful got back a reply to questions he had sent to Paris Match 

that is was about 11 o' clock am.

  

Bellingcat first claimed 9 am (8.9.2014), changed to 11 am (8.11.2014), and then revised it 

finally to 10:45 am (16.7.2015). Based on shadow casting calculations Micha Kobs arrived 

convincingly at 11:05 in his report Hunt the Buk. The sourcing of such alleged evidence is of 

special interest here. In the first instance, the source would be a photographer who wanted to 

remain anonymous. The story was that he or she had made two photos in Snizhne (see also the 

conversations below with Bellingcat’s Daniel Romein and Aric Toler and others).
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After the JIT press conference of September 28th, 2016, the story was that the freelance 

photographer/journalist (actually no longer mentioned as such, but the designation had not been 

changed) had shot a handycam video. Eventually, timing of the video was mentioned in the name

of its file: 10:23:54 AM (as the filename was vid_20140717_102354.mp4″). De Montesquiou’s 

source had been right all along. However, this time did not match at all the thorough shadow 

casting analysis by Kobs. Anyway, Toler and Romein were fooled twice. They did not really 

know the source of the images and they hadn’t known there was an entire video, as they kept on 

mentioning there was a 'photographer' who had made 'snaps'.
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After the JIT press conference Toler gloated about the report by Micha Kobs, published on my 

blogsite, because Kobs had provided reasons to question the authenticity of the stills. But now 

that it happened to be a video, Toler cheered—as if a video was not comprised of a series of 

separate images. Nevertheless, this episode showed how Bellingcat had tied itself to the JIT 

narrative. Whenever critical reviews and counter-evidence emerged, Bellingcat members did not 

try to discuss it, but would start to ridicule, insult or completely block the contender from social 

media and from the comments section at the Bellingcat web site. 

On July 1, 2017, the Dutch news programme, Nieuwsuur, broadcast a short interview (see from

min. 11:00 here) with the French photographer, Capucine Granier-Deferre, who revealed that she 

only had  seen the video on the 17th of July—and apparently received the stills later. According 

to the voice-over: 'The video maker doesn’t know what he just has seen and walks into the 

Ramada Hotel'. (The suggestion is this source was only a naive bystander and not part of a SBU 

job to provide Western journalists with—possibly fake—information). There the video maker 

found the small group of French journalists: Alfred de Montesquiou, J  érô  me Sessini and 

Capucine Granier-Deferre. Deferre (at least as naive): 'I didn’t pay much attention to it at first. He

showed it and said: Look, there are lying huge rockets over there. We were about to leave so I 

didn’t do anything with it.'

      
[screenshot Capucine Granier-Deferre] He showed it and said: “Look, you all, there are lying 
huge rockets over there”

This story gives possible leads for the incorrect indications of place and time referred to 

earlier. Time for a bit speculation: Deferre was contacted by an unknown source, possibly a 
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covert intelligence  operative, when she was at the Ramada Hotel in Donetsk. The source 

apparently knew where he could find a group of Western journalists. He showed the French the 

video and provided a story, presumably something like: 'Something with large missiles on its way

to Snizhne'. Only a week later De Montesquiou passes on the images and the destination, 

Snizhne, as the location where the video was shot. 

How could it be that a journalist would not have known where he or she photographed the 

transport? The answer is that the photographer never took the shots, but was ‘fed’ with it, 

together with information about the destination. Deferre was not alarmed, so that’s why the stills 

only popped up after a week. In the interview she had ample time to correct her initial mistakes. 

Deferre’s testimony sounds as if she is reading an official statement:

This was on the morning of the 17th. The video was filmed in Donetsk. But on that moment 

I didn’t give it any attention. The photo in Paris Match was a still from this video on which 

one could see the Buk missiles in the morning of the 17th in Donetsk.

Some people tried to fill in the blanks: wouldn't the provider have been their driver.? However,

it would  be a really strange coincidence that it would have been the driver of Western journalists 

who provided them with this important visual evidence of the Buk in Donetsk. But then, with the 

frequent interaction between an alleged driver and the French during the trips they would have 

made, doubt as to the time and place of the recording could not have lasted very long. It is more 

likely that Deferre saw her source only once or twice. It probably was someone who was 

following the white truck with the red loader--for he seems to have his camera ready right in time

before it passes by. If true, we may assume he drove by for a second time, or had foreknowledge, 

as he obviously had to know where the truck was parked to capture it on time.

But then, he also knew where to 'sell' the story of a vehicle with large missiles going to 

Snizhne. We should remember, at about 10-11 am this was information about an event that had 

not happened yet—after all, the Buk entered Snizhne, according to the rest of the trail story, at 

about 1 pm! If the speculation about the origin of the wrong site proves to be true, then how did 

he know it went to Snizhne, some 70 km further away? An educated guess or inside information?

On May 12, 2016, Bellingcat announced that two of its most prominent Twitter supporters, 

@AmishJihadi and @loondale—tenacious followers of the #MH17 hashtag on Twitter and ready 
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to attack any dissenters of the Bellingcat narrative—had found a new video of the Buk transport, 

as it was driving through Makiivka. The video appeared to have been published on a YouTube 

channel opened by someone named Ivan Oliferenko, a channel that, as with the Zuhres and 

Snizhne videos, was used for this one publication only and then was suspended again.

The video was of a very much reduced quality, but it appeared to prove that the Buk 

previously seen waiting in Donetsk for hours, had actually made its way to Makiivka, the city 

east from Donetsk. A large sigh of relief was heard from the Bellingcat bureaus, as they had 

bought satellite imagery somewhat north from the road on which the Buk was filmed, and hadn’t 

found the Buk then. With this video, that problem was solved. 

Only a day later, on 13 May, 2016, the US-based private intelligence firm Stratfor published 

proof to shore up the degraded video. They obtained a satellite image (apparently the Pentagon 

declassified it) and on this image the Buk transport was also found—in fact almost at the same 

spot as seen in the video, on Avtotransportna street, Makiivka. Nine days later Google Earth and 

Bellingcat too presented this imagery, so from then on everybody could see a vehicle that looked 

like a trucked cargo on a trailer driving away from Donetsk towards the east. 

 Avtotransportna street, Makiivka, the site where the Buk on its way to Snizhne allegedly was 
caught on satellite imagery (inlay on the right) and a dashcam video.

Actually, one might have expected that another Buk video would show up. On May 3, 2016, 
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the same day on which the Oliferenko video was published, the BBC broadcast a documentary 

about MH17. It featured the Buk-sighting and launch-plume-photo tweeter, @WowihaY, who 

made a remarkable statement. He claimed there would be another video of the Buk transport. 

When the video was subsequently 'found' on the 12th, it seemed this was the video WowihaY had

alluded to. He even helped Bellingcat to establish the exact day on which the video had been 

made [source]. 

Of course, nobody within the anti-Russian OSINT community asked questions about this 

rather remarkable display of cooperation and apparent coordination. It might have been expected 

that the US state apparatus and their surveillance capacities would monitor every separatist and 

Russian movement in the area, so this particular satellite image should have been known 

immediately after the events on July 17, 2014. Why was it published only 22 months later 

through a private conduit (Stratfor) and why was Google Earth permitted only then to make it 

available for public display?

When the JIT in May 2018 made public that they had confirmed the Buk in the Donbass 

originated from a Russian convoy a high resolution still from this video showed up. Bellingcat 

claimed they had received the high resolution version, although they did not make it open source.

They claimed they had contacted the publisher, who brought them into contact with the video 

maker. Bellingcat’s Aric Toler and Eliot Higgins attempted to justify not publishing the high 

resolution version of the video on the grounds that it could possibly identify the video maker but 

gave no indication how this would be possible. So much for 'open source'. 
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The @WowihaY announcement of a second video was of course highly significant. In the 

BBC interview (screenshots below) he appeared to know the identity of the actual video maker, 

invoking the fear of reprisal theory as a ground for maintaining confidentiality and justifying the 

dissemination via a channel used only once. 

        

 But how did WowihaY know about the second video and why did he want us to know? And 

then, did this video also originate from a unit of secret surveillance troops and infowarriors? 

Apparently it did, as will see below.

2.2.3. The Fear-of-Reprisal and the Need-for-Secrecy Theories

Virtually all written accounts of Buk presence in the Donbass, prior to the moment MH17 was 

shot down, rely on second-hand information and/or rumours from untraceable original sources. I 

will come back later on the tweets, their sources and the information they conveyed in sections 

2.3 and 2.4. All social media evidence is limited to the Donetsk-Snizhne part of the route. There 

are no accounts available of a Russian Buk being transported from the air force base at Millerovo

near the Russian border to Donetsk, or from the launch site back to the Russian border. The only 

exception is the infamous and heavily disputed video that a SBU spotter (according to Interior 

Minister Arsen Avakov a covert intel operation) filmed in Luhansk, allegedly on 4:50 am on the 

18th, of a Buk with only three missiles—suggesting one was missing. There is not one first-hand 

social media account (there is one  second- or even third-hand account, as will be discussed in 

section 2.4) from a pro-separatist source along the entire Buk trail, not from the route out of 
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Russia to Donetsk, not from Donetsk to the alleged launch site and not from there to the Russian 

border. Hundreds of kilometers of absolute silence. Neither was there a real-time posting from a 

pro-separatist citizen—that is, posted before there was any knowledge of the downing—copied 

by a pro-Kiev infowarrior. 

The almost complete absence of pro-separatist news about the Buk transport appears to 

contradict the news of June 29th, 2014, when rebels raided the Donetsk air force base A-1402 

and  according to some pro-rebel social and traditional media sources, seized one or more Buk 

launchers. It is plausible the capture of a Buk anti-aircraft system would be applauded, especially 

after the bombing of Snizhne on July 15th, in which 11 people died. Many people would be 

grateful that finally, some really effective air defence was available.

Known footage from a convoy on the 15th and the Vostok convoy on the 17th, of which 

various accounts from both sides exist (for details about these convoys, see reports  Hunt the buk 

by Micha Kobs and What you see is all there is, by Arnold Greidanus), demonstrates that 

transports were being filmed along the road without fear and published online by both parties. 

Still from a video of a separatist convoy consisting of 3 Gvozdikas and 3 tanks, made on 15 July 
2014. This contradicts the “fear-of-reprisal” theory, peddled by Kiev supporters in the first two 
years after the crash, to explain why there are few 17 July Buk transport videos made alongside 
the road. It can be seen lots of fearless people showed up, in groups as we see, making videos 
with their smartphones.

The Buk transport must have received attention too, especially during the two hours' stay in 

Donetsk and the Torez drive-through, as on the JIT   Torez   video a loud siren announcing the small
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convoy can be heard. Therefore the absence of any pro-separatist witness accounts for the 17 July

delivery of the Buk to the launch site is striking given that, as in the screenshot below, people 

would be cheering separatist military transports along the roads and using their smartphones to 

record them. 

Pro-Kiev sources like Bellingcat claim that the absence of clear first-hand Buk witness 

accounts, like the ones from the 15 July and Vostok convoys, is due to the fact that people were 

afraid of the rebel authorities. Though this may be true in some cases, one would expect several 

real-time accounts to be available, certainly until the moment that the story of separatist guilt 

began to circulate. Yet there are no such published witness accounts or imagery for use against 

the separatists after the downing. For this the pro-Kiev propaganda had to resort to the retracted 

message on Strelkov_info.

2.2.4. A Witness Account from an Associated Press Journalist

One further variety of why there was no visual evidence of a Buk moving from the Russian 

border and back, was the story that an anonymous Associated Press reporter was allegedly 

threatened by a Russian crew not to take pictures of a Buk driving through Snizhne. As late as  

2017, according to Yuri Butusov, chief of ultranationalist channel censor.net and a friend of 

Anton Gerashchenko's, still repeated this  theory: 'When the enemy redeployed the Buk from 

Donetsk to the vulnerable area of Torez-Snizhne-Dmytrivka, this was done without publicity, 

secretly. Would anyone believe that when dispatching a Buk from Donetsk to Torez, Russian 
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generals would waste time on explanations or warnings that civilian planes could fly over some 

corridors?'

That an Associated Press (AP) reporter had seen the Buk in Snizhne was reported one-and-a-

half hours after the crash in a statement  from the Daily Mail. 'An Associated Press reporter on 

Thursday saw seven rebel-owned tanks parked at a gas station outside the eastern Ukrainian town

of Snizhne. In the town he also observed a Buk missile system, which can fire missiles up to an 

altitude of 22,000 meters (72,000 feet).' Samantha Power, the US ambassador to the United 

Nations,even used this testimony as proof in a special meeting of the UN Security Council on the

18th of July. It had to be an SA-11 [Buk], because 'it was seen in Snizhne by a reporter', she 

claimed. She also provided further evidence by quoting the disinformation posted on the Internet 

by the pro-Kiev side hours after the crash: 'Separatists initially claimed responsibility' and 

'leaders also boasted [of it] on social media, but later deleted these messages',  This was a 

reference to the false story about the postings on pro-separatist message board Strelkov_info and 

later withdrawn. Of course this SA-11 had to be used by the separatists as 'we are not aware of 

any Ukrainian SAMs [Surface-to-air missiles] in the area of the shoot down'. See this 

documentary from 1:25:50. 

The AP reporter's testimony was followed up in an article written by AP reporter Peter 

Leonard on July 25th, who had spoken with the reporters (there were two now):

The vehicles stopped in front of journalists from The Associated Press. A man 

wearing unfamiliar fatigues, speaking with a distinctive Russian accent, checked to 

make sure they weren’t filming. The convoy then moved on, destination unknown in 

the heart of eastern Ukraine’s pro-Russia rebellion.

There were in fact two AP reporters present in the area that day, as testimonies on site and 

photos from the AP data bank testify: Mstyslav Chernov and Dmytri Lovetsky. Lovetsky had 

photographed the four tanks in a convoy belonging to the 'Oplot' battalion seen at the Lexus 

gasstation in Snizhne around 2 p.m. The anonymous witness mentioned could well be him, 

though his identity remained a secret at that time.
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Photo of a tank of Battalion Oplot, made by AP’s Dmitry Lovetsky at the Lexus Gasstation in 
Snizhne, July 17, 2014, 14:08 local time.

 

Then in 2016 a mysterious tweet was posted by Vasily Maximov, a well known photo 

journalist operating in war zones: 

        
“Yesterday in Baikonur I met a photographer from Russian “media”, who personally saw the 
Buk in Snizhne, on that very day. But he won’t say publicly“

According to Maximov he had spoken with the Associated Press Buk witness in Snizhne, the 

one who saw a Buk around midday and was kpet from taking pictures by a crew with 'strange 

uniforms and Moscovite accents'. Citizen investigator Arnold Greidanus and I responded with 

our names, to which  Maximov responded by pretending to want to keep things secret (after he 

had just spilled the beans).
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Nevertheless, Maximov advised us both to shift to Direct Message mode. In our ensuing 

conversation he confirmed that the witness had been Lovetsky and that the latter had told him 

about the event when they were chatting in a bar. According to Lovetsky’s Facebook account, he 

indeed stayed in Baikonur, Kazakhstan, at the time of Maximov’s revelation (see screengrab 

overleaf).
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Screenshot Facebook account Lovetsky proves he was in Baikonur at the same time as Maximov 
stayed there

 

Although Maximov would try to get more answers on questions I had for Lovetsky, they never

arrived. Maximov claimed he had to find a translator, but that only seemed a tactic. In the end all 

I received was confirmation of a name that was already pretty certain anyway. One can only 

speculate about the strange way in which Maximov first spilled the beans, then backtracked. But 

if the need-for-secrecy narrative supporting the Lovetsky testimony had any credibility, no one 

would have dared to ask further questions. For example, why a Buk transport would move 

through a densely populated area in the middle of the day with sirens on, when they would want 

to keep the presence of a Buk in the Donbass a 'secret'. 

In fact, after the Torez Buk video came to light, in which sirens can be heard, the story could 

not survive—and it didn’t. In a podcast from July 2019 Bellingcat’s Aric Toler is heard saying 

that people who believe that this had been a secret transport, must be 'delusional'. Apparently, 

members of  Bellingcat stopped peddling the need-for-secrecy narrative only after five years. To 

cover the void caused by this switch (now that only a handful couple of real-time, yet second-

hand sightings were posted before the plane was downed), they now resorted to the lie that social 

media had been flooded with messages about the presence of a Buk in the Donbass. 

At least two things had now been solved. The public knew the anonymous freelancer for Paris
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Match never made the photos and the secrecy about the identity of the anonymous AP journalist 

was lifted. Directly (Deferre) or indirectly (Lovetsky), the anonymous freelancers had come out 

of the closet. Of course, it is rather weird they had been anonymous for years, as it is a 

journalist's main task to open up sources, not close them down. So why had they acted so 

mysteriously and why didn’t they want to answer questions from colleagues who were not 

beholden to the narrative? Were they afraid people could catch them on inconsistencies? 

The conclusion from the above is that sources in social media or even established media are 

not what they seem at first sight and that narratives coming from people blindly using these 

sources should be dealt with carefully. Of course, under normal circumstances this does not mean

these sources would not provide true information. However, when neutrality, spontaneity and 

authenticity can be questioned as we can in the case of the downing of Flight MH17, we must 

assume that those providing information may be representing certain political interests and 

therefore have to be investigated more closely.
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2.3. The Special Propaganda Unit of the Kiev Interior Ministry

The research presented in this part of the Dossier will reveal how the main scenario espoused by 

the JIT was framed, how OSINT evidence was produced and obtained, who was involved and 

how the Dutch Safety Board investigations, too, supported the scenario. The original series of 

posts is supported by an assessment of most publicly known evidence (videos, photos, written 

messages and intercepts by the Ukrainian secret service SBU) in a report of more than 100 pages 

containing more than 150 links to original sources and corroborating evidence. It seems most if 

not all evidence ultimately was sourced from a special unit, partly operating overtly and partly 

covertly, tied to the Interior Ministry of Ukraine and the organization that politically resorts under

it, the Ukrainian secret service SBU. In this section we look at this unit of ultra-nationalist 

militia, spotters, infowarriors and SBU operatives. 

During the Donbass war some pro-Kiev ultra-nationalists on a regular basis were involved in 

publishing information on social media about separatist military movements, in order to provide 

the troops of the Ukrainian anti-terror operation with real life intelligence (These people are 

called 'spotters'). For this they used hashtags like #ATO or #stopterror. Some of these people 

were trained to look out and watch, at least the ones that really stayed behind enemy lines. 

Others, some of whom lived outside the conflict zone, only served as information and/or 

propaganda and fake news relays. Most of them seem to have been loosely connected through 

their social media accounts and their shared ideology (For this group I use the designation 

'infowarriors'). 

With the information provided by spotters and infowarriors the troops of the Ukrainian Army 

could bomb separatist convoys, as happened in the night of July 15 and 16, 2014, near 

Shakhtarsk. The tweets by 'Patriot Petya' offer an example of the work done by spotters and 

infowarriors, reporting the movement of a separatist convoy in the night of July 15th and 16th:

A separatist convoy is driving from Makiivka to Khartzysk, 23:08 EEST; 

Some time later it arrived in Shakhtarsk on its way to Torez/Snizhne (23:19 EEST)

The column had driven through Zuhres towards Shakhtarsk with about 3 tanks, 5 
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KAMAZ, ZIL 3, 1 gas-66, 3-4 minibus, 5 APCs (23:29 EEST)

Then the column moved through Shakhtarsk into the direction of Torez (00:10 EEST)

Until it was bombed. In Torez and Shakhtarsk the walls trembled (00:46 EEST)

According to well-known military propagandist Roman Burko in his July 16 blogpost this was 

the sort of cooperation the Kiev forces profited from a lot (though he was misinformed about the 

direction of the convoy, see screengrab below).

                          

 2.3.1, Buk Witnesses

In the case of MH17, only a handful written accounts of Buk presence posted on social media on 

the 17th of July, 2014, before the crash, are known. However, these few accounts seem to have 

been published by second-hand sources, so from people only relaying information without 

actually having seen the events described (see the report by Micha Kobs Hunt the Buk and 

Arnold Greidanus’s study “What you see is all there is” and also section 2.4 below). Of course, 

they too were part of the monitoring structure, albeit 'only as the last source in a chain of 

information'—as Buk sighting tweeter @WowihaY phrased it when he was questioned by a 

reporter. 

Many of the infowarriors implicated in MH17-related evidence appeared to have contacts with

each other, at least through their social media accounts. Most of them were in touch already prior 

to the 17th of July, the day MH17 crashed, especially the people from the Torez/Snizhne area. 

Thus, Buk sighting tweeter @WowihaY (Vladimir D.) was in contact with alleged Buk launch 

plume photographer @rescuero (Pavel A.), with Buk sighting tweeter Roman (@MOR2537) and 

with a witness of the alleged launch plume @andrushka74/ @parabellum_ua (Andrey T.). Their 

identities were retrieved from social media and by investigations on site, already in June 2014. 

(Some sources are given in my social media report supporting this part of the Dossier). 

@GirkinGirkin too was in direct contact with these people. His tweet, with specifics for 

geolocation, was attached to a photo of a Buk being offloaded on Karapetyan street, Snizhne, and

was used by the JIT for constructing a trail. They all followed NecroMancer (@666_mancer), 
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who had 11,000 followers, local heroine @HuSnizhne (>20.000 followers) and the Dutch pro-

Kiev blogger Petros-Martin etc., Ukraine@war (now Putin@war).

Actually, the first and maybe even most social media evidence about a Buk presence in the 

Donbass, which inspired the JIT to call this its 'main scenario' for the investigation (in a call for 

witnesses nine months after the crash), was connected one way or another to this Torez/Snizhne 

group. This evidence contained a few tweets prior to the crash, a few witness accounts, and some 

visual material afterwards  (all the links and specifics of these parts can also be read in the social 

media     report  ):

July 17, 2014, before the crash (in local time; time of the crash is 16:20 EEST):

12:07-12:16. Buk sightings in Torez, posted by @WowihaY

12:20. Hearsay about a written account of a Buk deployed in Donetsk, posted by 

@Occupied_Rook

12:26. Buk sighting in Torez, posted by Roman (@MOR2537)

12:41. Speculation about a Buk in Shakhtarsk, posted by @spice4russia

13:15. Buk sighting from 'locals' in Torez, posted by the administrators on the Euromaidan 
Facebook account, probably inspired by @WowihaY.       
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@WowihaY and Roman review their talk about the Buk information they posted the day 
before. Actually the two tweets from both members of the infowarrior group were two of the
only three sightings reported on Twitter before the plane crashed. A third was posted by 
someone who followed these two on Twitter. 

July 17, 2014, after the crash

19:23. A launch plume photo by @rescuero, posted by @WowihaY.

< 20:09. a Buk photo in Torez, by Tornado (see section 3.3), posted anonymously. 

< 20:33: a Buk video in Snizhne, by Vita V., posted on the Balodya Familiev YouTube 

account.  This is speculative, however there are two clues: she lived near Andrey T. and 

probably was also evacuated from the area in August 2014, like him; There is strong 

suspicion she gave video material from her apartment straight to the SBU.

Late evening news (NBC): A witness account of the launch plume, by Andrey T.

Late evening news (Business Insider): A witness account of the plane crash, by @rescuero.

After July 17, 2014

0:27, 18.7.2014. Buk photo on Karapetyan street, Snizhne, with specific clues, posted by 

@GirkinGirkin (source of the Bellingcat Buk trail; original source unknown)

24.7.2014. Conversation concerning an alleged witness account of a launch plume, as 

retrieved from the smartphone app Zello, by @WowihaY in cooperation with blogger 

Ukraine@war.

13.7.2015. A witness account of a 'local journalist' in Snizhne/Torez (maybe @WowihaY) 

in a Novaya Gazeta article (speculative, but contacts between @WowihaY and Euromaidan

on 17.7.2014. have been established)  Dyukov (@WowihaY) was known as a 'local 

journalist'  because he worked for news channel Torez.info and the account in the article 

matches his tweeted sighting; In a web based list of patriots, Dyukov is also named a 

'journalist'.
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3.5.2016. A Buk video in Makiivka, released on the same day of a BBC documentary also 

featuring @WowihaY, in which he claims another video of the Buk is known to him. In a 

BBC documentary, broadcast on May 3, 2016, @WowihaY claimed another video of the 

Buk transport was known to him  However, the documentary itself is not available any 

more. Also corroborated by Anonymous (see section 3.2), as known to the unit from the 

start.

28.9.2016. A launch plume photo, connected to Andrey T., posted by the JIT.

28.9.2016. A video of the Buk in Torez, by Tornado, as was mentioned by their leader 

Ruslan Onishchenko and censor.net editor Yuri Butusov (see section 3.3), posted by the JIT

                          

Spotters. Left: Vita V. photo, posted in the morning of the 15th on Vk.com showing the bombing 
of Saurivka, as seen from her apartment. Right: The same bombing as shot from an observation 
post, posted by Andrey T. on Twitter, also on July 15th. Both photos could be used to identify the 
makers of the Snizhne video and of a picture of an alleged launch plume that was presented by 
the JIT on their press conference of September 28th, 2016.

Of course, it is perfectly understandable and legitimate that people with pro-Kiev nationalist 

political views engaged in this kind of work. Neither is it strange that those people would be in 

contact with each other on a regular basis, sharing information, and so on. However, behind the 

alleged evidence about the Buk presence and missile launch lurks a story which even the least 

skeptical person would find suspicious. For starters, some people of the group were in direct 

contact with the Interior Ministry, commanding the much-feared secret service of Ukraine, the 

SBU, an organization implicated in torture and the creation of fake news and fake evidence. 
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2.3.2. The Launch Plume Photo: Involvement of Anton Gerashchenko

After MH17 was shot down and people were investigating the origins of the social media 

evidence, a few interviews with participants of a small voluntary reconnaissance unit tied to the 

Interior Ministry appeared. Apparently some of the people behind the witness accounts belonged 

to a group that was tighter knit than only the loose web based contacts who would testify. In an 

interview with Anonymous it was said:

In 2014, when the Russian aggression was just beginning, we created a group of patriotic-

minded [pro-Kiev; HR] residents of the Donbass. It consisted only of a very narrow circle 

of people who had long been familiar and confident in each other. …  They collaborated 

with the antiterrorist operation center [ATO], the fighters of the [volunteer battalions], 

reconnaissance and directly with units of the Air Force. 

Because in the article, Anonymous mentions the launch plume pictures as products of the 

group, the person being interviewed belonged to the same small group of confidants as 

@rescuero alias of photomaker Pavel A, and his friend Vladimir D. aka @WowihaY, who 

tweeted the photos shot by Pavel. In fact @WowihaY according to an interview with the plume 

photographer, see screengrab below, was also in contact with the Ukrainian secret service, SBU, 

and/or with the Ukrainian advisor for the Ministry of the Interior, Anton Gerashchenko. Part of a 

transscript of an interview Dutch reporter Olaf Koens had with plume photographer @rescuero 

for the Dutch commercial channel RTL4, states: (my translation: I got into contact with my friend

[@WowihaY, who posted the plume and smoke photo's; HR] and gave him the photos including 

the originals. This friend contacted the SBU and at the SBU they showed interest in the photos. 

He conveyed them to the SBU. After that I had to explain the details of the photographs and hand

over my camera.

Of course, the Interior Ministry is politically responsible for the secret service, SBU, so the 

connection @rescuero made, was not too far-fetched. In an interview @WowihaY did a year 
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later, he mentioned that his contacts with Gerashchenko were mediated by a middleman, the 

formerly Torez-based politician, Vitaly Kropachev. Gerashchenko would have received the plume

pictures at about midnight from him, according to this interview. Perhaps @WowihaY had 

forgotten Gerashchenko already posted the picture with the alleged Buk launch plume somewhat 

more than an hour after him on Facebook, at 20:45 EEST, with inside information about the 

location from where it had been recorded, the residence of @rescuero alias Pavel A. So 

apparently they were in touch much sooner.

Andrey T. was living in Gagarin street, Snizhne, close to the apartment from where the 

Snizhne video was taken (see screengrab below). His identity was retrieved from a series of 

social media posts.  Photos seen via Google Earth and photo albums showed that he made 

pictures from building 26 on Gagarin street, where he lived, and also from building 43 across the 

road, where Vita V. lived.

Possibly Andrey T. knew Vita V., who was watching the fighting at Savur Mohyla from her 

apartment and who apparently was the maker of the video in which a self-propelled Buk launcher

was driving from Snizhne to the alleged launch site. Max van der Werff confirmed this site when 

he was in the area interviewing people from this apartment block. T. was also mentioned as a 

witness of the launch plume in an article in NBC News, published on the evening of the crash. It 

seems plausible he was brought in through the contacts @WowihaY had with Kropachev and 

Gerashchenko and the relations of the latter with regime-friendly Western news organizations. At 

least, this was presumably the way Buk launch plume photographer @rescuero entered the anti-
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Russian news service.

      Was Andrey T. (aka @andrushka74, @parabellum_ua, @aksneo), a Twitter acquaintance of 
@WowihaY, introduced as a (false) witness to the Western press via the 
@WowihaY/Kropachev/Gerashchenko contacts? We may assume that plume photographer 
@rescuero—a  friend of @WowihaY—was presented to Aaron Gell from Business Insider in 
order to point the finger to 'the terrorists' as being responsible for the crash he had witnessed.

@rescuero appeared on stage as a witness of the crash (and, interestingly, not of the launch 

plume photo he had provided), pointing his finger to the  'terrorists' in a Business Insider 

interview, published on the evening of the crash [see also my report about the reconstruction of 
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the launch plume story, p. 5-7]. Both articles, the one with @rescuero and the one featuring 

Andrey T., mention Gerashchenko as a source. T. came on stage later again, when the JIT 

claimed they had found a new picture of the alleged plume of a Buk launch in the Spring of 2016 

on social media, after intensive research. In fact, the photo never had appeared on social media. 

Apparently the real source had to be protected.

     The photo appeared to have a connection with Andrey T., since only two days before the crash

he had posted a photo on Twitter (using his @parabellum_ua account) from the exactly identical 

point of view from which this new launch plume photo was taken . Below is an overlay of the 15 

July photo of the Saurivka bombing and the launch plume picture as 'found' by the JIT.
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Apparently Andrey T. obtained the images from what is suspected to be a camera standing on 

a tripod in an observation post away from his own residence, a camera that was surveying the 

southern surroundings of Snizhne. In a tweet he confirmed this. @WowihaY too reappeared later 

on. In the May 3, 2016, BBC documentary he claimed that there was another video of the Buk 

transport, unknown until then. On the same day a video showing the Buk transport in Makiivka 

was published on a YouTube channel used only once (see section 2.1). Why did he want us to 

know? Because he was sure it would be made public really soon after the documentary?

 

2.3.3. A Triumvirate and Their Special Operations Militia

The fact that (former) local residents who played their part in the information relayed about the 

Buk movement, all happened to be acquainted to each other, was established by research. That 

spies too were involved in tracking the transport of the Buk was already made clear by a 

statement on 19 July.2014 from SBU counter-intellingence chief Viktor Nayda (see screengrab 

below).

                     

Interior minister Arsen Avakov said about a video of a Buk transport in Luhansk, when he 

made it public on the July 18th, that '...covert surveillance units of the Ukrainian Ministry of 

Interior recorded a tow truck loaded with a track-mounted missile system …'. As the video was 

shot from an apartment it was clear that safe houses in the DPR/LPR area were being used by 
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these covert surveillance units.

                          

One interesting aspect of the dissemination of this video was that National Security Advisor 

Andrey Lysenko revealed in a press conference on July 17, about 17:10 local time, that there was 

a video of a Buk transport in Luhansk—before he had learned that MH17 was downed. (See from

min. 6:00). This raised the question if the Avakov video was in the hands of the SBU before the 

17th instead of being made in the morning of the 18th.
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 A key player in building up the group of covert intelligence operatives, spotters and 

infowarriors was the local politician and would-be oligarch, Vitaly Kropachev. The man who 

posted the famous pictures of an alleged Buk launch plume, @WowihaY, alluded to this in the 

interview mentioned above. In reply to the question, how Poroshenko learned about his activity, 

@WowihaY stated: 

     

Kropachev lived in Torez before the civil war, actually nearby the site where the Buk was 

photographed in front of the Stroi Dom market, according to some profiles on social media. He 

was a former police officer and member of the Donetsk city council, belonging to the same party 

as Anton Gerashchenko and Arsen Avakov (The Party of Regions). He ascended the ladder of 

power when the Maidan regime was installed, to become an assistant of the Ministry of Energy, 

responsible for the Coal Industry and Transport Safety. With this position he took on the fight 

with Donbass oligarch Rinat Akhmatov for obtaining more assets, according to some news sites 

[here and here]. 

                          

In another article about his background the following was stated: 

This businessman from Torez is the beneficiary of a multitude of coal schemes, 

including the supply of coal from uncontrolled territories. It was Kropachev, 

according to media reports, who owned the idea of creating the infamous Shakhtërsk 

battalion (later renamed Tornado), in which many local criminals recorded atrocities

against civilians in the ATO zone. After the outbreak of the war, he worked closely 

with Interior Minister Arsen Avakov, as well as his adviser Anton Gerashchenko. 

Kropachev closely fell in line with the People’s Deputy from the BCP Igor 
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Kononenko, who gave him the 'go-ahead' to build schemes to control the coal 

industry. Kropachev also appears as a participant in schemes for transporting coal 

from the US to 'Centrenergo'.

 Kropachev was connected to the rightwing extremist militia, the Shakhtërsk Battalion, one 

part of which was subsequently regrouped in Tornado. He allegedly was a sponsor and according 

to the media also in the chain of command. 

The Tornado battalion was established in mid-June 2014 by the Interior Ministry of Ukraine. 

Its core was made up of residents of Shakhtarsk, Torez and Snizhne,who had worked for the 

police or secret service before the area passed under the control of the DPR. Anton 

Gerashchenko, who in 2014 was Minister Avakov’s aide and the first person to announce that a 

Buk 'supplied by Putin' shot down MH17, attended the battalion’s oath-taking ceremony on July 

8, 2014. He also was a personal friend of  Kropachev’s. Ruslan Onishchenko, Tornado's deputy 

commander for combat training, initiated further recruitment of volunteers from Donetsk, 

Luhansk and other regions of Ukraine into the battalion. Tornado members were soon implicated 

in murder, violent attacks, abduction, rape and torture and several were subsequently indicted for 

various crimes.

Before the battalion was disbanded by Avakov on June 18, 2015, its members had been 

unofficially involved in all kinds of special operations, especially intelligence, sabotage and 

surveillance. According to Onishchenko, they also had spied on the Buk when it moved through 

Torez and surroundings. @Wowihay, who founded the local news station Torez.info (according to

the WHO IS of the website at the time), judging by the accounts he followed on Twitter, was ia 

supporter of rightwing extremist militia. He also did an interview with Onishchenko, published 

on Torez.info on May 13, 2015. News organizations like The Odessa Daily copied this interview. 

In a Facebook posting by the well-known ultra-nationalist editor of censor.net and benefactor of 

extremist militias, Yuri Butusov, it was revealed that @WowihaY and his team were not only 

responsible for the plume pictures after the  downing of MH17, but also for the images made in 

Torez:

Two patriots, Torez locals, took photos of Russian anti-aircraft system BUK at the 

moment it was passing by Torez and right after the rocket that shot the Boeing was 

launched. These photos were received by Vitaly Kropachev, an active member of the 
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resistance, who passed them on to Geraschenko. Kropachev also helped to evacuate 

the photographers.
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Butusov in turn confirmed that the Torez images had been collected by an operation set up by 

the Interior Ministry, referring to '… outstanding work by the agents of the Interior Ministry of 

Ukraine, who succeeded in making a short videoclip of the Buk transport in Torez'. Butusov 

himself was actually called 'a close friend' by Anton Gerashchenko, the right-hand man of 

minister Avakov. 

Minister for the Interior and SBU political boss Arsen Avakov and his adviser Anton 
Gerashchenko Photo: fort-russ

 

According to the JIT, the Torez video had to be edited to protect the source—a source that 

could well be the SBU and/or Tornado. As the Buk on both the Torez video images and the 

Donetsk photo (published by the JIT on October 13, 2017, so never available as OSINT) appears 

to be the same one, this last picture was probably also a product of the same operation (see 

overleaf).                           

It may well be that the Makiivka video, announced in a BBC documentary by @WowihaY 

(see 2. 2.1), was also the work of this surveillance crew. After the strange sourcing of the Paris 

Match images became known, it is not too far-fetched to suspect that this video (or parts from it 

that served as a template for fakery) was also made during a surveillance job. In the interview 

with Anonymous, mentioned earlier, the interviewed person corroborates Onishchenko’s 

assertions and the conjecture that in addition to the Torez images, the Makiivka ones were part of 
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the deal as well:

The Buk in Donetsk (on the left), on the Torez video (in the middle) and on the Torez photo. The 
Torez images can be linked to a surveillance operation of the Torez/Snizhne unit and maybe the 
same might be said of the Donetsk Buk photo that was never open sourced before the JIT 
published it. The white circle on the left photo and the red circle on the right photo show so-
called 'fingerprint markers' that are blocked from view. With these markers the JIT claimed to 
have proof that this Buk came from Russia.

By that time, some members of our group had already been forced to leave the 

occupied territory, as they were wanted by the militants. They became connected with

law enforcement authorities, and also keepers of information. [These statements are 

supported by the 2015 interview with @WowihaY when he talks about his own 

experiences, HR]. After the 'Buk' was photographed in Makiivka, and there was 

information that it was carried on the route through Zuhres [@3Andryu? See also 2.2,

HR], we were worked up a little more—some members of our group were in Torez 

(now Chistyakovo) and could more accurately track everything that happened if the 

complex would carry on in that direction. And so it happened. The trailer carrying the

'Buk' was photographed at the entrance to Torez by our activist. This was a few hours 

before the tragedy. By then we thought that the Russians would hunt for our 'birds'. 

Then the complex was spotted on the outskirts of Torez towards Snizhne.

Anonymous claimed that the Buk was followed all day after the unit of 'activists', spotters and 

infowarriors had been made aware of a Buk transport from fellows in the Luhansk area:

On Twitter we saw photos of military equipment we never saw before in the ATO 

zone, made by inhabitants of the Luhansk region. Quickly it was identified as a SAM 
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'Buk'. In principle, even by then the Russians shot down a lot of our 'birds', so we 

decided that this was strengthening the air defense to consolidate the grouping of 

terrorist troops. We started to track the movement of the complex, to be able to 

inform the air force that they may be in the affected area of the missile. In fact, the 

'Buk' was watched for more than a day. Every now and then on the network photos of

the anti-aircraft missile system surfaced, and we documented all his movements. 

[These] 'high-lights' were enough to later claim that the 'Boeing' was shot down by 

this 'Buk'.

A few comments are in order here. First, Anonymous refers to photos on Twitter from the 

Luhansk area. However, these could never have alerted the group to track the Buk for more than 

a day, as no visual material of the transport had been published before the plane was downed. 

Secondly, 'high-lights' should be read in the sense of 'dots' of isolated information, referred to in 

2.1. These are then claimed to form the basis for a plausible theory, on the assumption that the 

relation between two points is always a straight line. Thus, if Object 1 is seen on a picture driving

at site A on 12:30 pm and also on a picture at site B on a time a little later, it is reasonable to 

assume Object 1 traveled straight from A to B in the time between the two pictures. Provided 

though, and this is crucial, both pictures were made on the same date and the objects on both 

photos are really the same (and the distance has been traveled at a reliable speed).

Object 1, the truck with a blue striping and a red low-loader, was sufficiently unique to be 

recognized easily. However, the high speed of the Buk movement (about 60 km/h between 

Donetsk and Torez) was not credible, given that the speed of the transport on the other videos 

was much lower (24 km/h for Zuhres, 37 km/h for Makiivka). The other problem was that the 

dates on which the images were made were not known. Since the images did not emerge prior to 

17 July, Bellingcat claimed they were therefore made on that date, but without the metadata that 

was premature. In fact, as Anonymous also claims in his interview, some material already 

circulated within the unit long before it was disseminated via social media. For this reason I 

wrote a blogpost back in 2015, called  Another Buk, another day, to show that two points need 

not be connected by a straight line and that other hypotheses were possible as well and the dots 

might also be connected differently.

Third, as most of the trail evidence  (enough to claim later 'this Buk shot down the Boeing') 
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seems to have arrived from this particular organization of spotters, infowarriors and militia; 

hence not much can be ascribed to  'ordinary citizens'. Everything originnated from this one 

network, and little if anything was coming out via other channels. And as a rule of thumb, the 

smaller the number of key players, the bigger the chance of manipulation behind the scenes. 

Finally, according to the Ukrainians, no sorties of jet fighters were planned on the 17th, and the 

separatists confirmed that there hadn’t been any aircraft in the sky until at least mid-day. No 

'birds' implied there was no imminent danger for the air force. If there would have been, official 

channels would have been greatly alarmed, especially since Ukraine had tried to draw in the West

in their anti-terrorist war after two planes had been downed allegedly at high altitude on July 14 

and 16. So the question remains how much the military and the Kiev government knew about this

alleged Buk movement and, if they knew, why they did not do anything about it. In the 

aforementioned press conference by Andry Lysenko he stated they would search and destroy the 

Buk if found. This happened not to be the case.

 Andrey Lysenko explains the Ukrainian position at his press conference on July 17th, 17:00: 
“Let’s wait and see”.

The answer to the first question is implicit in what I have argued so far: if there was a  Buk, 

they would have known since they were in close contact with a tight network of spotters, 

infowarriors, militia and spies. However, Gerashchenko attempted to gain recognition for his role

in organizing this network without taking responsibility for what it came up with. 
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2.3.4. The SBU Surveillance Network in the Torez/Snizhne Area

On July 1st, 2017, Dutch news show Nieuwsuur broadcast a documentary which included a short 

interview with the advisor of the Ministry of the Interior, Anton Gerashchenko. It seemed he had 

been fully aware of the monitoring system that was able to follow a Buk on its route through the 

Donbass. The organization to which Anonymous was referring in the interview, was the same as 

the Kropachev-Gerashchenko-Avakov organization. 

From 17:30 the voice-over of reporter Gert-Jan Dennekamp says: 'From the investigation 

conducted by Nieuwsuur it has been established that the Ukrainian secret service continuously 

monitored the entire route. So it is no coincidence that the images appeared on the Internet very 

quickly. In this way they knew exactly which kind of weaponry was in the possession of the 

enemy.' 

At 23:40 the video of the Buk moving through Luhansk is shown. The voice-over says: 'And 

again [so more than once; HR] an operative of the secret service sees this happening'.

The wording in both cases suggests that most if not all evidence of the Buk trail was collected 

and disseminated by a unit tied to the secret service SBU. Since the official story was that apart 

from the Luhansk footage, all social media publications originated from ordinary citizens, I asked

Dennekamp a few questions by tweet [and here], and whether he could point out which further 

images might possible have originated from the SBU. However, the trailer containing the quote 

above, was later edited—as  was the entire documentary. Four seconds were left out. The second 

line of the first Dennekamp quote above (in italics) was cut. Obviously the story about ordinary 

citizens—the corner stone of the narrative that the Buk presence had been proven by open source 

intelligence—had to be salvaged and kept consistent. 

Of course, this does not imply Dennekamp was part of a scheme to disinform. It does prove, 

however, that in the case of MH17, his ability to look critically at information was seriously 

impaired.
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First picture, screenshot of the trailer before I asked questions to Dennekamp. 

Second picture, the edited version of 52 seconds after.

 Apparently Dennekamp simply believed the story of ordinary citizen OSINT, even when red 

flags were waved right under his nose. From Dennekamp's account one would conclude that the 

secret service only used social media as a middle layer to obfuscate the real sources behind the 

(manipulated?) Buk materials. In the documentary Gerashchenko also mentions, maybe to gain 
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some credit for his work (at 17:45), that: 'We already had installed a monitoring system in the 

streets of Torez in June. And also at locations in the neighbourhood.' Of course the question 

should then arise what happened with all the Buk imagery that should have been produced by this

vast network. In a conversation with the host of the show  Dennekamp explained (at 26:00): 'I 

thought it was remarkable—though in hindsight also obvious; but I hadn’t thought about it that 

way—that Ukraine was actually keeping an eye on that route. I was told, we were told, that the 

route was actually monitored directly by the Ukrainian security service with cameras. That 

system would have been broken, in mid-July, would no longer work because the internet had 

become bad. But they still had the “spotters”, so they knew what was moving back and forth.' 

This should explain why there aren’t a lot more videos of the Buk transport through Torez. It 

also explains why Gerashchenko knew only from an acquaintance of an acquaintance that 'a 

strange vehicle' was moving through Snizhne, as he told Dennekamp: 'On the 17th somebody 

phoned me around noon and said that an acquiantance of his, a taxi driver on the roads of 

Snizhne, had seen a strange vehicle passing by. Cannon and tanks had already passed by; those 

they recognized. But this vehicle was unknown to them.'

        

Two hours after the crash, on 18:20 local time, Gerashchenko point  ed to Putin in a FaceBook 

post. At  18:47 hours he claimed in an interview by telephone for news show 112 Ukraina he was

sure of this because of his Snizhne contact  (See from 12:00). 

     So your air force is on full alert since the 12th, you were able to install an entire real-time 

monitoring system, continuously working behind enemy lines, and you were in command of a 

special forces unit of spies, spotters and infowarriors engaged in gathering intelligence. And yet 

you must rely on ad hoc, third-hand testimony to learn that a 'strange vehicle' had passed by, 

before concluding it was 'Putin’s Buk' that was being transported. 
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2.3.5. The Ukrainian Propaganda Machine: Manipulation Galore

It would seem, then, that the information about an actual Buk transport in the Donbass on the 

17th  originated from a section of a centralized group of sources, linked to the Ministry of the 

Interior. This coalescence of information to a single origin would make it more plausible that the 

various parts that comprise the Buk trail have been manipulated from that central source as well, 

as we will see in more detail in section 2.4. There is no doubt that Ukrainian officials of this 

Ministry were implicated in frequent use of fake evidence. In May 2018 the Russian reporter, 

Arkady Babchenko, faked his death in an operation of the SBU, 'in order to thwart a plot by 

Moscow to kill him',  The Guardian wrote  :

Ukrainian officials announced on Tuesday that Babchenko, a veteran war correspondent, 

had been shot three times in the back as he left his apartment in the capital Kiev to buy 

bread. His wife discovered him lying in a puddle of blood and Babchenko died in an 

ambulance on the way to hospital, they said. Ukraine’s prime minister, Volodymyr 

Groysman, promptly blamed the Kremlin for Babchenko’s “death” and suggested he had 

been targeted because of his professional work. 
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However, within a few days Babchenko popped up alive and kicking.

                          

Another famous case in which fake social media info was used, was the attack by Arsen 

Avakov, minister for the Interior, on Mikail Sakaashvili, former president of Georgia and then 

governor of Odessa. From this case transpired that the Ukrainian Interior Ministry employed 

experts capable of making fake videos and photos. Thus in a December 2015 incident   

Saakashvili and Avakov accused each other of being involved in corruption. As Sergey 

Mastepanov wrote in an elaborate study, 'About this time a video   appeared on the Internet in 

which Saakashvili is talking with a Russian oligarch, allegedly proving his corruption involving a

company in Odessa.(See screengrab below).

                          

Later Saakashvili declared on TV that the video was a fake, claiming it had been distributed by

the Ukrainian Ministry of the Interior. 'Do you realize now what sort of fraudsters we are dealing 
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with?', he asked. 

Not only Avakov, but also his adviser Gerashchenko was implicated in disseminating fake 

evidence. On August 26, 2014, he peddled a story about how a heroic female sniper, Natalia 

Krasovskaya, had been killed. However, more than a year later, on September 7th, 2015, Natalia 

could be seen on an image being alive and well, see here. In the meantime Gerashchenko 

removed the picures of her he had posted  after her presumed death. What had happened? Had 

fake actors been staged to boost a tale of glory and heroism? 

Maidan demonstrators had not shied from false flag operations. Of course, the best  known 

example is the Maidan Square massacre on Februari 20th, 2014. After studying the shootings at  

Maidan, in which almost 50 people died, several scholars came to the conclusion that snipers 

connected to the opposition had launched an attack at protesters and the police to clear the way 

for a forced removal of president Yanukovich from office. E.g. the paper (summary online) by 

Ivan Katchanovski, titled ‘The “Snipers’ Massacre” on the Maidan in Ukraine’, for the American 

Political Science Association annual meeting in San Francisco, 3-6 September 2015. The 

complete report can be downloaded from Academia.edu via this link (account needed). See also  

John Hall, ‘Estonian Foreign Ministry confirms authenticity of leaked phone call’, MailOnLine 

(5 March 2014, online). (The same account is mentioned in Gordon Hahn, ‘The Ukrainian 

Revolution’s Neo-Fascist Problem’).

In May 2018 the New York Times on the other hand published an article under the title 'Who 

killed the protesters?' which the paper believed was the ultimate proof that it was the Berkut state

police unit that had butchered the Maidan Protestants. The report (see here) originated from a 

partnership between a private agency (SITU, an architecture company and research lab in 

Brooklyn), an NGO (the Center for Human Rights Science, from Pittsburgh) and Ukrainian 

'volunteers'. It assessed three cases, but it was immediately apparent the analyses was wrong, as 

Katchanovski showed in a reply in an article for Consortium News.
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The Parashchuk case: From my own investigation into this case that SITU described, the 
impression emerged that the victim could not have been shot by the Berkut. Ivan Katchanovski 
confirmed my assessment. 

 

Another false flag operation, this time a provocation to implicate the separatists, has gone into 

the archives as the Dmytro Yarosh business card case. At the time Yarosh was commander of the 

Right Sektor, a rightwing extremist militia force also involved as an active party in the Maidan 

massacres. On April 21, 2014, not long after rebels occupied buildings in cities throughout the 

Donbass, Yarosh’s men attacked a checkpoint in Slavyansk, killing five. Though separatists were 

promptly accused of launching this attack to foment strife and civil war, Yarosh himself told the 

ultranationalist medium, censor.net, two years later he had been behind it.                    

In a comment on the MH17 website whathappenedtoflightmh17.com. citizen investigator 

Liane Theuer wrote about it:

On April 20/2014 a checkpoint of the separatists in Bielbasovka, a suburb of Slavyansk, 

was attacked. Four SUVs approached the checkpoint and suddenly opened fire on the 

guards. These returned fire and managed to repel the attack. Two cars of the attackers 

burned down completely. Both had brand new license plates from the Dnepropetrovsk 

region and a lot of weapons and ammunition loaded. Six people died in the firefight. It was 

the first battle of the civil war [that would flare up shortly afterwards].  

On the site of the battle the business card of Dmytro Yarosh, then the head of the Right 
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Sector, was found. The discovery caused much mockery in Western media: Many assumed a

staging by the Russian secret services.    

Soldiers inspecting the site where the gunfight took place.

Everyone laughed at this “crude propaganda campaign of the Russians.” But the separatists 

claimed it was done by the Right Sector.

Now we know for sure that every word of the separatists was true. Dmytro Yarosh 

personally told censor.net on April 22, 2016, that he himself had prepared and executed the 

attack [a lot of details and names]. Actually, we could have known before. On July 21, 2014

Andriy Denisenko, Dmytro Yarosh's deputy, posted on Facebook that it really was the Right

Sector, with Yarosh at the top, which attacked the checkpoint in Slavjansk.

Translation Denisenko: 'Hardly any of the members of his campaign team could 

imagine that the politician and presidential candidate Yarosh, practically spitting on 

his campaign, as a simple soldier risked his life under fire. Bottom line, thanks to the 

fantasies and fears of Moscow’s propaganda and the manliness of our guys, there is 

the new national brand “Yarosh’s card”, a first victory over the terrorists. And the 

only politician who does not makeup for the camera against the backdrop of war 

landscapes, but really fighting for the unity of Ukraine. Now you know : Yarosh’s 

Business Card – this is not a myth but the deadly reality for separatists and Putin’s 

invaders.' 

According to (pro) Western media outlets there is no such thing as rightwing extremism in 
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Ukraine, mainly because their political branches show low voter turn-outs – denying the fact that 

ultranationalism has become mainstream. Also the Ukrainian state apparatus would show, 

according to Western sources, great progress towards freedom and democracy. However, the 

special UN rapporteur issued an alarming call to the international community about the 

inadequate legal processes with regard to the killings in post-coup Ukraine. The mass media did 

not cover it. Maybe we should accept the fact that the official state apparatus has been infested by

very ruthless people, people who might at least have had a hand in constructing fake evidence 

with respect to the downing of flight MH17, or maybe more. 

Actually, on July 15th an in hindsight horrifying tweet appeared, addressed to someone who 

played an important role in the loosely connected nationalist Donbass infowarrior network, 

@HuSnizhne, who also was acquainted to @WowihaY, @rescuero and @parabellum_ua. It said: 

“Check out what a daredevil is flying from Amsterdam over ATO zone (15.07.2014, 15.48).

                                   

This was almost exactly 2 days before flight MH17 from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur was hit 
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when flying over the Donbass.  One further aspect of the work of the small, tightly knit unofficial

intelligence unit linked to the Interior Ministry, comprised of SBU spies, extremist militia, 

spotters and infowarriors, transpired in the statement to Anonymous that they also kept an eye on 

overflights of civilian aircraft, probably by monitoring websites like flightradar24.com: 

'Immediately one of ours supposed that it was a Boeing, that flew from Amsterdam: “It looks like

this is the Kuala Lumpur route.” I always watch the Flight Radar to tell apart civilian and military

[planes]. This exact plane always flew at this particular time'.
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2.4. The Donbass Buk—Phantom or Fact?

      

On the basis of what was presented so far, it is now time to re-examine the evidence in the public 

domain (except for the intercepted calls by the SBU; see section 2.5) and formulate some general 

observations. The alleged evidence, made up of photos, videos, and written social and established

media accounts, presumably posted or captured by 'ordinary citizens' or reporters, allegedly 

depicts a 17 July 2014 movement of a Russian Buk air defence missile system from Donetsk to 

an alleged launch site in a field near the village of Pervomais’kiy.

In section 2.1. I criticised the OSINT method as performed by hyper-partisan astroturf OSINT 

collectives. The key problem is that (alleged) facts are cut out from their context, in the first place

as a result of the vast distance (relational, psychological and cultural) between source and 

researcher. Veracity and authenticity of the information appearing on social media are not a 

priori guaranteed, and often cannot even be established. As this invites subjective interpretation 

by the OSINT researcher to construct the meaning of  (and relations between) the 'points' of 

information retrieved, the method can easily lead to superficiality and confirmation bias. 

Therefore the interpretation of the isolated facts may be distorted by subjective conjecture, 

although presented as neutral, spontaneous and authentic in the way that presenting facts from 

one’s own experiences enhances its value. In reality it may all be preconceived, and yet too often 

the information is taken at face value instead of thoroughly investigated. In this way I looked at  

the origins of the Buk trail, trying to get more information about the gaps filled up rather 

superficially by trail builders like Bellingcat and their (pro-)Ukrainian associates. For example., 

we saw that the dissemination of two videos of the Buk movement on social media, allegedly 

posted by ordinary citizens, were in fact traceable to the Ukrainian secret service SBU. From two

other sources, connected to established media (Associated Press and Paris Match), it was made  

clear that mainstream journalism (assisted by OSINT methods) can easily be used to obfuscate 

the origin of information. Journalists in these cases actually engaged in closing down sources 

instead of opening them up.
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2.4.1. Some Observations about the Buk Trail Evidence

Let us now look, on the basis of what has been presented so far, at how the alleged Buk trail 

evidence found its way to the public, that is, into the Bellingcat reports. For clarity I have 

subdivided this evidence in three diagrams. The first gives the accounts disseminated before the 

plane crash; the second, the material that appeared on social and established media channels on 

July 17th, after the plane had crashed. Finally, the third diagram comprises the videos, photos and

posts that became available after July 17th. The individual accounts have been given a colour to 

convey an impression to what extent the particular source is suspected to be connected to the 

operations of the Ukrainian Interior Ministry.  In all three tables we see that the connection to the 

SBU, the Torez/Snizhne group or other members from Kropachev-Gerashchenko-Avakov unit 

predominates, either as confirmed or as strongly suspected. 

Green: No connection or unknown

Purple: Suspicion of contacts with either SBU, the Torez/Snizhne group or other members from Kropachev-
Gerashchenko-Avakov unit

Orange: Very strong suspicion

Red: Established connection

Table 2.1. Sightings on 17 July 2014, before the crash

(All sources are assessed separately in Problems of the track-a-trail evidence  .)

Type of message Location Buk, 
Time posting 

Original source Ties to 
Torez/Sni
zhne unit

Specifics

Tweets Donetsk, 10:11 Unknown, relay by 
NecroMancer (1)

Superficial
as a fellow
infowarrio
r

Unclear what actually 
is reported. “One 
cannon, no missiles 
mounted”.

VK.com posting Donetsk, 10:40 Unknown. Relay on 
“Donetsk is Ukraine!” wall

Unknown. Message shows many 
specifics in a 15 
minute sighting 
(surveillance?)

Tweets Torez, 12:07-16 Unknown, relay by 
@WowihaY

Yes “4 missiles”

Tweet Donetsk, 12:20 Unknown, relay by 
@Occupied_Rook possibly 

Yes Copied info from 
VK.com or other 
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from “Donetsk is Ukraine!”
VK.com posting (2)

written but unknown 
posting

Tweet Shakhtarsk, 12:41 Unknown, relay by 
@spice4russia

Yes “possibly a Buk before”
(conjecture based on 
WowihaY tweets)

Tweet Torez, 12:26 Unknown, probably relay 
by @MOR2537 (Roman)

Yes “two cars”, “awning”

Facebook posting 
with updates (2)

Torez, 12:17-
13:18

Unknown. probably relay 
from @WowihaY to 
Euromaydan

Probably, 
yes. 
Contacts 
establishe
d on 
17.7.2014

“Machines with 
terrorists” (Vostok?), 
“from Torez towards 
Snizhne” (2nd 
WowihaY tweet).

Tweet Snizhne, 12:53 Unknown; possibly relay or
conjecture by infowarrior 
@Hallahups

Follower 
of 
Torez/Sni
zhne 
infowarri
or group 
members

Conjecture based on 
@WowihaY or 
@MOR2537 Torez 
tweets?

VK.com posting Snizhne, 12:51/ 
14:08:33, last edit
16:05

Source is relay from “SD” 
to South-East News. 
Probably not 1st hand 
account

No (pro-
separatist)

Time posting Buk 
photo more than 3 
hours before edit last 
message

————————————————-

(1) NecroMancer replies to a question about this incomprehensable testimony: “Maybe this is the Buk that was 
caught on the air force base [A-1402, on 29.6.2014; HR]. ATO air force pledged it didn’t work?” NecroMancer: 
“Perhaps he [the information provider?] did not see it”; https://twitter.com/666_mancer/status/489729553833938944

(2) This “Donetsk is Ukraine!” VK.com news site was posting a 15 minute Buk sigthing from an unknown source 
and probably was also a relay; there are at least 3 copies of this posting known. Actually Occupied_Rook mentions 
movement of the transport in an opposite direction, but no other written account has been found on which he could 
have based his remarks.

(3) There were also copies, eg., on https://ukr.media/ukrain/207606/

Table 2.2. Publications on July 17th, after the crash

Type of 
message

Time 1st 
posting, 
location Buk

Original source Interior 
Ministry unit 
involvement

Specifics

Witness 
account Buk, 
Daily Mail

18:51, 
Snizhne

AP’s Dmitry 
Lovetsky (identity
retrieved)

No. Alleged secrecy of the 
transport

Photo launch 
plume, Twitter

19:23, 
Pervomaiskyi

@rescuero 
(identity 

Yes; contacts 
with SBU 

Handed over to 
@WowihaY and Anton 
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retrieved) established Gerashchenko

Photo, 
VK.com 
military portal 
(*)

Original 
posted before
20:09, Stroi 
Dom Torez

Ruslan Nasadyuk,
original unknown

Yes. Tornado 
suspected

Confirmed by Anonymous 
and Yuri Butusov; Original 
deleted from VK.com 
portal soon after posting

Video on 
YouTube, 
posted by 
tweet to Dajey 
Petros (*)

Time 
unknown, 
N21 Zuhres 

@3Andryu 
(indentity 
retrieved)

SBU contacts 
confirmed

Posted on one time used 
YouTube channel. Tweet 
deleted same evening.

Video on 
YouTube, 
posted on local
VK.com group
(*)

Snizhne 
south, on 
T0522. 
Original 
posted 
shortly before
20:33

Vita V. (identity 
retrieved)

Likely. SBU 
contacts 
plausible.

Posted on one time used 
YouTube channel. Original 
deleted within 70 minutes.

Photo, first 
medium 
unknown (*)

Snizhne, 
Karapetyan 
street; First 
known copy 
from 23:04

Unknown, 
possibly from 
safehouse. First 
known copy from 
Vlad Palienko

As fellow 
infowarrior (2)

Original deleted from 
social media soon after 
posting.

Witness 
account plume 
(NBC News)

South from 
Snizhne as 
seen from the
north

Andrey T. Yes. Possibly established via 
Gerashchenko

—————————————————-

(*) Originals that disappeared quickly after posting:

17.7 @3Andryu Tweet with Zuhres video

17.7 Original VK.com posting with Torez photo

17.7 Original source of Snizhne Karapetyan photo

17.7 Bolodya Familiev YouTube publication of Snizhne video

Table 2.3. Publications after July 17th, 2014

Type of 
message

Time 1st 
posting, location
Buk

Original source Interior 
Ministry 
unit 
involvement

Specifics

Video, on 
Facebook 
account Arsen 
Avakov

18.7, Luhansk Secret 
surveillance 
operatives.

Yes. At first wrong location conveyed 
(close to Russian border)

Two stills 23/25.7, Donetsk Unknown, Unknown. Wrong place,time and source 
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relayed by Paris 
Match

Possibly 
SBU.

conveyed

Conversation 
on Zello

24.7 Alleged 
missile over 
Octyabr, Snizhne 
(3)

Unknown. No. Unit 
involved in 
retrieval.

Retrieved by @WowihaY from 
Zello.

Witness 
account Buk in
Novaya Gazeta

13.7.2015, 
Snizhne area

Local journalist, 
possibly 
@WowihaY

Possibly. Time of account does not match 
Snizhne, but does match Torez

Video, on 
YouTube

3.5.2016, 
Makiivka

Unknown. 
Oliferenko 
YouTube channel.
Publisher is not 
the maker.

Yes. Confirmed by Anonymous; 
Wowihay announces existence 
new Buk video in BBC 
documentary; YT channel one-
time used

Satellite 
imagery

13.5.2016, 
Makiivka

Stratfor/All 
Source Analysis

No. In 9 days imagery also appears on
Google Earth

A full video on
JIT website 
(***)

28.9.2016, 
Donetsk

Unknown, 
published by JIT

Unknown, 
possibly 
SBU

Source of Paris Match stills

A video on 
website Dutch 
police (***)

28.9.2016, Torez Unkown, 
published by JIT

Yes. Tornado 
suspected

Confirmed by Butusov; Severely 
edited “to protect source”

Launch plume 
photo, on press
conference 
(***)

28.9.2016, near 
Pervomais’kyi

Observation post 
related to T., 
published by JIT

Yes. Matches “the impossible launch 
site” (**)

A photo, on 
VK.com (***)

25.10.2017, 
Donetsk

Unknown, 
published by JIT

Unknown. 
Tornado?

Same Buk as on Torez imagery

A high 
resolution still 
(***)

24.5.2018, 
Makiivka

Unknown, 
published by JIT

Yes. Still from known degraded video

 

——————————————————

(**) For people knowing the area and the 15 July posting of the Saurivka bombing posted by Andrey T. (as shown in 
part 3), it is easy to see the launch plume on the JIT picture matches the Ukraine@war/Oliphant launch field. 
However, Micha Kobs calculated the launch plume on the both @rescuero pictures, taken 7 seconds apart from each 
other, back to its origin with assistance of the wind speed. It appeared the plume arrived from the backyard of people
living in Pervomais’kyi, if the trail was genuine. This is pretty well impossible. See also part I of the   social media 
report, p.34-39. and my blog posts The trail that was not a launch plume and The mystery of the two face launch 
plume. and the pictures overleaf: 
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Calculating the angular wind drift of the launch plume as photographed by @rescuero, member of the small group 
of confidants tied to the Kropachev-Gerashchenko-Avakov unit. Proven was also that the black smoke and the white 
plume were unrelated, although the black smoke curled up neatly into the white. 

(***) Not on social media/No OSINT:

28.9.2016, JIT, full “Paris Match video”, used for fingerprinting

28.9.2016, JIT, Torez video, used for fingerprinting

28.9.2016, JIT, 2nd plume picture, used for triangulation with launch plume photo @rescuero

19.10.2017, JIT, Donetsk photo, used for fingerprinting

24.5.2018, JIT, high resolution Makiivka video, used for fingerprinting

All parts used by the JIT, including the full video from which the Paris Match stills were 

cropped, arrived at the JIT directly, not via OSINT; possibly through their Ukrainian co-workers 

from the SBU. The same is true for the second launch plume picture, connected to Andrey T., a 

member of the Kropachev-Gerashchenko unit. Since this second launch plume picture (and the 

fingerprint method, cf. below) is key to the JIT evidence made public so far, it is important that 

both this picture and as we will see, the images used for the fingerprint method, are suspect. Thus

in the case of the second launch plume as photographed by @rescuero, member of the small 

group of confidants tied to the Kropachev-Gerashchenko-Avakov unit, we can establish that the 

black smoke and the white plume were unrelated, although the black smoke curled up neatly into 

the white. According to an interview with the maker of the first launch plume photos, Pavel A., 

he gave up his camera to the SBU (see his RTL4 interview in section 2.2).                           

      It will be interesting to learn if the Dutch Prosecutor’s Office has available all original, 

authentic imagery, established in a forensically secure chain of custody, especially the imagery 

that has been used launch plume triangulation (and for fingerprinting). In fact, without it, they 
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won’t have a case at all.

2.4.2. Evaluating the Buk Trail Sources 

We saw how a loosely knit network was created, existing of local spotters and infowarriors 

behind enemy lines, living in the DPR, and infowarriors living outside of it. The spotters present 

in the area on July 17th did not post their information directly to social media like Twitter, 

Facebook or Vkontakte at the time that the Buk drove by, as all of the pre-crash accounts found, 

seemed to be written second-hand relays from people not even at the scene. For example, 

@WowihaY claimed in an interview he already had left Snizhne before July 2014 (the local 

informants he mentions apparently did not post anything themselves about a Buk movement prior

to the shoot-down):

                          

Another interesting aspect is that @WowihaY claimed he had 'channels of communication 

established with [Ukrainian soldiers]'. Maybe the soldier who was 'well-versed in weaponry' and 

provided @WowihaY with the account of the Buk with 4 missiles, as @WowihaY claimed, 

belonged to the Interior Ministry intelligence unit that was closely connected to to a small group 

of confidants and of which @WowihaY also was a member. This information of the four 

mounted missiles provided a crucial clue, because the Buk on the Luhansk video only showed 
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three missiles, allegedly missing the deadly one.

It is also plausible that tweeter Roman, another Buk sighting witness, did not convey a first-

hand account. Although he lived in Donetsk, according to his Twitter profile, he mostly tweeted 

about news from the Torez/Snizhne area in the days surrounding the downing. On July 17th 

Roman reported the movements of the Oplot and the Vostok convoys, as @Wowihay did as well 

from a Ukrainian city far away. Roman never claimed he actually saw the Buk himself nor did he

allude to Buk presence in other tweets.

Other evidence showing up on the 17th can only be traced back to people who were not at the 

scene being described. An intriguing example of this is the picture of a Buk driving or standing 

on Karapetyan Street, in the centre of Snizhne. Bellingcat, picking low hanging fruits, used 

@GirkinGirkin as their trail source. This poster, who displayed a photo of Shakhtarsk on his 

twitter profile at the time, was also an acquaintance of the @WowihaY twitter crowd. However, 

his message on 18 July, 0:27 local time, was not the earliest posting of this picture found. This 

was the message by user Vlad Polienko, who posted the same information package 

(pic+geolocation tips) some 1.5 hours before. He did this on the VK.com group 'Overheard in 

Snizhne', the channel in which Vita V. too posted a link to her video (Vlad’s replies were deleted 

very recently, but I kept a few screenshots).

In the thread Polienko told a user named Ksyuhin that he came from the area, but lived in Kiev

at the time.
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Ksuyhin’s friends, who had been around when the Buk allegedly was off-loaded and had stood

idle in the center of Snizhne for three-quarters of an hour, hadn’t seen anything. Nonetheless, 

Vlad insisted (from Kiev) that he knew better what was going on in Snizhne.

                          

In contrast to the picture of a Buk driving in front of the Stroi Dom market in Torez, taken by 

an 'activist' of the Kropachev-Gerashchenko unit, the Karapetyan photo was not widely 

disseminated. After 20:10 local time, the Torez photo was copied many times within the hour and

was geolocated within half an hour as well [sources 20:46, 20:48]. The Snizhne Karapetyan 

photo on the other hand  got relatively little attention and was not even present in early accounts 

of a Buk trail posted on the evening of the crash. 

The two pictures had one thing in common though. The original posting dissappeared very 

shortly after publication and infowarriors took over—as also was the case with the Vita V. video 

(see 2.2.1). Thus the impression was created that the people implicated in the making (or their 

helpers) chose to inform trusted and well known channels, so that the material would swiftly 

reach OSINT collectors and the general public. Many people were made aware of the existence 

of the Vita V. video and the Tornado Torez picture, but with respect to the Karapetyan photo, few 

apparently were alerted. Some of the accounts mentioned in publications can be discarded 

altogether. For example, Bellingcat’s trail even consisted of two sightings of the Vostok tanks in 

Torez, which are left out in the lists above since they had nothing to do with a Buk transport (for 

one, see screengrab below).
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Likewise the NecroMancer tweets contain information—maybe from third-hand testimony—

that is hardly comprehensible. Time and place of the accounts, and finally, the message that 

something with caterpillar tracks was involved, had some clues for cross-referencing with other 

accounts from Donetsk, but otherwise nothing consistent with a Buk transport.

Actually, the second tweet by NecroMancer might allude to a second Kamaz or Ural truck, one

with a mounted gun, which hauled the trailer with the Buk. This piece of disinformation was also 

posted by InfoResistance and Dmytri Tymchuk shortly after the crash.

                      

 In fact, the mysterious convoy consisted of many of the vehicles that also paraded on the 

streets of Donetsk on July 10th. It is suspected that intercepted calls by the SBU, in which the 

second in command of the DPR forces, 'Khmuryi', allegedly orders 'that beauty' (read: the Buk) 
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to join the 17 July Vostok convoy, was used to provide propaganda channels with disinformation 

about a Vostok-led Buk transport. Perhaps it was not only InfoResistance that was supplied with 

this disinformation, but NecroMancer’s informants as well.

Message on VK.com pro-separatist news board Strelkov_info showing a Strela-10 air defense 
missile system and a KAMAZ or a MAN truck driving in a parade by the Vostok battalion in 
Donetsk on July 10th. 
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Intercepted call in which Khmuryi orders the Buk to go with Vostok. Probably this information 
was distributed by the SBU to a few propaganda channels – InfoResistance, defence expert 
Dmytri Tymchuk, and Euromaidan. The Vostok convoy actually departed in the morning of the 
17th, at about 10 am, but only consisted of three tanks and an Ural armoured truck carrying 
separatists. There were no APC’s, no Kamaz trucks, only one Ural and no Buk.

The @spice4russia tweet—a reply to @WowihaY—obviously contains a conjecture that the 

Buk should have passed his probable residence, Shakhtarsk, before the Vostok convoy did, based 

on @Wowihay’s 'Buk in Torez' tweets. Another connected infowarrior, reporting from 

Shakhtarsk, tweeted about Vostok, but did not report a Buk when it should have passed by. After 

the crash, @spice4russia tweeted: 'National Security Council: The Ukrainian side has data on 

the use of anti-missile system “Buk” by militants and other settings', obviously referring to the 

Lysenko afternoon press conference. He never mentioned seeing a Buk himself, not even when 

referring to this message from the National Security Council. @Hallahups, tweeting the 

mysterious line 'And now the Buk enters Snizhne' 37 minutes after WowihaY’s second tweet 

('Buk travels … at Snizhne'), made up a Buk presence in Snizhne after some time, based on the 

accounts of Roman and @WowihaY, whom he presumably was following on twitter. His Twitter 

profile shows a full gallery of more than 600 mostly pro-Kiev influencers, including these two, 

on August 23rd, 2014. After this date, about the time the anti-terror operation was losing ground, 
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it ceased to show further posting. By then he had posted more than 3.000 messages in only 3.5 

months.

The alleged Buk plume witness found by @WowihaY on smartphone app Zello does not seem 

to be a credible testimony, as the information conveyed does not match the direction of the 

alleged launch trajectory. @WowihaY pinpointed the witness’s whereabouts not far from Vita 

V.’s and Andrey T’s residences in the southern suburbs of Snizhne (see below).

 @WowihaY’s geolocation of the Zello Buk plume witness claiming that she saw something flying
over Oktyabr, a neighborhood in the southern suburbs of Snizhne. A second witness in the Zello 
conversation saw something flying over Snizhne in the direction of the Khimmash plant.               

Launch trajectory from the Ukraine@war/Oliphant field, the officially identified launch site (see 
also section 2.6). Both accounts do not match the north-western direction of the alleged launch 
trajectory.
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Bellingcat moved the witness account towards the tiny settlement Red October (Chervonyi 

Zhovten), a few kilometers south of Snizhne. They never cared to explain how they arrived at this

result. Their witness location deviated some 4 kilometres from @WowihaY’s, probably the effect

of confirmation bias. The Bellingcat witness location intersected nicely with the geolocation lines

to the alleged launch site, as derived from the @rescuero plume pictures (see map below). As a 

typical form of cognitive bias, confirmation bias also leads to 'cognitive dissonance reduction': 

this holds that people are inclined to discard information if it does not match their ideas. In the 

Zello audio recording, the witness from 'Oktyabr' claimed 'it was flying as if from Saurivka', 

which is due south. Two other witnesses stated:

[2:00] “Well, it appears everybody saw where the missile has flown from.”

[2:04] “Well, where you are, everybody saw it, but the Ukrainian media, as usual, will say, will 

say that this were us.”                 

Coordinates of Bellingcat’s transported Zello witness, deviating 4 km. from the 
WowihaY/Ukraine@war location. Image credit: Max van der Werff.   

Of course, these opinions are not meant to back up the claim that contrary to the officially 

identified location, a missile was launched far more to the south (in territory controlled by the 

Ukrainian army/volunteer battalions). The reports about 'as if from Saurivka' don’t contradict the 

southern direction of the alleged launch site (as seen from Snizhne) either. However, taking social
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or regular media messages at face value to confirm preconceived ideas, is flawed as a method. 

The same evidence may actually be read as identifying a different guilty party; and when 

evidence is this ambiguous, it actually is not evidence any longer.

The fact that pro-separatist locals did not post anything, except one message on the VK.com 

group South-East News, is also a lead. Two days earlier, cheering crowds along the route were 

making photos and videos with their phones of a separatist convoy.

                            

 The South East News posting, a singular posting about a Buk in the Donbass on an alleged 

pro-separatist message board, has some interesting aspects. The photo of an Ukrainian Buk 

attached was already uploaded on 12:51 local time, as I established by putting it through 

FotoForensics.com at the time. Buk tweeter Roman also posted this picture, on 12:53 local time. 

Roman tweeted to clear up his earlier message about a Buk in Torez: 'It looks like a Buk, its top 
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was covered' and attached the picture, which he probably had found on Wikipedia.

The South East News account mentioned a time of 15:08:33, possibly Moscow time as the site 

usually reported this time zone, so maybe 14:08:33 local time. However, it is not plausible 

anybody would report tens and hundredths of a second for an actual sighting. So this was 

probably not the timing of a real-time spotting, but possibly the exact time of an incoming 

message to the South East News administrators via the digital highway. Ultimately the last edit 

by them took place at 16:05 local time (1:05 pm GMT winter time), 15 minutes before the plane 

was hit.
                          

It is unclear if the relay, a regular information provider with the handle 'SD' (as I figured out 

back then), actually saw something or just speculated, based on messages of @WowihaY, 

Roman, Euromaidan, or copies that were posted earlier. Perhaps an administrator of South East 

News posted the picture of the Wikipedia Buk, almost exactly at the same time Roman did, after 

(s)he had read one of these sources. Then subsequently (s)he edited the posting, adding the 

information sent on 14:08:33 EEST by SD mentioning 'Snizhne'. This person might also have 

read the earlier postings in which this city featured as the Buk destination location. Still awaiting 
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credible confirmation, the SouthEast News administrators waited an hour before they eventually 

decided to edit the message again, giving it a funny twist by attaching a quiz to it ('Bought at the 

weapons store – For protection from airstrikes [Y/N?]'). 

As to the pre-crash evidence (the few postings and tweets), these 'last sources in the chain of 

information' (as @WowihaY put it) were the only ones that could be found after the crash; there 

were no accounts from ordinary people nor photos or videos posted before the plane was shot 

down. In other words the pre-crash accounts of Buk presence are very meagre and first-hand 

accounts posted before the crash are non-existent. It is conceivable that the few sources posted on

social media before the plane crashed, received their information through a telephone circle that 

was fed possibly false information from malicious interested parties related to the Interior 

Ministry and/or SBU. 

 @Wowihay posted a screenshot of his smartphone, showing information received about the 
convoy “Vostok” on July 17th. The information is wrong, by the way. There were 3 tanks, instead
of 4. And there was no KAMAZ on the road. The fourth military vehicle was an Ural armoured 
truck. As @WowihaY claimed in an interview, he was made aware of the Buk transport by 
someone “well-versed in weaponry”, obviously not the same source. Then who supplied 
@WowihaY with the Buk with the “four missiles” information?

Therefore it is plausible that the infowarriors @WowihaY and Roman, and the pro-Kiev news 
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websites Donetsk is Ukraine! and Euromaidan FaceBook, could have been used as reliable 

conduits for disinformation in case someone with access to the small circle of confidants would 

want to sow traces of a trail that never existed. Since their only job was to do what they always 

did, relaying information from better informed sources, there was no need they themselves were 

involved in any conspiracy, as some people argue.                           

Euromaidan, consistently on the front line when dissemination of useful information was 

needed, put a message on Facebook at 12:17 (opening text box)/13:15 (first posting) EEST 

claiming: 'In Torez in the direction of Snizhne drives a Buk. Information from local residents 

[@Wowihay, (former) Torez local, 12:16: 'Buk travels through Torez to Snizhne #stopterror']. 2 

minutes later, an updated version appeared, adding to the original message: 'Accompanied by  

machines and terrorists', alluding to a larger convoy. Later that afternoon they uploaded a video 

of the Vostok Donetsk parade on July 10th on YouTube to back this up. This probably was 

another source, as @Wowihay had received information thar the Buk and Vostok convoy moved 

separately. This source alluded to the large Vostok-led Buk convoy, mistakenly based on the 

'Khmuryi' conversations. Perhaps two different channels were supplying Euromaidan; one 

following the Gerashchenko line of two different convoys and one following the SBU 

taps/InfoResistance/Tymchuk line that disseminated the info about the larger Buk convoy. One 

minute later the message was edited again. Now it said: 'In Torez *towards* Snizhne….', this 

giving a more precise destination: [@MOR2537 (Roman), 12:20: 'Missile system was driven on a

tractor + two cars through Torez towards Snizhne at 12:10'; Roman may have been provided by 

the source that followed the Gerashchenko line of the small Buk convoy]. The final edit concerns

a press conference of National Security adviser Andrey Lysenko, claiming that a Buk was 

captured on video in the Luhansk area. 

Now it may well be that even @WowihaY, for all his remarkable talents in assisting with  

establishing the trail , is just an enthusiastic Ukrainian nationalist and OSINT hobbyist. As  

Anonymous claimed in his interview, mentioned in section 2.3, @WowihaY geolocated the 

launch site at 100 meters away from the Oliphant field, based on the @rescuero plume photo he 

had tweeted. For this he also used a 'second line', an unknown source with whom contact was 

subsequently lost, but who had phoned in information at the time—a pretty crude and 

unconventional way of performing a near exact geolocation, by the way. Nonetheless, even a 

third witness corroborated   this location.
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It is not inconceivable that these infowarriors, who were acting according to their beliefs, 

might be in danger from local authorities or others once their identities became known. Most of 

the trail providers—except, at least, Andrey A., maker of the Zuhres video—have been evacuated

from the area after the crash, as was confirmed by @WowihaY, Anonymous, and censor.net 

editor Yuri Butusov. However, this threat cannot fully explain some of the observations in the list 

mentioned below. As we have seen, most if not all of the images and videos were somehow  

connected to the Kropachev-Gerashchenko-Avakov organization in cooperation with the SBU. 

This not only holds  for the launch plume pictures, the Luhansk video and the Torez imagery, as 

was claimed by the people involved, ie. respectively, @rescuero/@WowihaY and Anonymous, 

minister Arsen Avakov and Tornado’s Ruslan Onishchenko backed-up by censor.net editor Yuri 

Butusov. It is also true for the Zuhres and Snizhne videos, which apparently were made by 

spotters Andrey A. and Vita V., and which were transmitted to the SBU instantaneously (or 

possibly at some time before the 17th?). 

Imagery from Makiivka was mentioned in an interview with Anonymous as part of the 

monitoring operations by the covert unit. According to his testimony this video – though 

Anonymous talks about “photographs” – allegedly circulated within the organization from the 

start, but was only announced by WowihaY and disseminated 22 months after the crash. Finally, 
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from the Paris Match video oozes a scent of suspicious sourcing and the Donetsk Buk photo 

might depict the same Buk as on the Torez imagery, tied to Tornado. 

This all adds up to the following observations:

1. – On 17 July 2014, before the crash, no images were reported; 

2. – Probably all written sources are second-hand accounts; two infowarriors 

(@WowihaY, @MOR2537/Roman) and one pro-Kiev news forum (Donetsk 

is Ukraine!) were supplied by (an) unknown source(s). They were copied by 

others or relayed to another channel, as was the case with the Euromaidan 

FaceBook message, probably inspired by @WowihaY and itself copied as 

well. It may be suspected that a few other people who were part of the loosely 

knit social media community of Donbass infowarriors (@Occupied_Rook, 

@spice4russia, @HallaHups), mentioned or conjectured Buk drive-throughs 

based on these messages. The possibility that they did not actually see the 

movement themselves is therefore very real. 

3. – After the crash, all original images posted on the evening of the 17th were  

quickly deleted again after publication, except the picture of the launch 

plume; 

4. – Only a small section of the entire July 17th-18th Buk route in and out of the 

Donbass from and to Russia was covered by witness testimonies. Most were 

supplied by the Torez/Snizhne and Donetsk/Makiivka information nodes; 

5. – Pre-crash pro-separatist witness accounts, or copies thereof made by pro-

Kiev infowarriors, are lacking, except one written posting which it must be 

suspected, was not based on an actual spotting; 

6. – In all replies to messages about Buk presence from officials like Avakov,  

Gerashchenko, or Tymchuk, there was not a single witness who confirmed  

actually having seen the movement him/herself. 

7. – There was obvious obfuscation of the original sources by quick deletion and

inserting them into irrational theories or outright lies, even by the JIT 

(regarding the finding of the Andrey T. plume picture, as we will see in 2.5); 
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8. – Initially false locations were given for the Luhansk video and the Paris 

Match images, obviously to focus attention on, respectively, Krasnodon and 

the Russian border (supporting the story of a flight back to Russia), and 

Snizhne (the alleged end of the trip to the launch site).                           

Paris Match still hangs on to “Snizhne” and “Krasnodon”

9. – The secrecy and closed source behaviour of journalists concerning certain 

visual items is striking; the same applies to the seemingly planned and 

coordinated way in which some sections of the trail were disseminated, in one

case with the assistance of a semi-official US source; 

10. – Several parts of the imagery must be suspected to have been tampered 

with, especially (but not limited to ) the launch plume pictures and the Paris 

Match imagery. In one case this is actually suggested by pro-Kiev blogger 

Ukraine@war (Zuhres video). Other parts may have been cut from footage 

recorded on different days, especially the Luhansk video; possibly also the 

Snizhne video as a template for inserting the (tiny, distant and unfocused) Buk

vehicle (I suggested July 16th, see here); 

11. – Only videos and photos from sources in direct contact with the JIT—

probably via the Ukrainian representatives/SBU—have provided the material 
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for conducting a fingerprinting analysis to establish the presence of a Buk 

from Russia in rebel-held territory. The full Paris Match video, the Torez 

video, the high-resolution Makiivka video, and the Donetsk photo all arrived 

at the JIT without having first been posted on social media. The social media 

material provided the narrative, the 'non-OSINT' material allegedly provided 

the actual proof. The main question at the trial will be whether the authenticity

of these materials has been established in a forensically secure custodial 

chain. 

12. – Interior Ministry/SBU connections to the sources have either been 

established or can be suspected regarding most individual pieces of evidence. 

2.4.3. Established Media and Witness Accounts

For most people it will be acceptable that evidence is considered valid even when it mysteriously 

pops up, supposedly coming from ordinary citizens; indeed even when it actually came from 

sources within the secret service. If the evidence is genuine, it is genuine. 

Clearly Eliot Higgins of Bellingcat seems to think that a chain of evidence which depends on a 
few white blobs on possibly unauthenticated imagery, allows making a unique Buk 'fingerprint'. 
It is unclear to what extent the JIT established the authenticity of the parts of the trail from which
a unique Buk fingerpint may have been constructed and how it ensured that the chain of custody 
was secure.              

For other people it raises the red flag of suspicion. When actual ordinary citizens—whther 

with pro-Kiev or pro-separatist views—abstain from posting first-hand sightings and images and 

the evidence after the event seems to be connected to people and organizations with a record of 
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of manipulation, it is time to be very wary and look for other possibilities. Especially when these 

people also have a very strong motive to cook up a story.

 Motive: On July 16th/17th, after the separatists conquered Marynivka near the Russian border, 
Ukrainian troops got stuck in the “Southern Cauldron”, a piece of land between the separatists 
and Russia. A game-changer was desperately needed.

 

                          

Reply to a message posted by Ukrainian politician Dmitry Tymchuk at the night of the 17th, 
receiving 47 likes: ¨Ukraine, tonight, in a cynical way, we have hit the jackpot in this war¨ 
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@HuSnizhne, an important hub of the informal Donbass-based group of pro-Kiev infowarriors, 
tweeted her conclusion about a message by defense expert Dmitry Tymchuk on July 18th, in 
which he claimed that the threat of an imminent Russian invasion had subsided after MH17 was 
downed.

The Maidan massacres in February 2014 led to the ousting of president Yanukovich at the 

expense of the death of 100 people. The Odessa Trade Union Building massacre led to another 50

deaths. Maybe lives are not that important when you are waging 'a war between good and evil', as

Anton Gerashchenko put it in a FaceBook posting on the evening of the 17th. For the critical 

reader the way most (pro-)Western reporters did their jobs was appalling, to say the least. Some 

journalists resorted to secrecy, others cooked up witness accounts from next to nothing and 

dozens published reports consisting of hot air but sold as evidence of separatist guilt.

With respect to the first observation, three of the reported first-hand accounts of the Buk trail

—there were not that many more!—were claimed to originate with journalists, but all sources 

were anonymous. Then there were the photos from the Paris Match freelance photographer, 

witness accounts from a freelance AP reporter, and from a local freelance Novaya Gazeta 

journalist. However, as we saw in section 2.2., it was subsequently established that the stills the 

freelance Paris Match photographer, Capucine Granier-Deferre, handed over to the magazine, 

had come from an unknown source. So only two first-hand witness accounts from journalists 
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remain. Of the first one, by an AP freelancer, the identity behind the story became known after I 

had a twitter conversation with the war photographer, Vasily Maximov. He confirmed the idea 

that was almost certain, which was that the AP man was the Russian photographer Dmytri 

Lovetsky. 

Lovetsky, a St-Petersburg resident, has refused to answer questions ever since he was 

suspected of being the source behind this witness account, which might have had something to do

with fear of the Russian authorities. However, the biggest problem is that his testimony centres 

on the 'need for secrecy' clause, that is, that the Buk transport was meant to be a secretive 

operation, which proved to be implausible. His camera allegedly was checked by the Russian 

crew, and then he hadn’t photographed the Buk yet. However, Lovetsky, nor Mstyslav Chernov, 

with whom he toured the area (they both made pictures of the 17 July Oplot convoy), did not 

photograph the Buk after the it had moved away from the intimidating Russian crew dressed in 

the unfamiliar fatigues' either.

The Novaya Gazeta witness was a local freelance journalist, present in the area: 'On the 

morning of July 17th the “Buk” was sent to a position in the area of Snizhne. This was observed 

by locals. Around 12.15 our freelance correspondent saw the Buk coming, carrying four rockets.' 

The story, written down a year after the crash, on 13 July 2015, contains information also known 

from the @WowihaY tweets (four! missiles). The Buk was not in Snizhne at around 12:15 

according to his tweets, but in Torez. However, because these twin cities can count as 'the area of 

Snizhne', it is plausible the Torez tweets would do just fine to match this story. The local 

correspondent in question might in fact be Vladimir D., alias @WowihaY, since he worked for 

the local news network Torez.info and was also called a 'journalist' in a web based list of pro-

Kiev infowarriors. @Wowihay certainly knew how to distribute his messages. For instance, he 

was in contact with Euromaidan on July 17th, 2014, he gave an interview also published in an 

English translation on the Bellingcat website in 2015 and he was featured in a BBC documentary 

in 2016. So it is not inconceivable that he was also the source of the Novaya Gazeta article, as 

corroborated by the fact that the information in the article matched his tweet.

With respect to all first-hand witness accounts, that is, the two mentioned by journalists above,

the account from a miner in a 25 July article written by Peter Leonard (also AP) and the two 

people who featured in a John Sweeney article for BBC Panorama, there is no visual back-up 
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(photos or videos; the witnesses maintain their anonimity). The question is, how did Leonard and 

Sweeney get to their Snizhne witnesses? It is plausible they were introduced to certain informants

by a pro-Kiev fixer, leading to converging but misinformed stories reinforcing each other. Peter 

Leonard spoke with a 64-year old retired miner who showe+d him the tracks the Buk allegedly 

had left on the asphalt of Karapetyan street, which Leonard did not consider to be important 

enough to take a picture of. Did Leonard run into this witness, who happened to be present on the

same spot on Karapetyan street as he was on the 17th when he allegedly saw the Buk? Or was the

meeting arranged? And who arranged it? Readers might believe some innocent bystander was 

questioned in a random street interview, but actually we don’t know the circumstances needed for

assessing the value of this testimony at all. 

The same is true for the witnesses John Sweeney encountered near the Furshet market, where 

the Buk allegedly was off-loaded in the town square, which according to a witness 'was filled 

with smoke' from the exhaust of a starting Buk (vehicle). Here too, some fixer or pro-Kiev 

contact of Sweeney’s probably arranged a meeting with supposed witnesses of the 17th. From the

interview it is clear that the first witness is a pro-Kiev Ukrainian who claimed the crew was 

Russian since 'they' pronounced words differently from 'us'. The second witness verified the 

'Muscovite' accent of an officer getting out of a jeep, not wearing an ordinary separatist rag-

tagged uniform, which sounds a lot like the Lovetsky testimony. Although John Sweeney may 

have written down their testimonies word by word, it is not a priori clear whether these words 

represent genuine information, if one thinks about the circumstances in which the accounts were 

provided. Thus in the case a Western reporter might have wanted to interview the separatist side, 

his pro-separatist fixer or local contact would have taken him to get negative witness testimonies 

from people who had been there at the right time but did not see anything. So the other option, 

that witnesses of a certain ideological predispositiion were re-routed via a pro-Kiev fixer, is not 

to be ruled out either. Other examples, mentioned in section 2. 3.1, are the Business Insider 

interview with Pavel A. and the interview with Andrey T. on NBC News, both on the evening of 

the crash. It is not plausible the interviewers found them all on their own; the journalists must 

have been made aware of their existence by certain intermediaries, presumably, in the two cases 

mentioned here, from the @WowihaY-Kropachev-Gerashchenko network.

We should always be on our guard against the 'mounting evidence' trap, a phenomenon 

explained in section 2.1 and which can be seen to operate ubiquitously in opinion-making 
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processes in the Western media. Especially the way in which time and time again 'evidence' is 

constructed out of thin air from the mouths of separatist sources, by manipulative questioning and

bias, has been an aspect of MH17 reporting.                           

According to our press corps the question of culpability was solved by the evening of the 17th, 

and all they had to do as good stenographers was to confirm the narrative. In this way a lot of 

new 'evidence' was derived by circular reasoning and misinterpretation based on this 

preconceived dogma. Shortly after the crash many mass media outlets came up with stories about

implicit admissions of guilt which actually were falsely derived from the words of 

(pro-)separatist sources [see here]. These cases all show biased and sloppy thinking or even 

disingenuous intent, but yet served to saturate the information space from which Western news 

consumers had to draw their conclusions. Never abandoning the 'mounting evidence' trap, the 

alleged witness testimonies from ordinary citizens reported in Western newspapers are replete 

with prejudice, hearsay, psychological and political bias, in order to adhere to established or 

partisan narratives. Unsound reasoning based on a confirmation-biased approach and influencing 

witnesses by providing them with leads, it is all part of the game. An example of this approach 

was the intended search for witnesses to back-up the Torez Buk photo. 

At least four reports from Torez, from the Wall Street Journal, The Guardian, BuzzFeed and 

The Independent, appeared on the same day, July 22nd, 2014. As customary in war journalism, 

several reporters were probably taken on a field trip together—in this particular case to Gagarin 

Street in Torez, near the Stroi Dom market, where from a petrol station opposite, the picture of a 

Buk was allegedly taken by an 'activist' of the Kropachev-Gerashchenko unit. In The Guardian, 

BuzzFeed, and The Independent articles a witness is cited who says that the loud noise of the 

transport was what caught their attention. The Guardian writes about a 'shopkeeper in one store',  

Buzzfeed speaks of 'workers in one store' and The Independent mentions 'a woman working in the

Sport betting shop' and a colleague she phones. The Independent is most clear. Its witness did not 

see what made the noise, but 'heard something heavy passing by'. Probably this was the Vostok 

convoy, because a Buk on a trailer, though a very heavy transport, actually does not make a lot of

noise. So apparently the accounts alluding to Buk presence because of a loud noise, stem from a 

single biased misinterpretation which conflated the Vostok convoy with a phantom Buk 

movement. 
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Another set of examples are the witnesses interviewed near the alleged launch site, living in 

the tiny settlement of Red October (Chervonyi Zhovten), just south of Snizhne. They all seemed 

to come up with conflicting information not at all matching the official story, as was also the case

with the Zello plume witness found by @WowihaY. Mrs Kovalenko from Red October was 

interviewed many times, but never succeeded to convey a consistent story. Mr. Fedotov from the 

same settlement revised his testimony over and over again and little Anton, 10 years old at the 

time, saw wings falling from a plane that desintegrated 28 kilometres away and well above cloud 

base.

                          

Mrs. Kovalenko claims in an interview she had with the BBC that she saw a black trail. However,
a launched Buk leaves behind a white-light grey trail. 

Mrs. Kovalenko, Mr. Fedotov and another woman from the village saw something flying right 

overhead, coming from the south in the direction of Saurivka—which would be a strange  

trajectory for the missile, if the alleged launch site is taken for granted. Perhaps something was 

launched in the area, but what exactly was launched, when and from where, was entirely hazy 

and mixed up with the fog of war. [see my 'Problems of the track-a-trail narrative' on social 

media evidence]. The general impression is that most of these accounts contain unverified, 

contradictory or unreliable pieces of information. The value of witnesses in this case may be 

illustrated by work done by the German Bellingcat-like organization, Correct!v.TV, also 

published by Dutch newspaper Algemeen Dagblad. They found five (!) credible witnesses of an 

apparent non-event, which was an alleged Buk launch from a site somewhere close to the north-

west of Snizhne, a launch site more than 10 kilomtres north of the officially endorsed 
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Ukraine@war/Oliphant field. Michael Kobs dissected the untruthful reports by Correctiv’s 

Marcus Bensman, who even received a German award for his faulty fact-finding mission and was

never corrected either by his fellow reporters or OSINT collectives. This is rather ironic, given 

the name of the agency.  Bensman found five witnesses of a Buk launch in Snizhne-North, 10 km

north from the officially endorsed launch field. The Buk that shot the missile came from the 53rd 

Russian Kursk brigade, according to Correct!v. 

Obviously witness accounts in ideologically biased, anti-Russian and (pro-)Western news 

organizations mainly serve to corroborate the standing narrative. There is no need to suspect 

conspiracy either. Some of the witness accounts found in the regular Western media might  well 

have been tailored to fit the Buk trail narrative, but even that is not necessarily deliberate. It is  

simply how witness psychology works; one fits his/her memory (or another´s memory) to 'facts' 

already established or to stories that are presented as factual, just and fair, and then matches one’s

political position [Wiki]. This also works for journalists—or for pro-separatist witnesses who 

report having seen fighter jets, for that matter. By comparison, courts, lawyers, and police 

officers will be aware of the ability of third parties to introduce false memories to witnesses [see 

this study]. It is obvious that our media businesses still have some work to do to become familiar 

with these theories—that is, if they really want to play a positive role in providing clear 

information to the public. 

Another serious problem is that the Western news consumer is not used to questioning the way

in which witness accounts come about in the first place. They do not usually have the skills of  

assessing the aforementioned phenomena, whether we are speaking of leading questions [Wiki], a

confirmation-biased approach, biased interpreting of answers given, witness psychology, the 

interpretation of events to fit into a much heard or desired story [Wiki], or incentives to bend 

truth for personal gain. One can only conclude that neither media professionals nor the public in 

our free and democratic countries are able to wield the necessary logical and scientific methods 

to dissect and assess information provided by the media, regular or social.

2.4.4. JIT Fingerprinting and the Call for Convictions

What about the Joint Investigation Team? Here the prospects are not that good either. The first 
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call for witnesses by the JIT appeared on March 30th, 2015, more than nine months after the 

crash. Besides, it seemed to be only looking for witnesses that could confirm the 'main scenario'. 

The JIT says it has found about 200 witnesses, but the question is how reliable these are after 

nine months or more. Obviously, enough staunch pro-Kiev ultra-nationalists are willing to testify 

the have established Buk presence, either on the basis of information they acquired through the 

media (or possibly, with the help of some coaching). Others may interpret things they saw to 

match the leading story, which has been repeated over and over again, as their memories got 

contaminated by those reports. 

A good example is provided by the people from Torez, who, as discussed above, heard a loud 

noise in the early afternoon and also saw jeeps (a UAZ jeep was seen on the Torez imagery of the

trail). It seems obvious they actually heard the Vostok convoy passing by; they may also have 

seen the Patriot jeep with a red license plate that accompaned the Vostok convoy. In fact, these 

are not witnesses of a Buk transport at all, though they will be considered just that by supporters 

of the leading narrative. 

Now if we start questioning all known testimonies and written accounts, the same problem 

arises for an alternative narrative: we cannot take all the imagery as manipulated—misdated, 

slightly altered, or even entirely faked. As for the small alterations, most markers that were used 

for fingerprint analysis to identify the Russian Buk referred to earlier are tiny white spots of paint

on degraded photos and videos. Actually, it is not that hard to supply re-encoded imagery of a 

Buk in the Donbass with markers that are also apparent on imagery of a Buk traveling in Russia.

Actually nothing of the original OSINT was used for the fingerprinting analysis by the JIT, 

though this method was already performed by Bellingcat in a September 2014 article (8.9.2014) 

and explored further in an article published on November 8th, 2014 (8.11.2014). They used the 

Paris Match stills for this and constructed a “unique fingerprint” of the Buk’s side skirt. 

It seems possible to construct unique fingerprints from almost everything. Even from the 

sideskirt of a digitally warped Buk, as Bellingcat showed in their November 2014 article. Here is 

the JIT example: 
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It seems possible to construct unique fingerprints from almost everything. Even from the sideskirt
of a digitally warped Buk, as Bellingcat showed in their November 2014 article. 

The second wheel from the left on the right side of the Buk in the Russian convoy from Kursk 

to Millerovo—the only wheel that was non-spoked—was established in the Donbass Buk trail 

imagery by some crafty shadow casting simulation performed on the Tornado Torez video [see 

from 8:10].

                          

Evidence showed by the JIT that the second wheel on the left, as seen on a video of the Buk 
driving through Torez, is of the non-spoked type by doing shadow casting simulations (the two 
wheels above show the results). Russian Buk 3X2 of the Kursk convoy had the same wheel 
configuration.
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 'Seeing is believing' used to be a rule of thumb in the old days. But do we actually see what is 

told in an age of 'deep fake' development? If one can bring back to life the Mona Lisa as if she is 

a real talking person, how difficult would it be to add this kind of fingerprint markers, which for 

the most part exist of tiny white spots of paint? Or by making animations of images, as I suspect 

of the jeep on this same Torez video?

The UAZ jeep, a vehicle used to verify the Buk convoy, seems to be driving with the door open. 
Actually, the quality of the video is so bad that it is not possible to see the wheels turning. This 
part of the Torez Buk video may well have been created from an animated photo of a jeep parked 
somewhere. Then maybe the rest was too?

Bellingcat’s Eliot Higgins once claimed that it would be preposterous to say that the US 

provided Makiivka satellite image could have been forged somehow. Yet that is exactly what he 

told us to believe about the Russian satellite imagery (which might of course be true). Is the 

presumably morally superior, Western political community exempt from being engaged in 

creation of falsifications somehow? Looking at the long history of deception by Western actors—

from the smallpox attack against the North-American natives in the 1830’s to the Iraqi Weapons 

of Mass Destruction fakery in 2013 (or the Khan Sheikhun and Douma gas attacks in 2017-8 for 
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that matter)—one should definitely have an open mind here.

On the satellite image we can see a truck with a white cabin hauling a load of some kind, 

accompanied by two or maybe three cars. There are serious doubts whether the convoy on the 

satellite image is the same as the one on the Makiivka video (five cars), apart from the 

remarkable sourcing of the video and from the time of publication of the entire information 

package. Even the truck may actually have been green. See for a list of problems my report 

“Problems of the track-a-trail evidence”, part I.

                          

Given that most of the other evidence showed some form of involvement of the Kiev Interior 

Ministry and SBU, the probability of manipulation or fakery becomes higher and more plausible

—as do weird sourcing and quick retractions. Irrational theories and justifications do not give the

impression that the evidence is actually spontaneous, bottom-up and authentic. The pro-separatist

'conspiracy' throughout the Donbass to post (almost) nothing in pre-crash time might also be a 

clue there is something strange going on—as is the absence of real-time visuals posted prior to 

the downing, at a time during which the transport drove through densely populated areas in broad

daylight, with sirens on.

The crucial question emerging from the research presented here is whether the Buk convoy 

was under surveillance or whether it was a phantom movement partly or completely faked, using 

some real parts of a convoy (truck, low-loader, jeep, van). The first option also puts more 

pressure on the position of the Ukrainian state in the MH17 case, as Buk surveillance means 

knowledge and therefore responsibility. Let me sum up.
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Was the Buk convoy – or part of it – under surveillance? Clues and speculations:

Torez photo – covert Tornado surveillance operation 

Zuhres video – spotter with SBU contacts

Snizhne T0522 video – spotter, high-resolution version handed over to SBU

Snizhne Karapetyan photo – a safe house? See also “1000 days” by Max van der 

Werff on location

Luhansk video – safe house, SBU/covert surveillance operation

Makiivka video – Tornado? Imagery circulated within reconnaissance unit, says 

Anonymous

JIT/Paris Match video? – covert surveillance as film maker makes handycam ready 

for passing on

Torez video – covert Tornado surveillance operation 

Donetsk photo – also Tornado? (same Buk as on Torez imagery)

In section 2.3 I have listed a series of manipulations of information linked to the Ukrainian 

Interior Ministry and the SBU; We know from a study conducted by Sergey Mastepanov that the 

Interior Ministry probably had experts for creating fake imagery. He also proved it could be done 

by himself, by creating fake Buk imagery. 

Was social media then used as a 'cleaning layer' to remove any suspicion from 'evidence' 

originating in the intelligence community, and was it then  presented to the general public, the 

media and politicians, as coming from ordinary people? Was this some kind of experiment to test 

if an ordinary citizens/social media/OSINT narrative might be used to fundamentally influence 

the perception of the media audiences, but also of reporters, politicians, official bodies and 

judges, even before a trial had begun?
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One needs a good dose of confirmation bias to establish perpetrators from just a few tweets and 
visuals alone.

My research led me to come up with what I call the 'mounting evidence trap'. It holds that 

confirmation bias only invites more confirmation bias, thus setting in motion a self-reinforcing 

process and sidelining a healthy critical attitude, questions and counter-evidence. Could it be that 

the public, including reporters and politicians, have been fooled all along, and that dogmatic 

group-think and political correctness, serving the needs of the Washington-led Empire have 

become truly all-encompassing in our societies?

It is clear that culpability has already been established firmly through a 'trial by media', on the 

foundations laid down from day 1, or even earlier. As we argue also in Part I, it has become 

hardly thinkable that the judges would fail to come up with a conviction. The atmosphere created 

by media coverage and the press conferences of the JIT has degraded this trial to a formality, 

merrely to confirm what everybody already knows. In the Netherlands, the former head of the 

Foreign Affairs committee of the Second Chamber, Han ten Broeke, of the conservative party 

VVD, does not ask whether the accused will be found guilty on the basis of sound evidence; he 

only asks how to convict them, turning the remaining legal procedure into a mere, superfluous 

show trial.

                          

When a society has reached this level of conceit and systematic violation of the state of law, 

one must fear that totalitarianism is around the corner. 
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2.5. The JIT, the SBU and the Intercepted Calls

So far we have seen that the evidence made up of photos, videos, and written reports about a 

transport and the launch of a Buk air defence missile system allegedly implicated in the downing 

of flight MH17, is connected to an organization tied to the Ukrainian Interior Ministry, in 

cooperation with the Ukrainian secret service SBU. In fact, it appears that the SBU is the main 

provider of the evidence. It has a stake in almost everything, from the social media proof to the 

conversations of high-ranked separatists they intercepted. 

We now turn to the most important intercepts that have been published on open channels. 

Three modes of manipulation of the tapes will be suggested to account for the contradictions and 

irregularities that transpire from closer inspection of the conversations displayed. The 

investigation makes clear that the transcripts of the tapes should not be taken at face value, as 

they don’t show clear leads for accusations when closely read. Furthermore, they raise profound 

questions that need to be answered, not only about the MH17 evidence itself, but also about the 

conduct of the investigating and prosecuting parties. 

The conclusion, then, must be that the SBU is implicated in demonstrable instances of 

manipulation or even outright fraud. This is not only supported by the uncritically anti-Russian 

OSINT community, notably Bellingcat, but also backed up and endorsed by the JIT, which seems

to have merged their objectives with those of the post-Maidan Ukrainian state. With this 

information we can then assess the value and quality of the evidence that will be presented by the

prosecution (Openbaar Ministerie) in the MH17 trial, which will start March 9th, 2020. 

There is a lot more to the Ukrainian intelligence agency SBU in which the JIT has such great 

confidence. Their operations even had an earlier connection with the Netherlands: Eleven years 

ago, 24 paintings and 70 pieces of silver were stolen from the Westfries Museum in Hoorn. This 

included works by Jan van Goyen from 1632 and Hendrik Bogaert from 1671-1675. There was 

no trace of the perpetrators until last year. In December 2015 it appeared that the artworks stolen 

were in Ukraine, circulating among criminals, militia leaders, and corrupt officials. Of course 

they were stuck with the stolen items because these cannot be sold on the international art 

market. In Ukraine, investigations into the matter were being obstructed and a policy of denial 

seemed to reign. According to the director of the Westfries Museum, Geerdink, 'It seems that 
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people are mainly trying to prove that Ukraine is not actually involved.'

Unfortunately the SBU was not only implicated in art theft but also in more gruesome aspects 

of the work of an intelligence agency, for example, torture. In 2017 Amnesty International 

reported that during the war in Donbass there was overwhelming evidence of ongoing war 

crimes, including torture and mass murders of prisoners. Particularly, the SBU operates special 

prisons for alleged Donbass rebels, where unacknowledged detention is accompanied by 

widespread torture and other human rights abuses. The Ukrainian government tried to deny the 

existence of these black sites, but it was confirmed by multiple reports of the UN monitoring 

mission in Ukraine, Amnesty International, and Human Rights Watch.

In section 2.3. I outlined that the extremist militia corps Tornado was organized and led by 

officials of the Interior Ministry and the political party they represent. Witness accounts about the

repugnant conduct of this provider of evidence in the MH17 case, responsible among other things

for the imagery of the alleged 17 July Buk transport in Torez and probably more, sound like a 

true horror story:

The Ukrainian volunteer battalion “Tornado” became another infamous example of a mass 

torture and sadistic practices used by Ukrainian paramilitary forces. According to Der 

Spiegel prisoners captured by “Tornado” were held in basements, stripped totally naked, 

placed against a concrete wall, doused with water and tortured by applying electricity to 

testicles, genitals and other body parts. Also some prisoners were forced to rape each other 

under threat of death. According to what has been videotaped by the officers of the 

“Tornado” there were local civilians among their victims including women.

The investigation revealed that the commander of “Tornado” had several prior criminal 

convictions, but for his political supporters that wasn’t a reason to worry about. The absence

of war crimes charges (including rape, murder, cruel treatment, sexual violence) remains as 

another unexplained question. The similar pattern has been documented in other 

investigated cases of Ukrainian atrocities.

Many people in the Netherlands, home of the MH17 prosecutor and leading investigators of 

the JIT, deal with these facts by ignoring them. For those few people familiar with the recent 

history of Western imperialism, especially of the US and this country’s assistance to 
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neoliberal/neofascist regimes in Latin America in particular (almost a rulebook for US policy in 

Ukraine), this is just business as usual. However, it cannot be repeated often enough that these 

are the forces the Dutch Prosecutor leading the MH17 case is working with and, even more 

alarming, is almost entirely dependent on. And not even reluctantly, it would seem. This raises 

questions about the presumed objectivity of the JIT and its investigations, at a time when other 

institutions like the OPCW (i.e. the Douma Syria gas attack) are also under suspicion of being 

guided by the political interests of Western countries. 

2.5.1. JIT and SBU

The first signs that the JIT was entirely relying on the SBU agenda were in a video concerning a 

“Call for witnesses”, issued on March 30th, 2015. In this video the narrative of the Russian Buk 

transported through the Donbass to a site south of Snizhne, where it launched a missile, got all 

the attention. Actually it was said that this was only 'one' of the 'main scenarios' the JIT was 

working on. Yet apparently only this 'one main scenario' was important enough to find witnesses 

for, as the fact that many local witnesses had seen fighter jets in the area some time before or 

after the shoot-down, was implicitly denied.

Secondly, the video clearly signaled a complete endorsement of the OSINT method by 

showing the Buk trail consisting of the Paris Match stills, the Torez photo, the Snizhne 

Karapetyan photo, the Snizhne T0522 video, and the Luhansk video. The call for witnesses video

also displayed calls from a sub-commander of the DPR forces, 'Khmuryi', a.k.a. Sergey 

Dubinsky, allegedly intercepted by the SBU on the morning of the 17th and published a day later 

(see section 2. 5.3). Publication of the video therefore implied the full acceptance of the SBU as a

reliable partner and main provider of evidence.

           

A clear example of the JIT yielding to the Ukrainian/SBU narrative and taking on the Russians 

head on, was the release of a video after the JIT press conference on September 28th, 2016. 

Russia had worked on counter-evidence challenging the Buk trail story by issuing satellite 

images of what were alleged to be two Buk vehicles standing in a farm field south from the tiny 

settlement of Zaroshchenske. The Buk manufacturer, Almaz Antey, also reported calculations 
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from which it was concluded that if a Buk had been launched, it had to be from an area some 

kilometres east of Zaroshchenske. 

The video with an intercepted call, released by the SBU, showed a conversation in which a 

DPR militant is asking for verification of the situation around Zaroshchenske at July 17th. 

According to the JIT this conversation proved it was not under Ukrainian control by this time.

 Actually the evidence was not very strong, as the video only shows a testimony from one 

soldier, who had to dig deep in his memory to come up with the answer to whether the DPR 

controlled Zaroshchenske or not. Besides, as an American engineer showed in an elaborate report

about this topic, the Ukrainian army occupied semi-permanent positions near the proposed launch

site from July 15th (p. 44) until July 21st, a very short time.                            

Pro-separatist news boards mentioned that on the 16th a convoy of the Ukrainian army was 

shelled with Grad missiles, right near Velyka Shyshivka/Bolshaya Shishovka. This is a village 

four kilometres east from Zaroshchenske and actually is also the site to which Almaz Antey had 

assigned the biggest probability of a Buk missile having been fired. Apparently, the Ukrainian 

army had been there.       
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'At about the same time, we also covered a Ukie column with GRAD near Amvrosievka (DPR), in
the area of Bolshaya Shishovka [Velyka Shyshivka] village.'

From this it was clear that the JIT identified totally with the Ukrainian position and even 

publicly confronted the Russian Federation with flimsy, dubious evidence provided by the SBU. 

The JIT also  decided to throw in some PR to soften up the image of the Ukrainian secret service. 

A classy styled “e-magazine” was published on the Internet—not very informative with respect to

the actual forensic investigation, but apparently meant to convey some 'human interest' content. 

In the e-zine published in June 2016, three months before the press conference where the Russian

Buk trail was officially endorsed as the only possible scenario, the SBU was praised as a team of 

solid co-workers:

                         

Since the first week of September 2014, investigating officers from The Netherlands and 

Australia have worked here. They work in close cooperation here with the Security and 

Investigation Service of the Ukraine (SBU). Immediately after the crash, the SBU provided 

access to large numbers of tapped telephone conversations and other data.

At first rather formal, cooperation with the SBU became more and more flexible. “In 

particular because of the data analysis, we were able to prove our added value”, says Van 

Doorn. “Since then, we notice in all kinds of ways that they deal with us in an open way. 

They share their questions with us and think along as much as they can.”
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The late Robert Parry pointed out that the main goal of any secret service is to protect their 

own state and its secrets; hence in the MH17 case, this included obfuscating a possible Ukrainian 

involvement in the shoot-down: 'This control by the SBU, combined with its past obstruction of 

the UN torture probe], suggests that the SBU also would steer the JIT away from any evidence 

that might implicate a unit of the Ukrainian military in the shoot-down, a situation that would be 

regarded as a state secret which could severely undermine international support for the U.S.-

backed regime in Kiev. Among the SBU’s official duties is the protection of Ukrainian 

government secrets.'

The Netherlands and Australia, which took the lead in accusing Russia and the indictment of 

four suspects (three Russians and one Ukrainian), did not appear concerned about their closeness 

to the much-feared Ukrainian secret service, never mind its being implicated in torture. Neither 

did they see a reason for distrust in the fact that the Ukrainian JIT member, Vasyl Hrytzak, was 

involved in the creation of fake evidence in the Babchenko murder case (see  section 2.3.5.). 
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Neither the Dutch nor the Australians raised an eyebrow when the head of the Ukrainian team 

within the JIT, Vasyl Vovk, made outright anti-Semitic statements in the media or when he 

blabbed that the Buk actually came from Crimea.

Another suspicious move by an Ukrainian official close to the investigations, Valentyn 

Nalyvaichenko, who was head of the SBU until 2015, should have alarmed the team. 

Nalyvaichenko openly supported a theory of Russian culpability for the MH17 crash, which 

claimed the Russians had staged a false flag operation. By downing the Russian flight AFL-2074 

from Moscow to Larnaca, Cyprus, and blaming the Ukrainians for it, they would have been able 

to fabricate a much-needed casus belli for invading Ukraine. When they hit MH17 instead, that 

was by mistake.

Screenshots from SBU website mentioning the Russian army had devised a false flag operation 
which went wrong. Although the fatal mistake narrative did well in different versions of the story 
(as will be recalled in section 2.5.2), this should have been just a bridge too far for the 
responsible professional law enforcement officers of the JIT. Nonetheless Nalyvaichenko was 
never reprimanded for this by sources from or close to the JIT.

These examples should not be read as evidence that the JIT partners are clueless puppets of 

the SBU. The JIT actually did distance themselves from Vovk and Nalyvaichenko. Eventually in 

2018 the two former co-workers were officially denounced on the website of the Dutch 

Prosecutor’s Office:

The Joint Investigation Team (JIT) wishes to stress that Mr Vovk and Mr Nalyvaichenko left

the SBU in 2015. It is clear from that moment on, they did not have any access to the MH17 

investigative results. In fact, even when they were still employed by the SBU, they were 

never involved in the process of gathering evidence and analysing that evidence, nor in the 

position to advise or decide on whether any person has the status of suspect.
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However, they were not recalled because of their conspiracy stories or because of their other 

doubtful statements, but because they had been interviewed by Dutch news show Zembla on 

March 7th, 2018, In this interview they pointed to Sergey Dubinsky as a suspect to be indicted, 

before the JIT did this officially. Torture, fakery, anti-Semitism, conspiracy thinking, the Dutch 

and Australians didn’t seem to mind. Leaking true information, on the contrary, proved to matter.

    

2.5.2. Framing the 'Main Scenario'

The moment the wreckage of the plane exploded on the Donbass soil, it was evident the question 

of guilt would first be placed before those in control of the area. The novel of the Dutch writer, 

Harry Mulisch, is based on this phenomenon; the screenplay drawn from it won an Academy 

Award. In The Assault a collaborator with the Nazi occupation during World War II is murdered 

by the Dutch communist resistance. Because his body is discovered in front of the home of the 

protagonist, Anton, he and his family are arrested and the house is burnt to the ground. All 

because the Nazis made the connection between the murder and the place where the body was 

found, even though the people living there had nothing to do with the act. Anton himself survives

but his family perishes in a Nazi death camp. 

The same connection played out when Flight MH17 crashed in rebel-controlled territory. The 

connection was used immediately, within two hours, by pro-Kiev propaganda channels. The most

important example of implying separatist guilt was the story fabricated around the retraction of a 

posting from the pro-separatist news board on VK.com, 'Strelkov_info'. In two blog posts, Myth 

of the “fatal mistake”: how the MH17 infowar starte  d  and Down the rabbit hole with Putin 

haters: old nar  r  ative fails but Strelkov did it anyway  I deconstructed the narrative that the  

commander of the DPR forces, Igor 'Strelkov' Girkin, had deleted a posting in which he tacitly 

admitted having shot down a Ukrainian cargo plane AN-26, which subsequently appeared to be 

flight MH17. 

Citizen investigator Arnold Greidanus buried this story by proving that the original provider of

the information, someone with the nickname Margo-Donetsk, had posted statements, a video, and

speculations she had copied from locals near the crash site. Her message and edits appeared on 
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the web forum, forum.antiqvariat.ru, the only forum on which Igor Girkin also posted messages. 

Because she posted on this web forum, the administrators of Strelkov_info, who read her posts, 

labelled her information as 'coming from the militia'. Eventually Greidanus had to concede an 

assessment I had made before:

All in all, Margo was just another pawn, unintentionally reporting the ‘facts’ as she 

perceived them to be, within the context of what was known at that time. She most likely 

picked up some pieces of information from within militia circles, but she was not informed 

accurately on what had actually happened.

One of the sources behind this apparent fabrication was the pro-Kiev propaganda organization

Euromaidan, which posted a message on Facebook only 54 minutes after the Strelkov_info 

message board (in fact a fan site, not related to the commander himself) posted the information 

they had retrieved from other sources on social media. It said: 

Apparently, the terrorists shot down a Malaysia Airlines plane. Strelkov brags on 
Vkontakte. There are videos.” 

                           

Ukraine Crisis Media Center then followed with a posting mentioning that:
                           

('Terrorists probably mistook passenger plane of Malaysia airlines for Ukrainian 

transport aircraft.') The anti-Russian OSINT community, represented by Jeffrey 

Lewis in the example below, showed exactly where it went wrong. They even falsely 

assumed that the posted videos, which were clearly recorded by locals, were made by
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the shooters themselves.         

This is Group Think in action. Jeffrey Lewis, distinguished member of the anti-Russian 

OSINT community, takes for granted and copies the disinformation spread by, among 

others, pro-Kiev propaganda channels Euromaidan and Ukrainian Crisis Media Center, 

about a retracted message, allegedly posted by separatist commander Igor Strelkov. By 

deleting this post the commander would tacitly have admitted guilt for mistakenly downing

a cargo plane of the Ukrainian army which subsequently appeared to be MH17. 

In this article by Mashable’s Christopher Miller, written on the 17th, an example is 

shown of how the pro-Kiev site was dealing with the story and how easily it was copied 

throughout the Western media.

The facts were different and not hard to find. Administrators of a VK.com group, 

dedicated in name to the commander, had posted—directly and indirectly— 

information and speculations from locals. Misinterpretation was caused by a hyper-

partisan inability to think logically and by imminent reliance on desired narratives, 

which were based on unauthenticated “points” of manipulated social media 

information. 

The observed behaviour emanated from the inherent difficulties of the OSINT method 

when a biased point of view is maintained, as described in section 2,1. The constructed 

narrative spread through the internet and finally even ended up in a “Note of Suspicion” 

that the Ukrainian judiciary wrote about Igor Strelkov Girkin (see screengrab below) after 

the JIT indicted him, as was made public on a press conference on June 19th, 2019. 

                           

Explanation:
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16:37 – Opening textbox first message by administrators of Strelkov_info on Vk.com, as shown in

message; 

16:41 – Actual posting first message on Vk.com according to unix timestamp. About the same 

time also a tweet was posted;

16:50 – Opening textbox second message by administrators of Strelkov_info on VK.com, as 

shown in message;

17:16 – Actual posting second message on Vk.com according to unix timestamp. About the same 

time also a tweet was posted.

                           

Example of the first posting on Strelkov_info mentioning an AN-26 fell down in the Snizhne 
region near the Progress mine. The posting was timed on 17:37 Moscow Time, 16:37 local time. 
This was the time the text box was opened. The actual posting was on 1:41 PM UTC, 16:41 local
time, according to the unix timestamp. 

It was assumed Strelkov himself had written the report about a downing of an AN-26, with his 

(or his minion’s) fingers still on the trigger. In this way the use of certain hidden premises, false 

assumptions, and faulty logic made the construction of this story possible, as I wrote in my first 

blogpost on this topic. 
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Statements from a source high up in the chain of command suggested knowledge of inside 

information close to the event and so it was assumed that the information arrived from first-hand 

witnesses implicated in an actual downing. At the same time other possibilities—that the forum 

had received information from others, local residents for example—were ruled out. The 

fabricated story is being taken seriously to the present day, begging the question what this says 

about the pro-Kiev OSINT gatherers and the (pro-) Western media that blindly copied the 

information they provided. 

The second building-block of the 'fatal mistake' narrative that reached the public on the 

evening of the 17th consisted of tapped conversations, shown in a video published by the SBU on

YouTube at 22:11 local time, so within 6 hourrs after the crash. The full video contained five parts

of intercepted conversations. These are: 

Part 1 (allegedly intercepted on July 17th, 4:40 local time): a conversation between Igor 

Bezler (DPR sub-commander) and Vasili Geranin (GRU Russia), which went as follows: 'The 

Miner’s group shot down a plane, it went down beyond Enakievo' (for the conversation, see 

screenshot from Bellingcat report below).    

                        

Part 2 (allegedly intercepted on July 17th, 4:33 local time): Major (separatist)—Grek  

(separatist); the Cossacks from the Chernukhino checkpoint shot it down; 

Part 3 (allegedly intercepted on July 17th, 5:11 local time): Major—Grek; Plane broke into 

pieces and a body found at Petropavlivka (cockpit section); 

Part 4 (allegedly intercepted on July 17th, 5:32 local time): Major—Grek; 'We are 100% sure 

it was civilian'; 

Part 5: Kozytsin (Cossack commander)—DPR  militant (allegedly intercepted on July 17th, 

5:32 local time): 'Why were they flying over here? They must have been spies'.
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Soon after publication of the tapes technical analysis proved manipulation by heavy editing. In 

addition, Micha Kobs detected irregularities as mentioned in Hunt the Buk, his 100 page report 

(pp. 9-11). Eventually, in 2019 the Malaysian forensic expert Akash Rosen conducted a technical 

analysis and concluded that the conversations had been severely edited and manipulated to such a

degree that it rendered the tapes forensically useless. (Download Rosen’s report here). 

In 2015 I wrote a   blogpost in which I performed text analysis of these conversations based on 

Information Manipulation Theory and a little research into the backgrounds. To me it seemed that

the conversations of parts 1 and 2 were possibly from July 16th, as the information mentioned 

matched an event on that day. Rosen subsequently proved that the conversation in part 3 

displayed the same 'Major' and 'Grek' characters as featured in part 2. This conversation was 

clearly intercepted on July 17th as it concerned finding debris of a civilian plane near a site where

parts from MH17 were found. Part 4 was also recorded on July 17th, but featured a different 

Major and Grek, according to Rosen’s analysis. 

The most important manipulation I detected was the glueing of parts 1 and 2 (about a plane 

that fell beyond Enakievo and a downing by Cossacks from Chernukhino) to parts 3 to 5 (about 

MH17), as this creates the impression that all conversations concerned a single event on the same

day, which was the downing of civilian plane MH17. This was supported by the impression that 

two interlocutors, Major and Grek, participated in part 2 (about a shooting by Cossacks from 

Chernukhino) as well as in part 3 (about the MH17 disaster). To ensure the presumed flow of the 

conversation the times of these two parts were falsely set as happening within minutes of each 

other, when the intercepts actually were recorded on different days.
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Screenshot from the report by Akash Rosen. It could not be established technically that part 2 
was intercepted on July 17th. Furthermore the part showed editing. The tapes are forensically 
worthless.

Eventually this story about a downing in the Yenakieve/Enakievo areas and a shooting by 

Chernukhino Cossacks contradicted the official narrative to such an extent that virtually nobody 

brought it up for almost five years. The reason for this silence was that the launch site mentioned,

Chernukhino, was silently exchanged for the Ukraine@war/Oliphant farm field, since it did not 

match any of the other alleged evidence.     
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However, after five years Bellingcat gave it a try. In a report named 'Birdie comes to you', 

published on 19 June 2019, Bellingcat brazenly tried to make sense of the tapes, including the 

Birdie-comes-to-you tapes that contained these conversations. Struggling with logic and 

proposing a myriad of theoretical possibilities the collective tied this story to the disaster that 

happened on the 17th. The fact that in his conversation with GRU man Geranin, Bezler gave the 

miners' group the credits for the downing, was based on a possibility this group could allegedly 

have had some minor involvement in the events on the 17th, '...which prompted Bezler to boast to

Moscow [Geranin; HR] about the involvement of his own subordinates in the downing [of 

MH17]'. In other words, they did not shoot it down, but Bezler told 'Moscow' anyway in order to 

win credit for it. The problem with the section of the tapes in which Bezler said 'the plane fell just

outside/beyond Enakievo' was solved by Bellingcat by dismissing the 13:00 shooting down of a 

Su-25 near Gorlovka/Horlivka on July 16th, 2014, even though it was registered in the ASN 

Wikibase.                            

Also according to pro-seperatist message boards a plane was hit near Horlivka—a city north-

west from Enakievo, so 'beyond Enakievo' from the Chernukhino perspective. Colonel Cassad's 

live journal and Vineyard of the Saker both brought the news a few hours later: [16:35 MSK, 

15:35 EEST] 'UPD 2: A Sukhoi jet was shot down over Gorlovka [Horlivka], it was leaving 

towards Mirgorod with a dense black smoke, it is not likely that it is going to make it.'

17:05 MSK (16:05 EEST)– July 16, 2014 – Briefing from the Militia

We did a bit of damage to a Su jet over Gorlovka. It left in the direction of Mirgorod garnished 
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with a thick black tail of smoke. Don’t think it will make it to the airfield with damage like that.

However, the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence reported that the plane had returned, also according 

to a dispatch by the Kyiv Post. It was forced to land, but in the end apparently managed to fly 

back to air force base Mirgorod.

                           

“Today, July 16, at about 13.00 during a combat mission in the area of the anti-terrorist 

operation an SU-25 was damaged by terrorists from a portable anti-aircraft missile system. The 

pilot (…) made an emergency landing successfully. The commander of the plane was not injured. 

The plane has minor damage and is subject to restoration“

Apparently Bezler was not aware the plane had been able to get away at the time of his 

conversation with Geranin, when his people were still looking for the plane to photograph it. 

Having read the above confirmations, we should remember the following lines from the tapped 

conversations, in which Bezler also mentioned the smoke, as reported by the pro-separatist 

message boards too:

Igor Bezler: We have just shot down a plane. That was the “Miners’ group¨. It fell down beyond 

Enakievo (Donetsk Oblast).

Vasili Geranin: Pilots. Where are the pilots?

IB: Gone to search for and photograph the plane. It is smoking. 

Based on initial reports, pro-separatist message boards copied information provided by the 

militia that the plane left, emitting a dense black smoke, towards Mirgorod, which is the home of 

the 831st Tactical Aviation Brigade, a location further to the north-west. However, according to 

Bellingcat the hit, which eventually led to an emergency landing, did not count as an attempted 

downing and neither did the fact that Bezler reported that the plane was emitting smoke, ring any 

bells:

'With no other known incidents reported, Bezler’s main argument—that his conversation with 

Geranin concerned talk over an Su-25 aircraft downed on 16 July near Yenakieve—appears to be

an attempt at manipulation.'

The reasoning behind this conclusion was that it would be unclear whether the 13:00 hit as 
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mentioned in the dispatch from the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence was the same as the Horlivka 

hit. At first a separatist commander had reported on  Facebook two downings of jet fighters 

involved in attacks over Savur Mohyla, but it appeared that only one of them was hit. This was 

corrected by the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence in its official dispatch (i.e in the line before the 

part of their message translated above), although they only mentioned 13:00 and not a site of the 

forced landing.

An article on Interfax.ru, timed 17:52 MSK, more or less corroborated this, as the separatists 

had not confirmed the second downing yet at the time.

Militia on Wednesday shot down two Su-25 Ukrainian air force [fighter jets] attacked

positions of self-proclaimed supporters of Donetsk National Republic in the area of 

Saur-grave [Savur Mohyla], [as was] said to “Interfax” in the information center of 

the National militia of Donbass.

“One of the planes was shot down from a portable missile system near Gorlovka 

[Horlivka]. It left, smoking heavily, in the direction of Mirgorod airfield. On the 

second the situation is specified”, – militiamen say.

Interfax has no information on this from other sources.

Militias regularly claim downed aircraft of the Ukrainian air force. However, this 

information is not always confirmed.

Bezler’s soundbites 'beyond Enakievo' and 'it was smoking' seemed to have been followed up 

by reports on separatist news boards mentioning 'Horlivka' (which is beyond Enakievo), 'we did a

bit of damage to a Su' and 'it left with dense black smoke', which were relayed to them before 

15:35 local time. This seems to match the content of the official Ukrainian dispatch of a plane 

that was damaged at 13:00 but managed to fly back after it had made an emergency landing. 

Besides, the ASN Wikibase also mentioned 13:00 hrs. for the Horlivka hit, based on a military 

source. Finally, the Interfax article showed that they too heard from the DPR press centre that the 

hit over Horlivka was related to the two reported downings of the planes involved in the Savur 

Mohyla attack. The Ukrainians contested that two planes had been downed, but confirmed one 

hit. This had to be the Horlivka hit.
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In any event, the Chernukhino checkpoint as a launch site was really off base, so that was still 

a thing that could not be solved. Bellingcat decided to just leave it with that: 'It remains unknown

why Major initially reported to Grek that the Chornukhine Cossacks were responsible for the 

downing of MH17.' (p. 35) 

Actually, Major did not say this. This character says nothing about MH17 in relation to the 

Chernukhino Cossacks shooting he is reporting. This was only suggested by the SBU by 

manipulative glueing the events to each other, splicing conversations from different days, and 

display them as being from the day of the crash. This was an apparent fabrication, which was 

copied uncritically by Bellingcat, discarding clear leads and facts. Nonetheless, the facts 

established by Bellingcat in their report were that MH17 was not shot by the miners’ group and 

not from the Chernukhino checkpoint. Still, Bellingcat went out of its way to glue this event from

16 July to the MH17 downing, whitewashing a clear SBU forgery in the process.  

Another intercepted conversation featuring commander Bezler was published in the famous 

'Birdie comes to you' video, also rekindled in the same Bellingcat report from June 19th, 2019. 

Apparently the SBU tried to stick this conversation to the events on the 17th by mis-timing and 

mis-dating the intercepts. A few times it was emphasized that the conversation allegedly took 

place on July 17th, 'two minutes' before MH17 was hit, as was also displayed in the upper right 

corner of the video. Then the conversation went as follows, as the screengrab below from the 

Bellingcat report shows:

With the help of a statement from the JIT that it took at least a few minutes to get the launch 

under way after the decision to fire is taken, I established that the 1 to 1.5 minutes between the 

two moments ('bird flew to you' at 16.18, MH17 hit at 16.20) was too short for going through the 

chain of command and initiate the launch sequence.    
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In addition, the actual information conveyed—the spotter sees nothing because it is too high 

and clouds are covering the sky—was not accurate enough for taking action by a stand-alone Buk

with limited vision. In a recent   blogpost I addressed the illogical behaviour of a Russian roulette 

scenario which should have accompanied the making of a fatal error:

How, then, should we interpret the story? A trained crew, which according to the official 

narrative would have accompanied the Buk, finds itself in the field for several hours. The 

chain of command knows nothing about airliners flying over the area, so the crew has not 

been briefed about the presence of civilian flights. With the radar vehicle of the unit absent 

the capabilities to monitor the airspace are quite limited.

Only in a scenario like this, the Buk crew can have operated on the assumption that every 

aircraft flying over was an enemy target. Then every spotting, however incomplete, would have 

been sufficient to open fire without confirmation:

According to the SBU-taps a spotter does notice something, but cannot identify it because 

of the cloud cover. ‘Something big?’ He doesn’t know. The Buk then activates its own radar

for the first time—as the crew doesn’t seem to be aware of flights at high altitude [from its 

own radar capabilities]. Next it notices MH17 coming into view, whilst a Boeing 777 of 

Indian Airways coming right behind it, at about 30 kilometres, is apparently not in sight.

Then they launch a missile, in fact immediately after the plane reaches the utmost target 
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boundary of 32-35 km. Another version could be that they did not rely on their own radar 

capabilities at all:

It may also be that the Buk operated in the so-called ‘limited detection mode’, in which the 

radar only covers a small portion of the sky, and therefore lost sight of the planes at high 

altitude altogether. This cannot be called any differently than kind of a full-blind mode. In 

that case the crew apparently decided to play Russian roulette in the air, with only vague 

information from a spotter to go by. Otherwise, the launch would be inexplicable (and just 

happened).

The two minutes' time lapse also did not fit Bellingcat‘s speculations with which the collective

tried to stick the SBU’s 'Birdie comes to you' tapes on the events that led to the crash of MH17.

    Naemnik/Naimanets made an error, or else the SBU did, by making a tiny mistake in their 

timing, repeated several times. Or Bellingcat was wrong, and this was an intercept of a 

conversation about another spotting, of unknown origin, that was deliberately timed and dated 

falsely by the SBU. Apart from the two minutes in relation to the apparently false timing of July 

17th, 16:18 local time, nothing actually points to MH17 or to the 17th of July. For all we know it 

could have been intercepted on the 16th of July or during any other event that matched a route 

under control of Bezler’s spotters.
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Consensus of opinion throughout the (pro-) Western world. Kiev propagandists, the Ukrainian 
secret service, reporters, newspapers and also the State Department assure that background of 
the MH17 crash was based on a fatal mistake. Disinformation about a retracted posting on 
VK.com news board Strelkov_info and manipulated intercepts were enough to get this narrative 
accepted.

Chief investigator Westerbeke called these tapes 'authentic through and through'. If he was 

referring to the voices heard, he was probably right. But that’s not the crucial thing. The question 

is, how it is possible he missed the obvious signs of manipulation.

The e-zine the JIT issued in 2016 stated:

By now, the investigators are certain about the reliability of the material. “After intensive 

investigation, the material seems to be very sound”, says Van Doorn, “that also contributed 

to the mutual trust.” 

On reading this opinion one would have to change labelling the JIT's conduct from naïve to 

bad faith, having aligned itself entirely with the objectives of the post-Maidan Ukrainian state 

and the SBU. Incidentally Valentyn Nalyvaichenko was not only the man behind the narrative of 

the Russian false flag operation. He was also the mastermind behind the Chernukhino tapes: 

'Now you know who carried out this crime. We will do everything to assure that the Russian 

military who carried out this crime will be punished,' Nalyvaichenko stated   to Interfax after the 

demonstration with the audio recording of the 'negotiations'. His concoction of the Russian false 

flag operation rested on the assumption that the Russians had brought in a Buk to shoot down a 
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Russian civilian plane. To intercept this plane they should have moved the Buk to Pervomaiske, 

20 kilometres north-west of Donetsk. However, they mistakenly drove to the wrong 

Pervomaiske, the 'namesake village' south of Snizhne, and shot down MH17 from there instead. 

See the text below for the scenario as it unfolded, according to Nalyvaichenko. Take note also of 

the use of the connection between crash site and guilt.

           

Pervomaiske was the settlement where Khmuryi allegedly had ordered the Buk to go, as 
documented in the so-called Motel intercepts, in a conversation between him and a subordinate 
(see below). South of this village in the vicinity of Snizhne the DPR controlled a 
blockpost/checkpoint next to the T0522, actually opposite of the alleged launch field. Also 
Strelkov’s provisional headquarters were nearby.
                           

Nalyvaichenko used his story to explain the weird movement of the Buk from Russia to the 

west via Luhansk all the way to Donetsk and then back to the east to Snizhne again. Did 

Nalyvaichenko know the 'Pervomaiske' referred to in the Khmuryi intercepts was not the 

Pervomaiske near Snizhne, but another Pervomaiske, that is, Pervomaiske north-west of 

Donetsk? Was the fact that Khmuryi mentioned this village used to concoct a Buk trail eastwards 

that never was? 
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Anyway, with such friends, you don’t need enemies. Unless you want to start investigations 

from the principle that “the enemy of my enemy is my friend” and merge your objectives. I can’t 

think of any other possibility why the JIT endorsed these clear pieces of fraud.

2.5.3. Intercepted Calls: Markers and Edits

My general impression about the videos showing intercepted calls, published by the SBU and 

(implicitly) endorsed by the JIT, is that they support the leading narrative—as long as this 

narrative is dogmatically accepted as the frame for interpretation of what is said. In fact, the 

contents of the conversations are often rather vague or ambiguous and at times even 

incomprehensible—apart from a few keywords that trigger the attention. Therefore they are open 

to different interpretations. Certainly, because of these triggers, the conversations contain 'points 

of information' from which it is possible to construct the belief that a Buk air defence missile 

vehicle was brought to the DPR, re-routed to a site south of Snizhne, and then brought back to 

Russia.

On the other hand, from the previous discussion we know the SBU was capable of 

manipulating information and creating fakes and organization was also involved in criminal acts 

during the period of time the JIT conducted its research and relied on the SBU’s indispensable 

assistance. It is also clear the SBU framed the narrative within six hours after the crash, using a 

demonstrable piece of forgery. On its own these leads should make everybody very wary when 
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interpreting the events as laid out in the other intercepts.

Table 2.4. The most important intercepts allegedly related to MH17

No. Participants Official date &
time intercept

Alleged topic

(1) Strelkov/Aksyonov June 8, 11:46 Buk arrangement

(2) Oreon/Bugrov July 14,19:12 Buk possession

(3) Oreon/Delfin Unknown Buk transport

(4) Khmuryi/San Sanych July 16, 19:09 Buk order

(5) Bezler/Geranin July 17, 16:32 MH17 shoot down

(6) Bezler/Naimanets July 17, 16:18 MH17 spotting

(7) Khmuryi/Buryat July 17, 9:08 Buk delivery Donetsk

(8) Khmuryi/Bibliothekar July 17, 9:22 Buk “crossed the line”

(9) Khmuryi/San Sanych July 17, 9:23 Buk to Motel

(10) Khmuryi/militant
(Krot)

July 17, 9:54 Buk to Vostok

(11) Krot/Zmey July 17, 13:09 Buk to launch site

(12) Khmuryi/Botsman July 17, unknown Buk shot Su-25

(13) Krot/Ryazan July 17, 21:32 Buk crew member

(14) Khmuryi/Krot July 18, 7:41/8:00 Buk in Russia
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(15) Khmuryi/Strelkov July 18, 7:44 Buk in Russia

Some transcripts:

• The Call for Witnesses, 5 conversations between Oreon and Delfin (3), transcripted on the Dutch police 

website https://www.politie.nl/themas/mh17-call-for-witnesses-transcription-english.html 

• Bezler-Geranin-Kozytsin transcripts (5): http://www.ibtimes.com/mh17-crash-full-transcript-alleged-phone-

intercepts-  between-russian-intelligence-officers-1631992 

• The Motel taps, 5 conversations with Khmuryi (7, 8, 9, 10, 12), transcripted in 

https://www.liveleak.com/view?i=9bc_1405702620 ) 

 

As to the interpretation, this is difficult. In the first place, because it is hard to interpret what 

information people exactly intended to convey when they have a history of shared interactions 

together and therefore have built up many subtle ways of conveying meaning. This is not only 

true for a subculture, like a distinct military organization, but even for two individuals. The 

saying 'one only needs half a word' refers to this aspect. The other half of the understanding by an

outsider might have been added by his own interpretative frame and might have nothing to do 

with what the interlocutors were trying to say to each other. It is obvious this other half is 

sensitive to even the slightest manipulation and preconceived interpretive frame. 

Second, as the characters in the SBU tapes were obviously aware they were monitored, they 

used code language to convey messages to each other. The code might not be deciphered so 

easily as it looks. Obviously, the use of coded language by the interlocutors could also lead to 

misinterpretations. 

Finally, and this cannot be underestimated, one of the tactics used in war is the dissemination 

of disinformation. Obviously the tapped lines were used to confuse the enemy with wrong 

information, meant to misdirect the SBU and the troops they provided with intelligence.

It is clear that in order to detect the ways in which the conversations might have been 

manipulated by the SBU to peddle a preferred story, one has to engage in close reading. When 

doing this, roughly three modes of manipulation can be imagined:

 The manipulation of interpretation by using keywords or triggers that direct attention to 
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desired parts of the information, and away from other parts and from the overall picture. 

The intercepts work from soundbites instead of visual markers, as used in biased OSINT 

based narratives. For example, when we hear and read triggers like 'Buk', 'low-loader', 

'camouflaged' or 'Snizhne' and have been made sufficiently aware of the official narrative 

they are embedded in, we are inclined to interpret the entire conversation to match this 

narrative. For example, see the conversations between Oreon and Delfin (3) below and the

Khmuryi/Motel tapes (nos. 7, 8, 9, 10 also related to 4) 

 Falsification or alteration of information to present suggested facts that are not part of the 

actual conversation, i.e. by false timing, false dating, or even by editing content (splicing, 

cutting, adding parts from other conversations). We may suspect the conversation between

Khmuryi and Botsman about having received a Buk to shoot down 'the second today' (no. 

12) to be an example of this type. 

 The conversation displayed (mostly also mistimed and misdated) is totally unrelated to 

the preconceived frame for interpretation. In other words, if one wants or is led to believe 

that a conversation is about the events of July the 17th, related to the downing of MH17, 

one is inclined to interpret the story displayed to match this narrative. A clear example of 

this way of manipulation is the conversation between Leonid – Lyonya – Kharchenko 

('Krot') and Oleg, the alleged Buk driver ('Zmey') in no. 11.  Also the conversation 

between commander Igor 'Strelkov' and Sergey Aksyonov, acting head of Crimea, in 

which allegedly is agreed on a Buk delivery (no. 1), falls into this category.

In fact, the ways in which conversations can be manipulated as mentioned above look a lot like

the manipulations that arise from abuse of OSINT, as explained in section 2.1. Some isolated 

points of information are presented and taken out of the context needed to establish a clear 

meaning and/or authenticity. Then a new context is added to provide a frame for interpretation. 

The conversations appear to be conveying facts, but the meaning of, and the relation between  

these alleged 'facts' have been manipulated.

Keywords and triggers – Example: The Orion/Delfin tapes (no. 3)

The Oreon/Delfin tapes, no. 3 in Table 2.4 comprise five intercepted calls. Below a screengrab of 
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the first conversation from the website of the Dutch Police: 

                           

Obviously this conversation, which on its own is rather vague and even incomprehensible, 

ends with a keyword/trigger. A command post vehicle is also part of a complete Buk unit, so 

instinctively the reader understands how s/he should interpret these lines. Apparently they show 

something about the Lugansk People's Republic (LPR) and about a Buk. Perhaps this 

conversation should cover the fact that only a Buk TELAR was transferred from Russia, through 

the LPR, but without its supporting vehicles (actually, the remark is about a battle situation, not 

about a transfer per se). 

In Conversation 2 Oreon acts as person A, who says: 'I have arranged everything on the 

lowboy and a crane' and 'I have arranged it for the evening. …[inaudible] it …[inaudible] at/for 

around 5-6'. His interlocutor [Delfin] gives some superfluous directions: 'It has to be loaded, 

camouflaged and driven away.'  This part could fit the story of the netted, camouflaged Buk that 

was loaded on the red low-loader hauled by a truck for transport. However:

1. Time nor date are mentioned;

2. A Buk is not mentioned (so 'everything' might mean anything at any time);

3. The destination is not mentioned.
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Actually the trigger 'Snizhne' is only pointed to in Conversation 3. In this call Oreon rephrases 

the words of a third person:

Yes. “We weren’t waiting for the escort. We are heading to Snezhnoye. Stand off for today.” It’s 

the way it was said.

However, we don‘t know at all if this conversation is related to Conversation 2. Presenting the 

tap in sequence obviously leads us toward interpreting the keyword 'Snizhne' and the keywords 

'lowboy' and 'camouflaged' together in order to match the narrative we know about a netted Buk 

that drove to Snizhne on a low-loader.

4. The timing is off-base entirely. In fact, 5-6 o' clock in the evening does not correspond with an 

arrival at 1 am at night, according to a statement by Viktor Nayda, and subsequent departure at 

4:28 in the morning from the border to Donetsk, as reported in the Notes of Suspicion on the four

indicted suspects (see screenshot below).

  

5. The Notes of Suspicion claim that the Buk was brought to Donetsk by the M04 through 

Luhansk and Perevalsk (see also screenshot above), but this part of the road, including Bile and 

Yubileine in between these two cities, was under control of ATO troops on the 17th.

Reading these five calls ( including the last two that seem to depict conversations about an 

Ukrainian convoy through Sabivka, a town west from Luhansk, towards the Luhansk airport 

area) do not make a very robust impression. Perhaps that is why the Dutch prosecutor did not 

indict the individuals recorded on these tapes.
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LiveUAmap of July 17th. After days of fighting the Ukrainian army broke to the Luhansk airport,
occupying part of the M04/E40 from Luhansk to the west. The arrow points to the site where the 
Buk was filmed by a covert surveillance operation, allegedly on July 18th, 4:50 AM.

                      

During the war a roadblock in the centre of Yubileine was erected (48°33’24.06″N 
39°10’27.05″O), also protecting the route to the north to Oleksandrivs’k. It was also there on 
July 16th and 17th. According to the Ukrainian judiciary the Buk transport went through 
unimpeded on the route towards Donetsk as well as on the flight back to Russia.
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2. 5.4. More Keywords and Triggers

A second example of possible manipulation by the use of keywords and triggers is the appearance

of the phrase 'Buk' in the tapes featuring sub-commander of the DPR forces, Khmuryi, s.k.a.  

Sergey Dubinsky. See in Table 2.4. nos. 4, 7, 9, and 10. Intercepted call no. 7 was part of a 

package of five calls displayed in a video published by the SBU on July 18th, 2014 (Table 2.4.  # 

7, 8, 9, 10 and 12). It refers to the conversation Khmuryi had with 'Buryat' in the morning of the 

17th, 9:08 am. Allegedly the Buk was delivered in Donetsk by then. 

At first it seems the participants did their best to cover up what they were referring to, by 

calling the item 'that beauty' (Buryat) and 'Is it the one I am thinking about, the one B…M?' 

(Khmuryi). Then suddenly Buryat decided to interrupt the cumbersome talk and blabbed: 'Yes, 

yes, yes, Buk, Buk!!' Notwithstanding this sudden revelation, Khmuryi asked another militant 

[allegedly Leonid Kharchenko] to go to the motel to pick up the 'you know what' and to guard 

'the thing' (#10). Before this order Khmuryi called the sub-commander of the Vostok battalion, 

San Sanych. In this conversation it was agreed that 'my Buk-M' (at this point apparently no need 

for code language) would be parked behind the motel from where it allegedly would be picked up

to join the Vostok convoy to go to the east (#9).   

The intercepts seem to convey a clear story mentioning all the important markers, 'Buk', 

'hauler' and even 'Pervomaiske', not far from the official launch location. Conversation (8), with 

Bibliothekar apparently using the same telephone number as Buryat in (7), also mentioned 'it 
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crossed the line', which was translated by the SBU as the Ukraine-Russia state border, not as any 

other line or border (i.e. DPR-LPR, DPR-Ukraine).

Close reading the Khmuryi/Bibliothekar conversation (8), based on Bellingcat transcripts.

The JIT also released another phone call intercepted by the SBU, after their press conference 

on September 28, 2016. From this conversation it concluded that the separatists (i.e. Khmuryi) 

indeed had 'ordered' a Buk on the evening of the day before the crash, see Table 2.4., no 4.

Bellingcat confirmed in their June 2019 report earlier mentioned my assessments 

from 2016 about the characters playing their parts in this call. The person whose 

transcripts are displayed in the white boxes is Sergey Nikolayevich Dubinsky, alias 

“Khmuryi”, second in command of the DPR forces after commander Igor “Strelkov” 

Girkin . Khmuryi can be recognized foremost by his voice and his patronym.

The soldier whom he is talking to is San Sanych (transcripts in black boxes), a person

who has been identified in other SBU intercepts as a commander of a column of pro-

separatist fighters assisted by veterans from the eastern regions (Chechenia, Ossetia), 

belonging to the  “Vostok” battalion . In fact, this appeared to be the same person as 

featured in the Motel tapes (#9)!

In an article reviewing the evidence the JIT showed on this press conference, I provided 

an assessment of this conversation. Contrary to the JIT position, Sanych in my view would 
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not deliver a Buk himself:

The official story is that Khmuryi, commander of troops pounded by Sukhoi jet fighters 

and Grad bombings at Marinovka [Marynivka], orders a Buk and San Sanych is vowing to 

deliver it. [Last lines say]:

Khmuryi: 'If I can receive a Buk in the morning and can send it over there that would 

be good. (…) If not, things will go totally fucked up.'

Sanych: 'Well, look Nikolayevich… If you need it… we’ll send it over… to your 

area.'

A different interpretation is more appropriate. Khmuryi is complaining about the 

situation at the front area and expresses a desire, actually an urgent need, to possess a Buk 

to make things easier. San Sanych probably was at the Vostok base, in Donetsk, as he would

be busy on the 17th moving three tanks and an Ural (armoured truck) from there to the 

front.

Probably he just wants to show his willingness to help, that in case Khmuryi actually 

would get hold of a Buk – as in fact the commander expresses uncertainty about that! – 

Sanych is willing to accompany it to Marynivka with his column. Then the “it” from “If 

you need it”, as Sanych spoke, refers to the sending, not to [actual delivery of] the Buk. If 

you need sending [it to the frontline], we could take care.

Furthermore I drew the following conclusion:

'Taken into account his subordinate position acting as a commander of a column of 

non-Russian auxiliary forces, it´s not very probable that San Sanych would have the 

power to arrange at short notice a high-value war asset at the general’s office in 

Russia – or even, as is suggested, to come up with a Russian Buk himself.

So I expected this conversation was just some small talk in which situational impressions

and wishes were conveyed, which on their own had nothing to do with arranging the arrival

of the Buk.
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Although Khmuryi wouldn’t get his Buk straight from San Sanych, at least he seemed to have 

obtained an option for a guided transport. In the morning of the 17th a meeting near the Motel 

was arranged to get the Buk in the Vostok column, according to the tapes (#9). In both calls with 

San Sanych Khmuryi did not try to cover up the sensitive three letter B-word.  About 40 minutes 

after they had made the agreement, the Vostok convoy left its base in the eastern outskirts of 

Donetsk. Without the Buk. On 9:54 AM, just before they left, Khmuryi told a subordinate 

[allegedly Leonid Kharchenko] (#10) 'to keep in touch if anything happens'.

Apparently something did happen. Perhaps they did not get into contact when the Buk stood 

waiting alongside the road in Donetsk for another hour after having missed the Vostok departure. 

Or the SBU did not intercept this follow-up. Anyway, the SBU decided to publish the intercept of

the agreement that did not work out, but they did not publish anything about the long stay of the 

Buk in Donetsk.

In earlier sections we suspected the SBU of leaking information about a Vostok-led convoy to 

a few trusted propaganda channels. Most important lead for the suspicion was the connection that

was made between two stills from vehicles belonging to the Vostok convoy and one still from the

Buk transport as seen in a video made in Zuhres (section 2.1). Despite the agreement going 

wrong, the keyword “Buk” together with information about its movement in a column of 

“machines and terrorists” (Vostok) were probably put through by the SBU to Euromaidan, to 

defence expert and politician Dmytri Tymchuk, to InfoResistance and to blogger Ukraine@war. 

Eventually the disinformation showed up on the SBU website and on the press conference that 
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counter intelligence chief Viktor Nayda organized on the 19th.  From this could be concluded the 

SBU was not aware of an agreement that went wrong or, more plausible, that there was another 

reason to disseminate the story of the larger convoy.

Another intriguing aspect was the fact that the special Kropachev/Gerashchenko/Avakov unit 

did report the Buk apart from the Vostok convoy, contrary to the aforementioned channels. 

Apparently they were not (yet) supplied by the SBU bureau that had access to the intercepts. 

Perhaps they had their own conduits within the secret service – ie. Avakov/Gerashchenko trustees

– that cooperated with them.

So on July 17th/18th two strains of information appeared. One strain showed info based on the

SBU intercepts about a Buk that was poised to be transferred in a column of the Vostok battalion.

For this a combination of the Buk transport and the Vostok convoy moving through Zuhres was 

invented. The other strain showed information about a separate Buk transport accompanied by 

only two cars, (which actually were also seen on the Zuhres video by Andrey A. He might have 

been working together with the special unit, because Anonymous mentions a source in Zuhres; 

see section 2.3.3).

Route A.

1. Intercepted call (SBU), “Buk goes with Vostok” →  Euromaidan edits its Facebook

message initially started at 12:17 when the first information from a Torez local 

(probably WowihaY) about a Buk arrived. A few hours later they re-upload the 10 

July video of the Vostok parade in Donetsk. Tymchuk, who also re-uploads this 

Vostok video before the crash, and InfoResistance also get information about a larger 

Buk convoy →  This would explain taking over Vostok vehicles from the video to 

plant them into the transport; 

2. Acquired videos of movements by Zuhres (SBU); Zuhres Buk still + Zuhres 

Vostok stills →  received by Ukraine@war and InfoResistance and shown in the SBU

press conference  by Nayda;

Both 1 and 2 pointed to a large Vostok-led Buk transport, despite the agreement 

between Khmuryi and Sanych going wrong.
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Route B. 

Mysterious secret source, possibly a soldier/militia member belonging to the 

Kropachev/Gerashchenko/Avakov unit, well-versed in weaponry →  keywords 

“Buk”, “two cars”, “awning”, “towards Snizhne” to WowihaY & Roman →  

Euromaidan gets the keywords “Buk” and “from Torez towards Snizhne” from 

WowihaY and merges it with info about “machines and terrorists” received by route 

A. →  This would explain their pre-crash edits and their re-upload of the 10 July 

Vostok video and Gerashchenko’s posting after the crash describing separate 

convoys, contrary to Tymchuk and InfoResistance. (section 2.2.1)

If the tapes show genuine information, the SBU must have had a reason for suppressing the 

Zuhres Buk and Vostok videos and for not publishing a follow-up between Khmuryi and 

Kharchenko or San Sanych about the failed agreement. Apparently they wanted to invent a larger 

Buk convoy, by putting a phantom Buk in a convoy that actually was moving from Donetsk 

towards Snizhne that day. The question was why.

As a matter of fact, after the crash two different stories surfaced about the escape route of the 

Buk as well. They concerned the same players and the same inconsistencies. Half an hour after 

midnight InfoResistance published “operational data”, as they had done earlier about the Buk 

transport in Snizhne (see part 2, section 2.1 and part 4, section 4.4). Not long after them 

Euromaidan too issued the same information on Twitter. It seemed another Buk transport had 

been invented based on false information supplied by intel operatives, probably from the SBU 

again, to these preferred channels:

“According to operational data of the group “Information Resistance” Russian terrorists 

quickly evacuate the territory of the Russian Federation SAM “Buk”, which shot down a 

passenger airliner “Malaysia Airlines”. At the moment the terrorist machine column routed 

from the town of Snizhne in the direction of the state border on the highway Т0522. The 

column of the SAM “Buk” has passed the point 48.011623, 38.763036.”

The message contained a few important features. First, as was the case when the Buk was 

reported by InfoResistance and Euromaidan driving in Snizhne on mid day in a convoy with 

vehicles belonging to the Vostok battalion, a column was mentioned again. 
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Second, the direction mentioned suggested a flight back to Russia along the shortest route, by 

the T0522 south via Marynivka to the state border. In fact, as fighting was still going on and a 

border passage to Russia was not secured at the time, this route was very unlikely. 

Third, the coordinates displayed pointed to the exact spot where Vita V. had filmed the Buk 

driving under its own power on the T0522 in the direction of the alleged launch site. 

Later that day minister Avakov published the Luhansk Buk video on his Facebook account 

(part 3, section 3.3), mentioning the Buk drove past Krasnodon, which also was close to the 

Russian border but in LPR territory. Most important, it did NOT show a column. This again 

suggested a split in the information about a Buk transport as was seen as well a day before. (The 

only divergence was that also Anton Gerashchenko picked up the information from 

InfoResistance and copied their message on 1:41 a.m. local time).

Thinking within the frame of the alternative scenario, it is possible Avakov’s people realized 

they were in possession of the Luhansk Buk video (as was given away by National Security spox 

Andrey Lysenko, see also part 3, section 3.3) and could use it to construct a more plausible story 

of immediate flight to Russia than the route by Marynivka could provide. That the video was shot

in Luhansk, and not in Krasnodon near the state border, was a minor glitch in the story, set 

straight by Avakov on the 19th.

The fact that it was imperative to get the Buk across the border as fast as possible, could have 
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been caused by the need to attain some “plausible deniability”. As long as the Buk only stayed in 

Ukraine for less than a day, the Ukrainian state could reasonably be exonerated of responsibility 

for its presence.

 

2.5.5. Text editing—Example: Khmuryi/Botsman (#12)

Khmuryi was interviewed by Yana Yerlashova in the documentary “Call for Justice”, which she 

made in cooperation with Max van der Werff, published on July 17th, 2019. He confirmed his 

voice was heard on the tapes but insisted that the SBU had misdated and edited the conversations 

(see here from min 13:00) 

In this fragment of the interview he pointed to the conversation he had with “Botsman”, which 

was the last intercepted call in the package of 5 that were published by the SBU a day after the 

crash (Table 2.4, #12). The conversation went as follows, according to the SBU and Bellingcat 

transcripts:

The official SBU/Bellingcat version would be that Khmuryi received his Buk in the morning 

of the 17th and shot down with it the second plane of the day from somewhere near Marynivka. 

This allegedly matched the official narrative, as the alleged launchsite is 10 kilometers north-west

from Marynivka and the other tapes in this package would prove he had received his Buk from 
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Buryat and Bibliotekar the same morning. 

Not aware of the mistake made—the  second Sukhoi actually was MH17—the time of the 

conversation was set by Bellingcat within minutes after the launch. (The SBU had set it on 9:08 

AM, but this obviously had been a mistake, according to Bellingcat, as also the Buryat call (7) 

was set on this time). 

Furthermore Bellingcat claimed to have found a consistency with known facts of the day, at 

the same time introducing an uncertainty by phrasing “one/two” downings and not an exact 

amount. Of course, matching the tapes with real events is a lot easier this way:

The call confirmed the narrative because on the 16th one Sukhoi fighter jet had been hit and 

another was downed near the front line south of Snizhne, reasoned Bellingcat. In the Birdie 

report it says:

                           

The first downing of two planes attacking Savur Mohyla, as confirmed by the separatist 

press office, was only a hit over Horlivka, as already was concluded in section 5.2. On 17:52

MSK (16:52 local time) Interfax.ru mentioned that one of the Su’s that bombed Savur 

Mohyla was hit over Gorlovka. The Horlivka/Gorlovka hit was also mentioned on 15:35 

local time on pro-separatist news boards.

A message of a second downing appeared on 21:50 Moscow time in militia briefings on 

Strelkov_info:

21:50 – Briefing from Igor Strelkov

From Snezhnoye, they are reporting that a second Su-25 was shot down with three 

shots from a portable anti-aircraft unit. This is the work of anti-aircraft personnel of 

Battalion Oplot.

This probably was confirmation of the downing of the second Savur Mohyla attacker. After the

Hryhorivka downing separatist press officer Vladislav Brig confirmed this particular downing 
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was the third of the day.

Shot down over Grigorovka [Hryhorivka] [was a ]third SU-24 [probably he meant 

SU-25; HR], [it] fell into a sand pit, the pilot ejected over the territory controlled by 

dill [invective  for Ukrainian army].

In official statements from Igor Strelkov and in militia briefings on the 16th appeared a 

message that one more plane was downed: 

20:58 – July 16, 2014 – Briefing from Igor Strelkov

At 09:20, a Ukie Su-25 was shot down over Dmitrievka.

Only one, next to the 13:00 hit, was mentioned in official statements of the Ukrainian state, 

which was the Sukhoi that crashed near Hryhorivka on 18:55 local time, the one allegedly shot 

down by a Russian MiG according to the Ukrainians.

At least four hits were mentioned in total on the 16th: one in the morning on 9:20 over 

Dmytrivka/Dmitrievka, one near Horlivka/Gorlovka, one near Snizhne/Savur Mohyla by Oplot 

and one on 18:55 near Hryhorivka. It is unclear which hits or downings out of four Khmuryi 

meant in his conversation with Botsman. 

Strelkov stated in an official briefing in the morning of the 17th that two planes had been 

downed, but he added “over the area”, possibly alluding to the Marynivka area that was on topic 

in the lines displayed before (see screenshot below). This would exclude the Horlivka hit.
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17.07.2014, 12:02: “After yesterday’s defeats (over the area were shot down 2 su-25’s) enemy 
aircraft did not appear in the air.“

In the briefings on the 16th Strelkov pointed to the Dmytrivka and Oplot downings. Probably 

this was originally stated before an Su-25 was downed near Hryhorivka, also near Marynivka. 

Then, as pointed to above, on the 17th he only claimed two downings “over the area”. It was 

unclear which ones out of three, which were: one over Dmytrivka, one near Snizhne/Savur 

Mohyla area and one near Hryhorivka. Possibly he meant the Dmytrivka and the Hryhorivka 

downings. Then the Oplot downing of one of the Savur Mohyla attacking planes was dismissed 

and the one over Horlivka/Gorlovka was not included, as the commander limited himself to the 

downings over the Marynivka] area.

That Khmuryi would mention to Botsman the two hits that were also confirmed officially by 

the Ukrainians (Horlivka and Hryhorivka)--according to the “one/two” of Bellingcat, but 

contrary to Strelkov—is unlikely. Besides, those weren’t two downings, but one hit and one 

downing.

One possibility could match the Bellingcat conclusion, sort of. Both Strelkov and Khmuryi 

meant the Dmyitrivka (not confirmed by Ukraine) and Hryhorivka downings AND dismissed all 

other reports AND Bellingcat was wrong that Khmuryi included the Horlivka hit. 

Next to the difficulties matching the two downed planes as mentioned in the intercept, 

allegedly on the 17th (according to the SBU tapes and Bellingcat) Khmuryi mentioned he just 

downed a plane, the second of the day. The Ukrainian authorities insisted there had been no 

sorties of fighter jets on the 17th. Neither did they issue reports on the 17th that they had resumed

flying. Even Strelkov issued a statement in which was claimed the Ukrainian army had no 

aircraft in the sky at least until mid-day (see also screenshot above). 

There has been no confirmation of a hit between this mid-day statement and the time when 

people thought a AN-26 had been hit near the mine Progress (MH17). If Khmuryi had downed 

the second plane of the day, then there obviously also had to be a first one. There is no 

information at all about this particular downing. 

Summing up, if the furnishing of proof is limited to counting and matching (attempted) 

downings—and  Bellingcat does not provide more solid proof—we encounter problems to date 
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the Khmuryi/Botsman conversation. Based on the information known, we can’t say the 

conversation was on the 17th, because Khmuryi mentioned two downed planes on the day before.

Micha Kobs performed a technical analysis on this intercepted call, published in Hunt the Buk,

pp.12-15, and found some questionable edits. Khmuryi claimed in the interview with Yerlashova 

that the conversation with Botsman about shooting down a Su-25 while staying in 

Stepanivka/Stepanovka originated from the 16th. This is equally hard to match with the entire 

conversation based on the limited information we have, even more so without assuming that the 

lines with “Buk” were added. “Today the second” matches, but on the 15th there were no reports 

about downed planes. On the 13th two Su-25’s were downed, so then Khmuryi must have mixed-

up yesterday with two days before yesterday, which is not very likely.  

Occam’s razor may suggest a slightly different scenario, based on our knowledge about a 

temporary moratorium on sorties on the 17th and the struggle matching all the allegedly downed 

planes. Maybe only the mysterious parts “We just struck an aircraft—a Sushka [Sukhoi]” and 

“Today the second” were taken out of another conversation and inserted to inflict the impression 

the conversation with Botsman was all about MH17, which was targeted as if it was a SU-25. 

Without these two lines, the conversation could be dated on the 17th and the suggestion made—

that a Buk had been received to shoot a Sushka with it, the second today—was a forgery.

The conversation would develop as follows:

Botsman: What is it?

Khmury: What do you think? Grads are hitting all the time, only now there is a lull. 

We have a Buk-M, we received it. So… Well, they are trying to break out from [the 

village of] Zelenopillya, and they have only one passage—via me, see? Yesterday two

Sushkas were shot down. Thank god, at least the Buk-M arrived this morning. Things

became easier. But in general, of course, [the situation is] difficult.

Note that in this scenario—I will return to this later—the lines mentioning “Buk” are genuine, 

that is, genuinely recorded as part of a 17 July conversation with Botsman. In that case in the 

interview with Yerlashova Khmuryi only pointed to the Su-25 parts as recorded on the 16th.

If true, it is not hard to see why the SBU manipulated the conversation by simply adding two 
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short lines about Khmuryi’s downing of a Sushka. In the Zembla documentary mentioned earlier, 

reporter Vincent Verweij invoked the fatal mistake scenario claiming Dubinsky had said they shot

down an Su-25 with a Buk. (Zembla, 22:30); The causality may have been invented by the edits 

suggested above, but it is true that the impression was there in the transcripts.

Bellingcat confirmed this in their report. They supported this version of the fatal mistake 

narrative, the one pivoting around a downed Su-25 that appeared to be MH17, by pointing to a 

video made by Oplot commander Zmuk. (See p. 86 in the Birdie report). In this video of the 

arrival of a reconnaissance team at Hrabove/Grabovo about 20 to 30 minutes after the crash, 

Zmuk is heard saying: “They say the Sukhoi (fighter) brought down the civilian plane and ours 

brought down the fighter.” 

In part 3 of a blogpost series that I wrote on disinformation by sloppy, illogical and biased 

thinking, I proved that the hidden premise that Zmuk got his info from the chain-of-command, 

which was tied to first hand knowledge about a shooting, was based on false assumptions and 

confirmation biased interpretations. It seemed to be far more plausible that Zmuk received the 

information from which he drew his preliminary conclusion, from locals near the crashsites. See 

here.   

A method often detected when assessing reports from Bellingcat and Western journalists alike, 

is  seen here again. Evidence is created from weak evidence—or actually even from unfounded 

assumptions—that refers to other weak or assumed evidence, making both stronger by circular 

referencing. The strange content of Khmuryi’s call with Botsman on the 17th is validated by 

referring to the Zmuk video. And vice versa.

As to the Ukrainians, they evidently support two different versions of the fatal mistake 

narrative—or  even three if we include the Nalyvaichenko false flag scenario. They used the 

Strelkov_info fabrication with the AN-26 in their Notes of Suspicion and obviously they still 

endorse the Khmuryi/Botsman tapes pivoting around a SU-25 shooting.

A final remark has to be made about the possibility that translation or slight alterations in 

rendering the text might cause more suspicion. In the Khmuryi/Botsman conversation, a causality

between shooting down a Sushka and the reception of a Buk is suggested. “We just struck an 

aircraft—a Sushka. We have a Buk, we received it”. Another translation was suggested in this 

article: “We knocked out an airplane just now, a Sushka [a Sukhoy fighter jet]. And we already 
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have a Buk-M, we received it.”

It is obvious that the shoot down and the reception of the Buk appear to be unrelated by just 

adding the word “and”. A comparable manipulation of the displayed text by providing little 

changes, ie. by translation, might be an intercepted call from Leonid Kharchenko that was 

paraphrased by the SBU. As a matter of fact it also would be another piece of evidence for the 

fatal mistake narrative pivoting around a SU-25. It was put in the Notes of Suspicion as well:

Holding on to the preconceived frame one would be inclined to interpret “they” as the Buk 

crew and “the spot” to be the launch site, and concludie that they thought they shot down a 

Sukhoi instead of MH17. In the blogpost “The Kharchenko intercepts” I proposed, based on 

events documented, another translation, in which “they are at the spot” would point to an arrival 

of a reconnaissance unit on the crash site. In this case a tiny mis-translation and a transformation 

of passive voice into active voice are the sources of the raised suspicion:

“They (=the recon unit) arrived at the spot (=crash site). And a (not: already one) Sushka has 

been shot down (as many people around the crash site suggested).” 

These examples make clear how careful one should be when interpreting the calls as 

intercepted by this agency.

2.5.6.  The “Buk” Tapes: DPR Disinformation?

Also on July 18th, 2014, issued with the same package of five conversations featuring Khmuryi, 

a short call between Oleg Bugrov, deputy Minister of Defence of the LPR, and Oreon (alias Oleg 

Ivannikov, officer of the Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Russian Ministry of 

Defence GRU) was published (Table 2.4, nr. 2). It also showed the triggering keyword “Buk” and

went as follows:

Bugrov: I worked out a plane near Stanitsa. I missed it
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Oreon: Excellent. They are avenging for planes today. But we have a couple of days 

more. We already have Buk. We will shoot them down to hell.

Oreon replying “excellent“ to the LPR official reporting a failure, raises the suspicion that the 

lines from both interlocutors may have been spliced to suggest a high level conversation between 

an official of the LPR and the Russian GRU about a Buk. Nonetheless, from the line “We already

have a Buk“ one has to conclude that at least the LPR was in possession of a Buk on the 14th. 

This contradicts the official narrative of a Buk that “crossed the line“ only in the morning of the 

17th. Perhaps more than one Buk was present in the area on this particular day and Oreon‘s Buk 

was not the murder Buk. However, the Dutch Committee overlooking the secret services, 

CTIVD, issued a report in April 2015, in which was claimed the intel community had not 

received any information about presence of mid or long range surface to air missile systems 

before the 17th (p. 24):

Although there were indications that the separatists were supplied with heavy weapons from

the Russian Federation, there were no indications that they were powerful anti-aircraft 

systems. Certain documents from the end of June 2014 state that material was collected at 

assembly points in the west of the Russian Federation and then distributed to the 

separatists.

One document (from a publicly accessible source) dating from 14 July 2014 states that 

advanced anti-aircraft systems (further details unknown) had also arrived at a collection 

point. However, according to this document, the stage had not (yet) reached that such 

systems, if it were powerful anti-aircraft systems, had been delivered to the separatists in 

Ukraine.

Furthermore, the intelligence community had found no proof the AN-26, which was shot down

on the 14th near Izvarino, was hit on high-altitude, as Ukraine probably asserted to drag the west 

into the war (p. 25):

“According to the MIVD [Dutch military secret service; HR], the wreck and the 

eyewitnesses supported the fact that the aircraft was shot from the sky with a MANPADS 

from Ukrainian territory. This is only possible if the Antonov flew substantially lower than 
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6,200 m or 6,500 m. Another possibility was that a vehicle-borne anti-aircraft system with a

short range was deployed. The information from the MIVD does not indicate the use of a 

powerful anti-aircraft system.”

With this in mind, it is conceivable that a complicated scenario was developing in which 

disinformation from the separatists was used by Ukraine for their own disinformation strategy 

and vice versa. It certainly is possible the Oreon statement belonged to a disinformation 

campaign, together with pro-separatist messages from June 29th, July 13th, 14th and 16th.

The Ukrainian timing of the Oreon intercept was set on July 14th (but published on the 18th) 

and the alleged high-altitude hit of an AN-26 was as well. Both pieces of information were 

confirmed on that very day by messages that were disseminated by pro-separatist channels. See 

the screenshots below from South-East News and Strelkov_info.
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Translation: 14.07.14. The message from the experts.

“Today, the host for the destruction of the plane AN-26 of the enemy at a height of over 

6,000 meters was Pronino SAM “9K37M1” (better known as “Buk”). A few weeks ago, the 

capture of these systems by the militia was reported. Now they are repaired, manned and 

commissioned. These systems allow to shoot down planes at altitudes of over 4,000 meters. 

Earlier, the militia was powerless against enemy aircraft, flying at such heights as neither 

the MANPADS nor the memory to work on such heights were there.“

The “few weeks ago” obviously referred to the events of June 29th, after DPR forces raided 

Ukrainian air force base A-1402 in Donetsk. Although most channels and papers showed more 

restraint, Vesti (and others) reported that: “The sky over Donetsk will be protected by anti-aircraft

missile systems “Buk”” , claiming the separatists had captured one or more Buks from this 

airforce base. The press centre of the DPR too verified this message, for instance on their 

@DNRPress twitter account (see screenshot below), also copied on Strelkov_info. With it they 

published a photo of a Buk, which afterwards proved to have been taken in 2011 on sister base A-

1428, north from Donetsk between Avdeevka and Spartak. 
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The news about separatists capturing Ukrainian army Buks compelled anti-terror operation 

chief Alex Dmytrashkovskyi to issue a statement that a Buk had been captured, but that it was 

non-working junk. Anyway, satellite imagery testified that the first Buk battalion of the 156th 

Brigade was located on A-1428, on which 4 vehicles (2 TELARs, 2 TELs) were left behind after 

evacuations in March 2014. There had been no Buks on A-1402 (48° 3’38.54″N 37°44’39.43″O).

Air force base A-1402 on June 19th, 10 days before the raid.
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A second piece of information in the separatist messages of 14 July, claiming “Now they are 

repaired, manned and commissioned”, probably was hooked on to a video of Russian politician 

Sergey Kurgynian, the person who had assaulted Igor Strelkov publically for his surrender of 

Slavyansk on July 5th. In this video, made on the 13th, Kurgynian claimed “civil society” would 

solve the problem of the non-working Buk by fixing it:

¨But, our very talented and even brilliant electronics experts will of course repair—I think 

they’ve even already repaired, it seems to me—the Buk system seized from the Ukrainian 

bandits—the  Banderaites—I don’t want to say ‘the Ukrainian people’ but the bandits and 

the Banderaites and in the very near future, I simply know a brilliant electronics expert who 

has flown there—precisely as a representative of civil society who will help the fraternal 

people. In very short time it will get it back working. It will be fixed, yes? It might even turn 

out there are even several systems.” 

Only a day later the separatists claimed they possessed a Buk that was repaired and manned. 

On the 16th, militia briefings again mentioned the possession of a combat-ready Buk in the 

Luhansk area:

“Strengthening air defence of the LPR (…) The appearance of a combat-ready Buk is a 
significant aid. The operational Su-25 is for now a cherry on a pie, but also not unnecessary.”

Apparently it was revealed to the public that the junk Buk was now combat-ready and even a 

“not unnecessary” SU-25 was operational! 

Given the impossibility of a quick repair and the fact that no Buks had been positioned on the 

raided air force base A-1402, one might conclude that the separatists engaged in a propaganda 
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campaign. The aim of spreading this disinformation about the possession of a Buk is uncertain. 

With respect to the open sources one could assume this was all about boosting the morale of the 

pro-Russian audiences in the Donbass and outside of it. The media reports about keeping the 

airspace safe would certainly have been appreciated. 

From the messages issued on the 14th and the 16th it is clear they built on earlier reports about 

seizure, repairs AND the possible disinfo from the Ukrainians about the high-altitude hit on July 

14th. In this case—if we trust the CTIVD assessments—the separatists used Ukrainian 

disinformation for their own disinformation. According to Bellingcat the disinformation had a 

clear function (Birdie report, p. 46):

“… all available evidence suggests that this was just a cover story to hide the planned 

dispatch by the GRU of one or more Buk missile launchers with serving officers from 

Russia.” .

The assertion that all available evidence would suggest this, is another example of 

interpretation within a preconceived frame. The suggestion follows only from speculation based 

on holding the standard narrative. In fact, there is no direct evidence it was a cover up. It might 

be true, it might not be. Anyway, at least Bellingcat confirmed it was disinformation.

Regarding the intercepted calls the separatists might have been anticipating publication, 

indirectly channeling a boost of morale to their own audiences. On its own, this doesn’t sound 

implausible, as the SBU made a habit of publishing intercepts to support their information war 

long before the 17th.

Obviously the separatists knew they were listened in to. According to the JIT:

“In addition to regular telephones, DPR-members used secure means of communication. A 

number of these seem to be provided by the Russian Federation and, moreover, used by 

Russian top officials in their contact with the fighters.”

If they supplied disinformation about Buk presence, mentioning the (upcoming) reception of a 

Buk on unsecured communication channels, an important question is whether they planned to use

leakage of this info to deter the Ukrainians. One may assume the SBU had plenty of ways to 
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confirm or refute disinformation from the separatists if necessary. Or perhaps it is just not that 

simple and the separatists thought they could cause disarray within the ranks of the Ukrainian air 

force by spreading fake news. On the other hand, if the conversations are genuine information 

about Buk presence, the main question would be why leaders like Khmuryi and Oreon gave away

this kind of tactical information with game-changing features on unsecured channels. Actually, 

two options surface. They did it unwillingly because they were sloppy and stupid or they did it 

willingly, to alarm and deter the Ukrainian air force. The possibilities are summed up in the 

matrix below.

 Possibility Matrix: Buk is present or not/ Mentioning “Buk” in tapes or open sources is disinfo 

or not

A. Buk yes, disinfo yes: To cover for Russian delivery

B1. Buk no, disinfo yes: To alarm and deter

B2. Buk no, disinfo yes: Anticipation on possible public display

C1. Buk yes, disinfo no: Giving away tactical information by stupidity/sloppyness

C2. Buk yes, disinfo no: Giving away tactical information to alarm and deter

D.Buk no, disinfo no: The      Khodakovsky scenario (Buk was on its way from Luhansk area, 

but returned unused after MH17 was shot down).

2.5.7. The Disinformation Theory and its Implications

Summing up, the package of disinformation of June 29th and the Kurgynian option were used for

disinfo by the Ukrainians (the alleged 6.250 meters hit on the 14th) to get the West involved in 

their anti-terror operation by implying that a plane had been downed at high altitude by a weapon

that was possibly delivered by Russia. On the same day, the separatists confirmed this 

disinformation for their own purposes. From this perspective it is not in dispute whether there 

was an Ukrainian or a Russian Buk in possession of the separatists (i.e. a Russian Buk under the 

cover of being Ukranian, as Bellingcat claims), but whether there was a Buk in the first place.

Starting from this position, speculation about the development of the events as depicted in the 
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tapes is warranted. There is a plenty of room for it, which says a lot about the defects, 

fragmentation and manipulations of the information conveyed in the intercepted calls. 

Furthermore, we concluded from sections 2.2. to 2.4 that there is a possibility that the social 

media evidence that surfaced on the 17th/18th was manipulated, or even (partly) created, by a 

central source. 

Let us consider another possible development. If there was in fact a Buk, top officials in the 

Ukrainian Interior Ministry and the SBU might have came up with the idea to supply the 

European Union and NATO with more proof against the separatists by constructing a Buk trail. 

At the same time high-ranked separatists (Khmury and Oreon) did not conceal anything and 

talked openly on unsecured lines with other high-ranking military (San Sanych, Botsman, 

Bugrov) about having received a Buk launcher. In fact, there was no actual delivery of a Buk by 

San Sanych, as the tapes were wrongly interpreted by the JIT. Neither was an actual transport 

planned on the 16th, as suggested by the odd turn of the conversation. As it happened, the last 

words heard on the intercepts (not transcribed, but translated by a native speaker) have Khmuryi 

saying (as a joke) that Sanych must be killed for his proposed delivery of the anti-aircraft 

hardware to a location near Marynivka. How can Khmuryi still make an appointment with San 

Sanych in the conversation a day later? 

In this follow-up conversation (#9), Khmuryi made it easier for Sanych to understand what he 

wanted from him, remembering their chat of the evening before in which Khmuryi kind of 

threatened him for his offer to accompany the Buk. At first, Khmuryi starts his request by saying 

“Where should I…”. Then he stops, perhaps because he is thinking he should clarify things first 

before Sanych can respond to Khmuryi’s contradictory request. He begins anew by explaining 

what this actually is all about: “the thing is my Buk-M will go together with yours”. After this 

Khmuryi finishes his question where to take it. Sanych seems to understand the role he has to 

play.
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Let us assume further that the tapes do not show genuine content, but disinformation about a 

Buk that did not exist. Maybe Khmuryi got an idea after their earlier conversation to use 

Sanych’s (apparently provocative) offer for a disinformation operation that was going on since 

June 29th. Then Sanych was supposed to know that the 17 July call was only for show. The 

reason why Khmuryi kept on making arrangements with Kharchenko for a pick-up when the 

Vostok convoy already was leaving its home base, was that there was no real Buk to be picked 

up.

If true, then this was also the background of the fact that the SBU could not, and did not, 

publish any follow-up on the failed arrangement, as there was no follow-up to intercept. 

Furthermore, the talk provided ad-hoc information about involvement of the Vostok convoy, 

which subsequently was used to invent a larger Buk convoy. However, this was not shared (on 

time) with the others (some people of the Kropachev/Gerashchenko/Avakov unit) who were 

preparing to lay down a Buk trail on the same day. Perhaps people within the SBU connected to 

Tymchuk cum suis heard “Buk” (and Vostok), and subsequently used “Buk” (and Vostok) for 

their own disinformation relays. They visually constructed a Vostok-led Buk convoy with 

assistance of the Zuhres footage that had arrived at their desks from Andrey A. and passed it to 

InfoResistance and Ukraine@war.

At the same time the special operation of the Kropachev/Gerashchenko/Avakov unit started 

with their own disinformation campaign about a Buk transport, in which the Vostok convoy did 
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not play any part at all. As said above, the information from the taps was not available to them at 

the time and the disinformation about the larger convoy probably was disseminated without the 

Avakov/Gerashchenko unit knowing. So in the operational phase plans circulating within the 

Interior Ministry/SBU to construct a Buk trail, split into two different directions not entirely 

consistent with each other. The LPR/DPR were trolled by two strains of disinformation at the 

same time, which each used their own disinformation about Buk presence against them.

Undeniably, the shoot-down was real. The consequence of a Buk hoax would be that the DPR 

separatists had no Buk, so the shooting had to come from an Ukrainian weapon. To be more 

specific, perhaps a small operational unit tied to the Interior Ministry/SBU and the 

army/volunteer battalions (a unit which knew about the plans to create a fake Buk trail) engaged 

in a false flag operation. Note the fact that this was not necessarily also the goal of the people 

who constructed the trail, let alone of the people furnishing templates for fakes (the spotters) or 

relaying disinformation unknowingly (the infowarriors). All that the planners wanted was to 

inflict the impression that the separatists had a Buk that could take out planes at high altitude. In 

any case this scenario entails that the JIT should convey more about the whereabouts of all 

Ukrainian Buks/SAMs and missile inventory in the conflict area. Until now the JIT only copied a

statement by the US claiming that the Ukrainians “could not have done it”. 

Of course, the scenario outlined above contains a lot of speculation, although it would explain 

important observations and contradictions. One might want to further discuss the implications for

the evidence in the JIT case. We don’t know the full context of the intercepts or even the 

complete conversations, and some parts are not very clear. Secondly, it is obvious that incentives 

to disseminate disinformation played an important part on both sides; the exchange of 

disinformation on July 14th cannot be denied. Finally, keeping the credibility level and modus 

operandi of the SBU in mind, as well as the clearly manipulated Bezler tapes and the fake Zuhres

convoy, distrust is legitimate.

Again, as with all publicly available SBU intercepts, on a superficial level they sound quite 

convincing. They contain the right keywords and if you adhere to the official narrative you will 

hear or read what you are supposed to hear or read.  Sergey Dubinsky a.k.a. Khmuryi suggested 

in the documentary of Max van der Werff and Yana Yerlashova that the JIT should reveal the 

entire and authentic content of the intercepted calls to reveal the editing. This would be a good 
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thing to start with. But even then we have to consider the option of disinformation.

Content analysis of what is played out seems to lead to incomprehensible or sometimes 

inconsistent or provocatively absent pieces of information. Most SBU video viewers will be 

satisfied with what is presented, but actually the alleged pieces of information conveyed are 

quantitatively and qualitatively unsatisfactory, and not sufficient to draw sound and clear-cut 

conclusions from. We cannot say decisively the Buk transport was a hoax, but it would be unwise

not to entertain the possibility, given  the information and uncertainties at hand. As the evidence 

from the intercepts (at least from those that have been presented publicly) is insufficient, the 

judges need to clear up a lot of things before they will reach a guilty verdict. Answers are needed 

to:

1. The question whether the observed manipulations of the conversations can be established 

by impartial investigations (as was done by Akash Rosen concerning the Bezler tapes) 

and why the JIT ignored the possibility of tampering; 

2. The question why code language on unsecured lines was not maintained consistently and 

leaders openly discussed Buk presence; 

3. The question why the SBU invented the larger Vostok-led Buk convoy; 

4. The question whether a Buk was present earlier than the 17th, with respect to the 

implications of the CTIVD report;

… and more, as will surface in the next section.

 

2.5.8. Indictments and the ICJ Case

In section 2.5.3 three general modes of manipulation of interpretation have been introduced. The 

first method makes use of keywords and triggers. The second method goes a step further and 

includes  manipulation of the information itself, by forging intercept time and date and editing 

content of the conversation. Finally, in the last method, the meaning of the conversation comes to

depend on a preconceived frame of interpretation: so the conversation has nothing to do with 

what is suggested. Below are  examples of this third method.
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Conversation unrelated to MH17: Kharchenko/Zmey (Table 2.4, #11)

The first and most explicit example is a conversation between Leonid “Lyonya” Kharchenko 

and Oleg “Zmey”, the alleged Buk driver, as published by the JIT after their press conference on 

September 28th, 2016.   It seems obvious the conversation is not about what the JIT said it 

conveys (directing the Buk to its launch site).    

Indeed Lyonya gives the alleged Buk driver directions in the opposite direction to the official 

Buk route, a conclusion meanwhile also confirmed by Bellingcat in their Birdie report (see my 

blogpost). I wrote: When “Lyonya” says to go from Stepanivka [Stepanovka] to the right towards

... Snizhne, so actually to go from south to north, he in fact gives Oleg a clue in an opposite 

direction to the alleged Buk route!

Indeed, if one should go from Stepanivka/Stepanovka rightwards towards Snizhne, the route 

continues along the T0522 through a rural area and the alleged launch field is passed by. Next to

this field the DPR [maintained a checkpoint]. Maybe Oleg was on his way – for whatever reason,

as columns and vehicles drove regularly through Snizhne to the southern front those days – to 

this checkpoint on the left side of the road [as seen from Snizhne]. 
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The impression remains that the two persons talking here, did not actually participate

in the same conversation at the same time. 

Of course, they could have been engaged in the same conversation if Oleg just used the 

perspective as seen from Snizhne to point to “the last checkpoint on the left before 

Stepanivka”, as reader Brendan pointed out to me. Brendan proposed a slightly different 

route, foremost because Kharchenko is heard saying Oleg has to go rightwards in 

Stepanivka and then move “across the field”.
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According to Brendan:

Even if we assume that the recording of the phone call is authentic, it reveals nothing 

unusual. All it tells us is this:

2. Kharchenko/Lyonya is at or near the checkpoint [which matches with the assertion by the 

JIT that one of the participants logged in on the telephone network close to Pervomaiskyi;

HR]; 

3. and he is giving instructions about how to get there to someone called Oleg; 

4. and Oleg is nowhere near any reported location or route of the BUK.

The conclusion must be that the conversation on its own has nothing to do with a Buk 

transport, as it is rather implausible that the Buk was brought in from the front line near 

Marynivka. Yet the JIT provides this preconceived frame as if the Buk transport was the 

topic.

In the same blogpost mentioned above, The Kharchenko intercept  s, I published 

transcripts of another conversation in which Kharchenko featured: his conversation with 

“Ryazan” about a missing Buk crew member (Table 2.4, #13). A few things about this talk 

are noticeable.
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First, it was my impression that in this call of July 17th, 21:32 local time, Kharchenko 

acts rather surprised when he is confronted with a Buk in a report about a missing crew 

member:

The person addressed as commander (person A, so presumably “Krot“ an alias of 

Leonid Kharchenko) reacts surprised when his interlocutor mentions that it was a 

Buk launcher‘s crew that lost its member—as if all panic about the downed 

passenger plane and its launcher was not immediately at the forefront of his mind.

Secondly, the keyword “Buk” is mentioned in a conversation in which leaders like Khmuryi 

and Oreon are not participating. The conversation does not seem to show content that would fit in

the disinformation scenario presented in section 2.5.7. Hence it is clearly an exception compared 

to all calls publicly known in which the trigger “Buk” is mentioned.

Table 2.5. All publicly known intercepts mentioning “Buk” listed in Table 2.4 

Table # Participants Intercepted Keyword Publication date

(2) Oreon/Bugrov July 14, 19:12 Buk July 18 (*)

(4) Khmuryi/Sanych July 16, 19:09 Buk Sept. 28, 2016 (**)

(7) Buryat/Khmuryi July 17, 9:08 Buk July 18 (*)

(9) Khmuryi/Sanych July 17, 9:23 Buk July 18 (*)

(10) Khmuryi/Botsman July 17,

unknown

Buk July 18 (*)

(13) Ryazan/Krot July 17, 21:32 Buk March 30, 2015 (**)

(*) Published on YouTube by the SBU in one video; (**) First publication by the JIT.

Finally, this “Buk” tape is also an exception because it is the only intercept published by the 
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SBU and the JIT about the events after the shoot down on 16:20 local time until the morning of 

the 18th, when Kharchenko enlightens Khmuryi on what has been going on all this time (more on

this below).

Conversation unrelated to MH17: Girkin/Aksyonov (Table 2.5.1, #1)

To indict DPR commander Igor “Strelkov” Girkin for assisting in bringing down MH17, the JIT 

showed a video of a conversation on their 19 June 2019 press conference . On their website they 

wrote, as an introduction to the video with the incriminating conversation:

                           

Transcripts of a call between the assistant of Sergey Aksyonov and Igor Girkin, June 

8th, 11:30:

Assistant: Hello

Igor Girkin: I am listening

Assistant: Hello Igor, this is Mikhail. Sergey told me you want to get hold of me to 

share some information.

Girkin: Well, I wouldn’t that call sharing information. In fact, this information is 

widely known. If no large-scale support arrives in the nearest time, they will strangle 

us, then we are done. What we need is truly large-scale support. What we get is 

already not sufficient. Giving… by dribs and drabs as they do it now, can’t make any 

difference any more. We are outnumbered by the enemy. If the issue of Rusian support

– air cover or at least artillery support – is not dealt with, than we are not able to 
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hold ground here in the east. We won’t hold. No way. We need anti-tank artillery, we 

need tanks, we need decent anti-aircraft defence, because we can’t last on MANPADs

alone any more. All manned with trained personnel of course, as we have no time to 

train them.

About 15 minutes later, on 11:46, Girkin engages in a direct call with Aksyonov.

Sergey Aksyonov: Hello

Igor Girkin: Hello

Aksyonov: About 10 ‘o clock tonight, I will get in touch with… well, with those who 

already have made this decision. There is already a person and a joint coordination 

centre in place that are dealing with this situation. I just don’t want to give names 

over the phone.

Girkin: I understand. OK, I’ll be available at that time. But in general, do you 

understand what the situation is like?

Aksyonov: I do understand what the situation is like, Igor. Anyway, the documents 

necessary for the support are already being prepared. I will deal with all this stuff 

tonight.

Voice-over: Aksyonov, the Russian commander of the Crimea assures Girkin that 

support is already taken care of.

In these conversations Girkin seems to confirm general information about the dire 

position of the DPR in the war, asserting that he needs a lot more equipment from the 

Russians to maintain their position. Although the conversation doesn’t show anything 

specific, the suggestion is made there is an agreement between him and Aksyonov 

implicating that descent anti-aircraft machines (read: Buk) are on the way. 
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Again this conversation might not have anything to do with a Buk transfer. Girkin 

expresses a need for air defence systems that are more efficient than MANPADs (shoulder-

launched rocket launchers), but what he actually would receive, is not clear at all. Besides, 

with all documents in preparation and Aksyonov on top of it, Strelkov had to abandon 

Slavyansk on July 5th, four  weeks later, not having received anything of importance. 

Indeed, Khmuryi received three Gvozdikas artillery pieces on July 15th, which were filmed

moving from the Luhansk area to Donetsk with Russian flags on top. With respect to anti-

aircraft weaponry, maybe Smerches, Tochka-U’s or Strelas might be delivered. The Vostok 

battalion showed a Strela-10 in a parade on July 10th in Donetsk and in an interview with 

LifeNews on July 16th Girkin was seen near Marynivka with a Strela-10 (see image below).

On its own the Girkin/Aksyonov conversation is no direct proof of Buk delivery, 
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although not impossible either if one interprets it in line with the official narrative. 

Obviously the transfer of decent Russian assistance took a lot more time, as the separatists 

were still losing ground on 17 July, more than a month after the documents allegedly had 

been drafted and only managed to push back the Ukrainian army at the end of August. By 

that time, two-and-a-half months after the alleged agreement, Strelkov had stepped down 

from office and returned to Russia.

In fact it may be that the Girkin/Aksyonov conversation was the information from which 

former JIT member Vasyl Vovk concluded that the Buk came from the Crimea, as mentioned in 

section 2.5.1. Actually, until these tapes came to light, this Crimea connection had not been heard

of again, as the JIT pursued the narrative of a Buk that arrived from Kursk. It would seem the JIT

is entertaining the possibility that Aksyonov can wield power in the Kremlin to arrange the 

delivery of heavy military equipment. Importantly, only the first call, with the assistant Mikhail, 

entered the official complaint of Ukraine against the Russian Federation to the International 

Court of Justice (ICJ). Below a screen-grab from the complaint with all the tapes concerning the 

MH17 case.
                           

The list of intercepted calls concerning the MH17 case in the official Complaint of Ukraine 

against the Russian Federation to the ICJ comprises of 7 calls also listed in Table 2.4. 
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What is striking is the absence of the Bezler/Geranin and Bezler/Naimanets tapes ('Beyond 

Enakievo', 'Birdie comes to you'), both key to the fatal mistake narrative. Equally, the 

Khmuryi/Sanych tapes ('Where to bring the Buk?') and the Khmuryi/Botsman tapes (W'e have 

downed a Sushka', 'we received Buk') don’t show up either in the MH17 related evidence listed 

in the Ukrainian Complaint. Another omission is also quite remarkable. The tapes in which 

Oreon and Delfin feature have not been brought in as evidence to the ICJ. Neither has the JIT 

indicted these persons, although much effort has put into work to ascertain their identities.

Reading the Notes of Suspicion on Igor Girkin and the other three who have been indicted, it is 

clear these two LPR men allegedly played an important part in the distribution of Russian 

armaments. As a matter of fact the Notes speak about a joint coordination centre with the DPR, as

agreed on with Igor Girkin, which would function as a storage and distribution centre of military 

equipment that Russia would provide. Delfin would be in charge of this centre, assisted by two 

deputies, the persons with code names Oreon and Elbrus. On July 15th the transport of three 

Gvozdikas for Khmuryi and Strelkov would have been the first outcome of the agreement.

The Notes provide another interesting aspect. According to the Ukrainians the sealing of the 

southern cauldron (the small sliver of land between Russia and DPR/LPR under Ukrainian 

control) by taking in Marynivka on the border area on the 16th was meant to provide a corridor 

for a “full-scale Russian invasion”. In section 2.4. defence expert and pro-Maidan politician 

Dmytri Tymchuk was quoted as saying on July 18th that Ukraine had escaped imminent invasion 
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because of the MH17 crash. One might ask the question what the odds are that if you really need 

a game-changer of this proportions, it also drops out of the sky immediately.

An intercepted call that did appear in the list of the Complaint was the tapped conversation 

between Khmuryi and Krot, a.k.a. Leonid Kharchenko, dated in the morning of the 18th. Actually

two conversations between them have been published, timed respectively on 7:41 and 8:00 AM 

(#14). Furthermore, in between these calls Khmuryi also deliberated with Strelkov, in a 

conversation that was timed on 7:44, a few minutes after the first call with Kharchenko (#15). 

Bellingcat discussed all three calls in their Birdie report.

Call between Krot and Khmuryi, allegedly intercepted on July 18th, 7:41 AM

It is obvious that the keyword “vehicle” has to be interpreted as “Buk”, as the need for code 

language apparently was felt again. Although the vehicle arrived successfully at some crossroads 

in the right direction, and eventually even in Russia, Khmuryi was kept in the dark during the 

entire evening and the following night. 
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Remarkably, Khmuryi knows nothing about the adventures of this “vehicle”, allegedly the 

hottest weapon on earth, and Krot (who does seem to know everything) did not get in touch with 

his superior Khmuryi through the entire evening and the following night. Krot’s “comrade” 

returned, about which Khmuryi was informed, but apparently this soldier wasn’t debriefed to 

inform Khmuryi further about the whereabouts of the vehicle. Khmuryi told unknown people 

(but not his only superior, Igor Strelkov, as we shall see) he did not know where the vehicle was. 

 Strelkov did get into contact with Krot’s comrade who was responsible for the vehicle, as he 

phoned him and introduced himself. It is unknown why Krot thought the incoming calls were 

“strange”, as it would be obvious that the man in control of a hot piece of equipment, would be 
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held accountable somehow. This second call between Kharchenko and Dubinsky almost sounds 

as if the first call between them never took place, because the same information is shared again. 

In the first call Krot/Kharchenko already said the vehicle was in Russia and had arrived 

successfully, but in the second call Khmuryi nevertheless appears to be upset about losing track 

of the vehicle, because soldier X returned without it and switched off his phone. The only 

difference is that this time, the participants do not speak about strange incoming calls, but 

mention “Bibliotekar” as the soldier who took care of the transfer to Russia. Although this call 

would make more sense if Khmuryi’s interlocutor would actually be another person than Krot, in 

any case he should have calmed down in the meantime, because he had  already been informed 

about the successful arrival. 

Crucial for the verification that these conversations are all about the flight of the Buk to 

Russia, are obviously the keywords, “lowboy” and “Bibliotekar”, apparently responsible for the 

transport of the Buk in as well as out of the Donbass. “Bibliotekar” features as the connection 

with the Khmuryi/Motel tapes of the morning before, in which this person allegedly said “it 

crossed the line” and that he brought in one and not two—never mentioning the B-word.

According to Bellingcat (Birdie report, p. 74):

It is notable that Kharchenko mentions that “the vehicle” was transported back to Russia 

on a low-loader by the person with the call sign “Bibliotekar” — a clear indication that 

they were indeed talking about the Buk missile launcher.

It would be interesting to know what Bellingcat thinks about the topic they don’t mention, 

which is the line that explains that Bibliotekar will bring a new “vehicle” (a Buk as they claim) 

from Russia:
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Bibliotekar will bring a new ¨vehicle¨ (read: Buk) back from Russia. This is interesting 
news. Right after they put a Buk over the border, according to the SBU at least four units 
that night, Russia had decided to bring in a new one immediately, as it seems.

In between these two calls Khmuryi a.k.a. Dubinsky also spoke with Igor Strelkov, three 

minutes after his first call with Kharchenko. Strelkov is, according to Bellingcat, informed about 
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the arrival of the vehicle in Russia.  

However, as seen in the transcripts of the first call, Strelkov was already in contact with X, 

who apparently took the vehicle in the right direction (read: Russia). Then he asks Khmuryi why 

he hadn’t reported to him about the events. As Strelkov did get into contact before X switched off

his phone, he actually must have known more than Khmuryi, unless Krot’s comrade kept his 

mouth shut after Strelkov had introduced himself.

Secondly, it seems strange that Khmuryi claimed he had nothing to report about a Buk, the 

hottest weapon on earth at the time, that was somewhere lost in the Donbass.

Thirdly, it would be interesting to know to whom “he f*cking handed it over at once” and why

the conversation was cut off here, as obviously “Bibliotekar” was expected to be mentioned at 

this point.

Finally, neither the SBU nor the JIT sheds any light on the most important moments, the short 

time when the separatists realised they had shot down a civilian airliner and were stuck with a hot

piece of equipment. No clear intercepts have been reported about the disarray within the ranks of 

the separatists between the hit and the morning calls, except for the “missing crew member” 

tapes, an intercepted call of minor importance. Apparently, as the content of Khmuryi’s talks with

Krot and Strelkov confirm, there were no conversations at all between the commanding officers 

of the DPR until the next morning!

Table 2.6. The intercepts, indicted persons and the ICJ complaint

No. Participants Triggers                      Indicted persons

(1) Strelkov/Aksyonov “Descent anti-aircraft” Strelkov

(2) Oreon/Bugrov Buk –

(3) Oreon/Delfin Low-loader, 

camouflaged, Snizhne

–

(4) Khmuryi/San 

Sanych

Buk Khmuryi
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(5) Bezler/Geranin We shot down plane –

(6) Bezler/Naimanets Birdie –

(7) Khmuryi/Buryat Buk, Vostok Khmuryi

(8) Khmuryi/Bibliothe

kar

“It crossed the line” Khmuryi

(9) Khmuryi/San 

Sanych

Buk, “your column” Khmuryi

(10) Khmuryi/Krot “You-know-what”, Motel Khmuryi, Krot

(11) Krot/Zmey Snizhne Krot

(12) Khmuryi/Botsman “Just downed Su-25”, 

“We received Buk”

Khmuryi

(13) Krot/Ryazan Buk’s crew member Krot

(14) Khmuryi/Krot “Buk in Russia” Khmuryi, Krot

(15) Khmuryi/Strelkov “Buk in Russia” Khmuryi, Strelkov

 

2.5.9.  A Political Game Surrounding the Intercepts 

On November 14th, 2019, the JIT published another “call for witnesses”:

 The JIT is looking for information on the individuals within the military and 

administrative hierarchy who enabled the shooting down of MH17 in Eastern 

Ukraine using a BUK TELAR. The JIT wants to get in touch with further witnesses 

who are able to testify about these command lines and the role that Russian 

government officials might have had.

Apparently the investigators are trying to create incentives for defection and “whistle-

blowing” as ordinary people not tied in any way to the chain of command do not seem to be JIT’s
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main audience (apart from the propaganda effect of course). Seen this way this is another way of 

seeking a  confrontation with Russia. The JIT is claiming to investigate the “important link in the 

decision-making process in the Russian Federation” as “the intensity of Russian influence is 

relevant to investigating further individuals involved in the downing of MH17”. The question is 

if it really is useful to map the chain of command and the relations between the DPR and Russia, 

as this would be already obvious. For instance it would not take a lot of time for the Syrian 

Prosecutor’s Office to look for the Dutch chain of command responsible for the murder on 70 

civilians in an illegal bombing over Syria a few years ago. 

In short, no definite orders concerning a Russian Buk delivery can be found in the tapes. Up to

the time of this writing, the closest the JIT got is the conversation between Igor Girkin and 

Sergey Aksyonov and his assistant, also listed in the ICJ complaint. Surprisingly the JIT asked 

confirmation about their own accusation based on these intercepted calls, as can be seen in the 

screen grab of the questions listed below. 

Reporter John Helmer phrased it like this in his article on the 14 November tapes:

In fact, as lawyers and analysts of the MH17 case now realize, last week’s disclosure 
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of the top-secret interceptions reveals the JIT has no tape evidence of 

communications with Moscow on July 17 and 18, 2014, in the immediate aftermath 

of the aircraft crash.

In the period when the Russian involvement is most likely to have been direct, as the 

Dutch allege, and communications ought to have been intense over many hours, the 

JIT, and its NATO and US sources, have nothing to show.

Max van der Werff comments:

Not even in one tap is there any mention of MH17, Boeing, BUK, or the crash. 

Wouldn’t you expect soldiers panicking and round-the-clock consultations between 

the rebels and the centre, if that’s where the orders came from, as the JIT has already 

concluded? To me the pattern is clear. After five years the JIT has still not presented 

any solid evidence.

Reviewing the tapes published so far reveals the total commitment of the JIT to the pro-

Maidan cause and what it stands for in the international realm. A lot of problems have arisen in 

interpreting the tapes the way JIT, SBU and Bellingcat advise us to do. The following 

conclusions, then, can be drawn:

 The Bezler/Geranin and Major/Grek conversations seem to be an early attempt to 

disseminate disinformation about the causes of the MH17 crash, framing the narrative of 

the fatal mistake by manipulating the intercepts. Next to this, official Ukrainian sources 

have provided three possible fatal mistake scenario’s, concerning respectively an AN-26, 

a Su-25 and a Russian civilian airliner; 

 The Khmuryi/Motel tapes show an arrangement of a Buk transport with a Vostok column 

that never took place in reality. The Ukrainians did not provide any information about the 

agreement going wrong and its aftermath. On the contrary, the SBU kept this false story 

alive at least until the Nayda press conference of July 19th; 

 The Khmuryi/San Sanych conversation allegedly intercepted on the 16th is not 

conveyeing a Buk order; 
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 The Khmuryi/Botsman conversation cannot be matched with known events; 

 The Oreon/Bugrov conversation, if not disinformation, displays Buk possession of the 

LPR at least from the 14th, contrary to all other official sources, which claim the Buk 

arrived on the 17th. 

 It is suggested the Oreon/Delfin tapes convey preparations for a Buk delivery based on 

appearance of a few keywords. From known facts it is clear that at least the last two 

conversations out of five do not display events that have anything to do with the Buk 

transport. Then why have they been published?; 

 The JIT doubts its own accusation that the Strelkov/Aksyonov tapes convey evidence of 

an arrangement for Buk delivery by Russia; 

 The Khmuryi/Krot conversation is not able to explain why the Russians apparently sent 

another vehicle – which should be read as “Buk” in the rest of the intercepts – to the 

Donbass right after the murder Buk was allegedly brought back to Russia. 

 It cannot be explained why the top commanders of the DPR, Strelkov and Khmuryi, were 

not informed about the entire operation of moving the alleged murder weapon to Russia 

during the rest of the 17th until the morning of the 18th.
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2.6. The Support from the Dutch Safety Board

In the first 15 months after the MH17 disaster the Dutch Safety Board (DSB) had an important 

part to play, as they conducted the research that had to uncover the causes (not the culprits) of the

plane crash.

Contrary to what the JIT showed to the public—a lot of social media material and intercepted 

calls—the DSB commissioned two professional organizations to conduct a clear technical 

investigation into damage pattern analysis on the MH17 wreckage, a possible device and/or 

weapon that matched it and, on that basis, missile trajectory calculations to establish a launch 

site.
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On its own this would be a good way to start a thorough and trustworthy forensic investigation

into the origins of a shoot down. Their results would also lay down a firm framework for the 

operational boundaries the JIT had to reckon with. Or was it the other way around and was the 

framework set by the JIT, that is, their most influential member, Ukraine?

2.6.1. Political Interference in the Investigations

From the onset of the investigations there was strong interference from the political realm. In the 

first place there was no official communication with the representatives of the Donetsk People's 

Republic (DPR), the self-proclaimed authorities of the separatist-controlled area around Donetsk.

Political motives were at hand. As followers of the US-supported neoliberal/neofascist coup in

Ukraine of February 2014 and the ousting of president Yanukovich, the Dutch government chose 

to withhold endorsement of the DPR authorities by doing official business with them. This would

lead to severe difficulties and delays in the salvaging of the bodies of the victims, the black boxes

and parts of the plane wreckage.

This complication led to shameful smearing of the local rescue workers on site, who did their 

best to recover the bodies, but were accused of disrespectful conduct by Western media and even 

by Dutch official Frans Timmermans in a speech before the UN General Council. This was a 

black page in the history of Dutch diplomacy indeed.

In reality the OSCE, the monitoring mission for Europe, had advised the local authorities to 

keep the crash site as untouched as possible. When no one showed up to recover the marked 

human remains in the field, which were lying in the burning sun for days, the DPR decided to 

salvage them themselves. The rescue team collected the bodies with care and conserved them in 

cooled train wagons, that could (and would) take course to Kharkiv, outside of conflict area.

The black boxes were found, but no Dutch or any other official Western team would pick 

them up in order to avoid official contacts with the DPR authorities. So Malaysia took the lead 

and its representatives got full cooperation from the DPR. They received the black boxes without 

problems, to be read out in Furlington, Great Britain. Ukraine was not amused, which probably 

was a main reason to keep the Malaysians out of the JIT investigations for months.
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In this first, most important period of the investigation these events led to the formation of a 

Joint Investigation Team consisting of the Netherlands (196 victims), Australia (27 victims), 

Ukraine (official jurisdiction over the crash site, but no de facto control) and Belgium (4 victims),

assisted by GB (home of the manufacturer of the Rolls Royce engines; read out the black boxes) 

and the US (home of Boeing; intelligence). Actually this was an all (pro-)NATO enterprise.

Of course, a lot of confidence in our own morally superior conduct—and the implicit racism 

towards non-Western nations—is tied to Western rule since the 16th century. It is inconceivable 

for Western audiences that there could exist something like individual or political interests behind

this kind of investigations, when performed by our institutions. This may be the explanation for 

the confidence in everything the DSB and the JIT conveyed to the public, as if our police and 

prosecutors can never be compromised by such non-Western pgenomena as corruption or strong 

political incentives.

Maybe this also was an explanation for the difficult relations with Malaysia and Russia. Soon 

after the initial investigations started, Russian Foreign Secretary Sergey Lavrov lamented the lack

of openness, something also referred to in documents of the Interdepartementale Commissie 

Crisis beheersing (Dutch government crisis control center, ICCb) [pdf report].

Buk manufacturer Almaz Antei was asked by the DSB to provide information about weapon 

performance, but their full technical expertise was only partly used and facts that conflicted the 

'main scenario' (a Buk M1, launched south of Snizhne) were set aside altogether [see appendix V 

to the final report by the DSB for discussions]. In the end the DSB used some secret parameters 

provided by NATO. The DSB also conducted a number of field experiments with Finnish Buks, 

because Ukraine refused to cooperate. JIT member Ukraine proved to be very reluctant when it 

came to providing information.

Since this was the first time the ICCb had operated in the field, its conduct was investigated 

afterwards for evaluation. In its report the Technical University Enschede asserted that the 

National Coordinator for Security and Counter-Terrorism (NCTV) had usurped far more control 

than deemed necessary.

On one account the investigators acknowledged a counter-plea made by NCTV director Dick 

Schoof: The international political dynamics had to be reckoned with in the operations of the 

NCTV within the ICCb. Obviously Schoof was right about those dynamics. Without 
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exaggeration it may be said the MH17 disaster was one of the most relevant events that played a 

role in igniting the tensions between the West and Russia, leading to Cold War 2.0.

In this political sensitive environment on October the 13th, 2015, the Dutch Safety Board issued 

their final report on the causes of the incident.

Though a lot can be learned from this report, there was also the impression that there had been

an environment of pressure surrounding the investigation, which had tilted the results towards an 

outcome almost everyone (in the West) desired. This outcome was constructed around the 

markers, 'Buk', 'south of Snizhne' and 'separatist-controlled'.

 

2.6.2. The DSB Final Report

For a neutral observer it was almost inconceivable to expect that political interests would have 

been kept out of the technical investigation entirely. The presentation of the final report by the 

DSB itself showed undeniably that the opposite had indeed be the case. The display of wreckage 

parts mounted on a metal Boeing 777 frame as symbolic remnants of death, which also could be 

entered by reporters for a tour to incite maximum effect, obviously was meant to influence 

people's mindsets at a subconscious level. Though it was claimed the reconstruction helped the 

investigation, the DSB’s own account in “About the investigation”, DSB, p. 58 , made clear they 

only started to build it well after the drafts with the results had been sent to the participant 

nations.

After the formal part of the presentation, on which questioning was not allowed, Tjibbe 

Joustra, chair of the DSB, did some interviews with carefully selected media. In these 

conversations he pointed implicitly to the rebels by stating that the calculated area of interest of 

320 square kilometers, in which the actual launch site had to be found, was entirely controlled by 

separatists (which was only partly true, as we see below); With this he de facto overstepped the 

boundaries of his assignment, since finding the culprits behind the act that caused the death of 

298 people had been assigned to the Joint Investigation Team. 

Anyway, every (pro-) Western reporter attending the presentation was expecting nothing else: 

the cause of the crash was a Buk missile launched from an area comprising the so-called Oliphant
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field, a piece of farmland south of Snizhne in rebel-controlled territory. This field was set to be 

the launch site because of a combination of an alleged launch plume picture published on Twitter,

tracks in nearby fields seen on satellite imagery, and charred spots of earth, presumably set on 

fire by the launch. In a blogpost written by renowned and influential pro-Kiev blogger 

Ukraine@war an OSINT technique called 'geolocation' had laid the groundwork for this.

In a blog post I wrote after the 28.9.2016 presser of the JIT, I explained that all three leads 

were dubious. The tracks probably were from a harvester and burnt fields could be found 

everywhere in the neighborhood, as it apparently was standard farming practice to burn fields 

over. Furthermore Micha Kobs proved  —based  on the alleged launch plume photos made by 

@rescuero and the wind speed at the time—that this field could never have been the site of a Buk

launch.

Nevertheless, Daily Telegraph reporter Roland Oliphant marked a particular field as launch 

site on July 22 when he visited the area together with Mashable’s Christopher Miller after 

'stumbling upon' the Ukraine@war blog. A farmer nearby, who hadn’t heard anything resembling 

a launch, was friendly enough to point the reporters to a desired burnt field that matched 

Ukraine@war’s initial geolocation of the launch site. A day later the blogger applauded Oliphant 

and Miller for the result they came back with. From that day on this field was the officially 

endorsed launch site, and it still is. It is certainly a fine example of how confirmation bias works.
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Blogger Ukraine@war “geolocalized” the alleged launch site with assistance of the @rescuero 
plume photos (red line), tracks in the fields nearby (yellow circles) and parts of scorched earth 
on a farm field allegedly set on fire by a Buk launch as found by the reporters Roland Oliphant 
and Christopher Miller (red circle).

In a blog post I showed how Bellingcat and the JIT two years later manipulated the location of

the exact spot, moving it 300 metres to the east. 

For no obvious reason the JIT moved the actual launch spot 300 metres eastwards from the lots 
of scorched earth which Oliphant, Miller and Ukraine@war had appointed, consistent with a 
change that Bellingcat had made earlier. Although forensic research was carried out at the 
launch field, the JIT did not reveal the outcome of soil tests for Buk traces. Nevertheless, tTe 
story stayed the same:the idea of a Buk launch setting its launch site on fire and a burnt field 
matching the @rescuero photos. But the specific site was changed.

A Buk was expected because it had been part of the collective mindset in Ukraine and outside 

it  since weeks before the shoot-down and because it could plausibly be tied to the separatists. On

June 29th rebels had raided Ukrainian air force base A-1402 near Donetsk and several pro-

Russian media and also the official @DNRpress twitter account, had suggested that one or more 

Buks had been captured. Apparently this was done for propaganda reasons, since as satellite 
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imagery confirmed, there had been no Buks at this particular base. Also on July 14 and 16 a few 

unconfirmed messages appeared on pro-rebel social media that the separatists had got hold of a 

Buk.

Until then they had only possessed air defence missiles that could not reach targets above 3.5 

to 5 km. A Buk, which can reach targets above 10 km, would therefore be a game-changer. 

However, it would also contradict the narrative the JIT stuck to subsequently, which centred on a 

Buk TELAR moving in and out of the Donbass within a day: arriving in the morning of the 17th 

and returning to Russia the following night. If the earlier messages were to be believed, the Buk 

had been there much longer, which would lay blame on Ukraine for not taking it out. It would 

also imply that the separatists had got hold of a Buk themselves, without any Russian help.

At the time the Ukrainians more or less confirmed this, since the story matched their interests 

at that point. They raised the alarm on July 14 and 16, when two planes were allegedly downed at

high altitude. Thus they made an attempt to spur the West, and NATO in particular, into action 

against what they suggested was an imminent threat of a Russian invasion, backed up by 

separatist forces possessing Buk anti-aircraft missiles. Yet at that time their warnings failed. As a 

matter of fact Ukraine itself only shut down airspace below 32,000 feet to secure their military 

aircraft, but neglected to close it down completely—so that passenger jets cruising just above this

level were left in the danger zone.

Obviously Europe woke up on July 17, when civilian flight MH17 turned out to be (another?) 

high altitude hit and Ukrainian officials took to social media to claim that 'Putin had reached 

another cynical level in the battle between good and evil', as Anton Gerashchenko wrote on 

Facebook. Though the ICCb warned official Dutch spokespersons not to tie the sanction regime 

against Russia to the question of guilt (see pdf ICCb documents, p. 81), it appeared that after the 

disaster, the European Union moved closer to the more stringent sanctions of the US, after they 

first had opted for a milder regime in a meeting on July 16. A well known Ukrainian politician 

thanked for the opportunities the shoot down raised.
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ICCb documents, p. 81: [red box] [make a] formal distinction between the question of guilt and 
sanctions.'

So the fact that after the crash, a Buk was immediately on everyone’s mind, was to be 

expected. For instance, a Twitter user writing about rumours of Buk presence in Donetsk that 

morning responded to news about the shooting by instantaneously implying it was a Buk that had

been involved [see tweet from Occupied_Rook]                  

The earlier news about captured Buks, some rumours and a high-altitude hit were sufficient to 

reach this conclusion. These views were supported not much later by an anonymous Associated 

Press reporter, who claimed as we saw in 2.2.4 that he had witnessed a Buk driving in Snizhne at 

that day, and by videos and photos of an alleged Buk transport disseminated anonymously on 
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social media on the evening of July 17th (section 2.3.3).

In a report with preliminary findings, issued in September, 2014, the DSB stated only that 

particles with high kinetic energy had penetrated the hull from a location outside the plane. 

Before this publication there seemed to have been pressure from the ICCb to come up quickly 

with this statement as a matter of public diplomacy [ICCb, p. 67]. Joustra, former director of the 

NCTV office, a highly politically sensitive job, would certainly have been responsive for the 

interests at play.

      ICCb documents, p. 67: [Red box] “It is important that the DSB clearly states that something
from the outside has caused the plane to crash.”

Of course it was immediately clear from early crash site inspections that a fragmentation/blast 

weapon had been used against the plane. However, the fact that a Buk missile was identified  

instead of other medium range surface-to-air missiles (e.g., an S125 Pechora/SA-3, as reported in

the area by German intelligence agency BND, and others or an air-to-air fragmentation/blast 

missile from e.g., a MiG-29 or SU-27 jet fighter), had everything to do with the mindset 

described above.
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According to Russia not only three Buk batteries but also two S300 complexes had been in 
range. From: MH17 – 3 Weeks at the Crash Site [DAY2 JUL18], min. 24:00.

As an important side note, OSCE inspector Michael Bociurkiw, obviously a layman, noticed he

thought he saw what were bullet holes from cannon fire in a part of the cockpit wreckage (those 

were probably penetrations by high velocity cubic shaped fragments). Also a lot of local 

witnesses appeared on stage stating they had seen jet fighters, maybe SU-25s, flying over the 

disaster area around the time of the crash. Because Russia at the July 21 press conference showed

processed radar imagery with a track from something that they alluded to could be a SU-25, 

stories about a shoot-down by such a plane emerged rapidly.                  
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Russian processed radar imagery as shown on a press conference on July 21, 2014. It allegedly 
showed a track of “presumably a Su-25”. This statement was officially withdrawn on a press 
conference on September 26, 2014, when it was said that raw radar imagery did not show any 
flying object in the vicinity of MH17 at the time of the shoot-down.

Though the question of the fighter jets' presence in the area has not been settled yet—perhaps 

they were part of some provocation?—it  is not plausible a SU-25 shot down MH17. First it 

doesn’t have the capabilities in height and speed to catch up with a Boeing 777. Second, the R-60

missiles with which it is armed have a continuous rod warhead, which would be inconsistent with

the damage pattern on MH17 (apart from some upgraded Georgian Su-25’s with Python 

missiles). Finally, and most important, when the Russians handed over raw primary radar data, 

they had to concede that 'no object was flying in the vicinity of MH17 within a range of 30 kms'. 

One option that in my view still has some theoretical merit is an attack by a MiG-29 or SU-27 

from below the radar ceiling, hence, undetected. Of course, this would have required a large 

distance between the attacker and the target.

In the DSB-led investigations those other frag/blast missile types were excluded solely based 

on the findings of so called bow tie elements (Appendix X to the report, NLR, section 6.1). These

bow tie elements are part of a warhead of preformed fragments that spray out in a cone-shaped 

fashion after the missile has detonated. Forensically speaking most important is that the bow ties 
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are typical for only one specific type of surface-to-air missile, which is a newer version of the air-

defense missile system 9M38 series 'Buk', the one with a 9M314N fragmentation warhead.

                       

Preformed fragments of a Buk missile loaded with a 9M314N warhead.

Fragment spray of the Buk warhead. In red the so-called high-density scalpel of fragments, or 
primary fragmentation; in green the so-called secondary fragmentation, mostly composed of 
parts of the missile itself.

Hence the importance of the bow ties  recovered. Bow ties meant Buk. According to the 
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investigation two were recovered; one during autopsy, in the captain's body, and one in a cockpit 

wreckage part. Actually, a third bow tie element was discovered. Dutch reporter Jeroen 

Akkermans found a bow tie-shaped fragment, some months after the shoot-down. The site of the 

recovery, beneath a wreckage part that originally belonged more to the rear of the aircraft, was 

very strange, as it would have been physically impossible that bow ties had reached those 

sections of the plane [See report by Micha Kobs].

                       

On photos of this particular wreckage part it can be seen it was not untouched. It was turned 

upside-down over time and it was suspected strongly that the bow tie had been planted there. The

DSB replied in a vague bureaucratic wordings, implicitly denying the option that the part could 

have been planted:

 The results [of the investigation into this bow tie fragment] were no different from 

what the Dutch Safety Board already knew from the examination of other fragments 

which the Dutch Safety Board knows for a fact came from the wreckage or from the 

bodies of the victims.

To suummarize, the focus was on a Buk launched at a site south of Snizhne well before the 

Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR, resorting under the NATO affiliated Department of 

Defence), and the Dutch semi-private research corporation, TNO, began their investigations for  

the DSB. To arrive at their conclusions, their method boiled down to visually comparing an 

assessment of the actual damage done to the planewith a damage pattern resulting from a 
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simulation, using among others parameters about weapon performance.

The key variable was the detonation point from where the missile exploded relative to the 

plane, because it would be related to the geographic origin on the ground from where the missile 

was fired. The detonation point, fixed by relative position to the plane (x,y,z coordinates towards 

velocity vector of the plane and its nose tip) and incoming angles of the missile (towards the 

horizontal and the vertical plane, respectively azimuth and elevation), were derived from damage 

assessment and other methods, like stringing (App. X, NLR, section 2.10). This point could be 

used in end-ballistic simulations to obtain optimum values for velocities, orientation and other 

variables, reached when the simulated impact damage matched the visually established one.

                       

Then, by putting in these values and different locations from where the missile could have 

been fired, the calculated damage is matched to a best fit with the actual damage as established 

visually. This process could also be repeated using different parameters for the model (i.e., 

missile and plane velocities and others), until the results showed an optimum outcome. In this 

way the DSB calculated an area from where the missile was launched (DSB report, fig. 62, 

section 3.8.6). Joustra called these findings 'conclusive'—which they actually were not.
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DSB report fig. 62, section 3.8.6. In an area of 320 square kilometers, as calculated by the NLR, 
the missile launch had to be found.

2.6.3. Criticism of the Findings

Two things are very important here: 1. the visual damage assessment; how it is done and what 

conclusions are drawn from this, and 2. modeling the 'Black Box'; how the simulation is 

designed, i.e. how weapon performance is modeled (payload qualities, fragmentation dispersion, 

velocity profiles, working of the proximity fuse, trajectory adjustment, et cetera). It is obvious 

that the procedure mentioned first can be assessed more easily by an outsider than the latter.

The investigators received some help from Buk manufacturer Almaz Antei. Apparently 

alarmed by an initial draft of the findings, the Russians probably urged the company to come up 

with counter-evidence. Almaz Antei produced a competitive technical report, presented on the 

same day as the DSB report. It showed their own damage pattern analysis on MH17, field 

experiments with a detonating Buk missile and trajectory simulations. [See the slide show from 

Almaz Antei]

To start with the similarity of both studies, neither party contested a missile blew up at a point 

on  the upper left side of the cockpit. This finding would entail the exclusion of large parts of the 
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plane being harmed by fragment spray—i.e. the main part of fuselage, especially on the right 

side, the tail sections apart from the stabilizers, but also the cone-shaped nose of the aircraft.

Obviously, there were also differences, some very illuminating, though in the end Almaz’s 

findings perfectly matched satellite imagery of Ukrainian Buk vehicles in the conflict area which 

Russia had produced before. These differences will be addressed below, as the Buk manufacturer 

came into the game after the NLR came to the conclusion that it was a Buk that had been fired.

                      

Top: Two Ukrainian Buks allegedly standing in a farm field just south of Zaroshchenske village, 
published by the Russian Ministry of Defense in a press conference held on July 21, 2014;

Bottom: Calculations by Buk manufacturer Almaz Antei showing the most probable launch areas,
south east from Zaroshchenske, near Velyka Shyshivka/Bolshaya Shishovka.

Based on damage assessments the NLR ruled out that an air-to-air cannon with high explosive 

rounds of various origin (App. X, NLR, section 4) or an R-60 missile as mounted on a SU-25 

(App. X, NLR, section 5) had been used. With respect to the surface-to-air scenario, only Buk 
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types were reviewed. So the NLR ended their search for the weapon with a Buk using a 9M314N 

warhead really easily, based on the bow ties, dismissing a scenario supporting another 

fragmentation/blast weapon without any serious concern.  

TNO was asked by the DSB to make an analysis with a lower weight payload, consistent with 

other missiles, including air-to-air ones, but they had to use parameter values that were optimized

for the Buk. Not unexpectedly, the result showed a worse match of the damage pattern than a 

detonated Buk warhead (app Y, TNO, section 5.4).

Furthermore, the research did not include an investigation into the metallurgical composition of

the bow ties and other fragments of a presumed Buk. As the preformed elements of the warhead 

have been made of unalloyed steel, the steel used might have some important things to say about 

the type of warhead and might also provide an answer to the question whether the bow ties 

belonged to the same payload as the other found fragments. 

See http://www.whathappenedtoflightmh17.com/dsb-final-report-doubts-no-metallurgic-

characteristation-of-the-fragments-performed/ 

And my blog post https://hectorreban.wordpress.com/2015/10/28/the-mh17-13-october-verdict-

dsb-versus-almaz-antei/

The DSB responded to questions from the Russians that the Buk manufacturer had stated that 

steel from different batches of iron ore could have been used to arm the same payload, so there 

was no need to look into this. This answer was rather strange as it was pretty certain that a 

warhead made in 1986 could not contain steel from a particular iron ore source delved in 1987. 

The DSB stated in a preliminary draft that 'due to the absence of reference material from the 

mentioned 9M314 warhead preformed fragments a metallurgical link could not be made.' (DSB, 

App. V, p. 10) The Russians advised to skip it and apparently it did not make the final report.
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Practical problems also arose from political choices, as pointed out in the section above. There 

were not enough relevant wreckage parts available to develop a well-designed simulation model 

(App. Y, TNO, p. 5), especially with respect to the upper left side of the cockpit canopy and the 

right wing section. The locations of some important roof parts had been found, but apparently 

these parts had not been recovered as they did not appear in the Boeing model that was showed at

the presentation nor in the NLR/TNO appendices to the final report.

The DSB and OM, the public prosecutor’s office, provided a list of wreckage parts to be 

recovered to the National Police, see ICCb docs, p. 159, however it is unknown which parts were 

on that list.

ICCb documents, p. 159: [Red box]“Return to the crime scene; For thorough investigations 
three weeks are needed, apart from recovery of the wreckage parts. DSB need a number of 
specified parts of the aircraft (wreckage parts). The same is true for the OM. NP [National 
Police] has a list of desired parts.”
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TNO wrote in their recommendations it was advisable to perform metallurgical research, use 

more relevant wreckage parts and conduct research into the damage of the inside of the cockpit 

(app Y, TNO, section 6). However, not only did limited damage assessment of the inside and 

outside of the cockpit influence the final results, but the type of shrapnel markings at the 

boundaries seemed to have been attributed falsely by the NLR.. Het type inslag op dat 

grensgebied kan veel zeggen over de afstand en positie van de detonatie ten opzichte van het 

vliegtuig. Gezien het zeer sterke vermoeden dat de NLR een detonatiepunt heeft bepaald dat 

VEEL TE VER (en te hoog) van het vliegtuig is verwijderd, heeft men het type inslag op de 

grensgebieden verkeerd beoordeeld. 

https://hectorreban.wordpress.com/2019/12/16/mh17-and-osint-a-suspicious-narrative-part-6-

support-from-the-dsb/ 

The boundaries and type of hits between affected and non-affected areas (grazing, ricocheting, 

tangential) played an important role in the damage assessments, as they could say a lot about the 

proximity and orientation of the detonation. Many people, technically educated engineers and 

others showed that the position of this key variable, was established way too far away from the 

plane and too high (z-value) as well.

Contrary to the DSB Almaz had done damage analysis of the inside of the cockpit. They used 

the large difference between hits in the left side floor and in the right side floor and also looked 

into hits along the longitudinal axis of the plane (axis from nose to tail) to explain their deviating 

results. The company remarked that those hits hit the mainframe, eventually causing the cockpit 

to break off.

However, they claimed, this could not have been inflicted by a warhead orientation compliant 

to a south from Snizhne launch trajectory. Another finding seemed important too. After a field 

experiment, in which a Buk was detonated from a Snizhne compliant orientation towards an 

Ilyushin cockpit, it was found that some high energy particles had penetrated the right side of the 

cockpit hull. Those had pierced the cockpit twice, going in and out again. According to damage 

assessments there were no such fragment holes found on MH17.

All in all it seemed the damage pattern analysis, which NLR and TNO performed, was based 

on shakey grounds, as TNO more or less confirmed in their recommendations. Also the 
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impression was raised that the data as calculated by the NLR had been optimized for the south of 

Snizhne launch scenario.

TNO had to work out their own similation procedure with the input of the south of Snizhne 

compliant data from the NLR (App Y, TNO, p. 4). With these data also conditions for their 

simulation procedures were laid out (App Y, TNO, p. 18), of which some were remarkable. First 

one was that they had to consider no hits by preformed fragments in the left wing section and, 

second, neglectable damage to the right wing section. Apart from the wingtip, which was 

unharmed, the right wing was not even recovered. Next to that, Almaz showed pictures of the left

wing nacelle, which “bore brunt of preformed fragment damage” [Slide show, Almaz Antei , p. 

11-14], not at all reconcilable with a Snizhne launch.

It is fair to say that the conclusions of the DSB report showed problematic results. Not only by 

comparing them with some of the Almaz findings, but also by looking at a 2-dimensional model 

of Buk fragmentation spray [designed by Mick West, administrator of metabunk.org], it was 

plausible to assert that some of the found damage – or in fact its unexpected absence – could not 

be explained with a south of Snizhne launch scenario [For more discussion, see my blog post].

Furthermore, it was unclear why the DSB apparently had decided to cut off a part of their 

calculated launch area [see explanation in a gif file by Micha Kobs], right at the south-west side 

of the area they showed to be of interest in their report. Apart from a narrow strip at its most 

southern part [see pdf], also this cut off part was front area or controlled by the Ukrainian army.

                       

2.6.4 Other Parties Involved: US and Ukraine

The United States, as leading NATO power with superior monitoring capabilities, didn’t hand 

over a lot of hard forensic evidence to build upon. First, the Airborne Warning And Control 

System (AWACS), which operated at the western borders of Ukraine from Poland to Rumenia, 

could not provide sufficient data. According to the DSB final report they had lost track of MH17 

half an hour before it was shot down (p.44).                   

Furthermore, the US could not provide imagery made by drones. These drones may have been 

operating in Ukraine to assist in i.e. surveillance operations as part of the NATO-Ukrainian 
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Distinct Partnership Agreement. However, the US stated that there were no US drones present at 

that time, because of “strategical motives”. According to documents from the ICCb (p. 5-6), 

therefore “no imagery from US drones would be available for the DSB investigation”. 

A striking conclusion that had to be drawn from the DSB final report was the fact that there 

had been conveyed just enough information to blame the pro-Russian side in the conflict, without

exactly pinpointing a specific launch site of a Buk missile. The NLR had provided the DSB with 

a launch area of interest of about 320 square kilometers, a pretty vast area, and apparently had cut

off even a part too, as pointed to before. 

This proved one or two things. First, on Aug. 12, 2014, Secretary of State John Kerry made a 

bold statement about the Buk anti-aircraft missile suspected of downing the plane:

“We saw the take-off. We saw the trajectory. We saw the hit. We saw this aeroplane 

disappear from the radar screens. So there is really no mystery about where it came 

from and where these weapons have come from.”

In an interview for Dutch state television DSB chief Tjibbe Joustra moved very cautiously to 

questions about the satellite imagery the US would have in possession to back up the claims 

Kerry had made. His answers could be labeled pretty evasive and vague: 
                       

At about minute 13:00 the quotation from John Kerry appeared:

Interviewer: Have u seen these images?

Tjibbe Joustra: We have seen various images containing classified information.

Int: Also these [referring to the ones Kerry mentions]

TJ: Err… err…, the images we have seen that are classified, I am [legally] restrained

too, and so I am not going to tell which ones they are exactly and what is shown on 

them.

Int: The boss, or the leader, of the investigation led by the Prosecutor [Westerbeke], 

at the end of last year if I recall correctly, has said it was a fairy tale, a 
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misunderstanding these images existed.

TJ: We have, err…, with respect to the images, seen what we needed. We have done 

this, err…, via the secret services; There has been an agreement that I myself and 

another member of the Board could see those images, that we could use the results in

our reports, but that we don´t respond to, err…, what exactly it is we have seen.

Int. But have you seen that material?

TJ: We have seen material which confirmed to us sufficiently what was going on 

[Joustra seems to phrase his answer as if he is referring to classified material in 

general of which the US imaging may or may not have been part; HR]

Int.: Was it possible to see the location of the launch on them?

TJ.:Well, it was classified information, so I won´t go further into the content of this 

information.

Obviously, this could not clarify anything about the value of the US cooperation, other than 

that it had not led the DSB to narrow down their area of interest. In a section of the report, About 

the Investigation, p.66, it said: “The findings of the DSB (…) agree with the classified 

information”, which sounded a lot like the vague response to the finding of the Akkermans 

bowtie fragment. 

According to JIT chief Fred Westerbeke the people were obviously led by some 

misunderstanding: 

“There are no satellite images in the sense of a video on which you can see a missile 

take off. There is no conclusive evidence known at the intelligence services with the 

answer to all questions. ” 

However, after the final report was presented this would not impair him to claim that now the 

JIT was dealing with murder. 

From early reports on several US new networks after the crash, it seemed that the satellite intel

the US was referring to was based on information from a so-called Space Based Infrared System 
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(SBIRS), a system that is able to detect the radar activity and heat signature of a launched 

missile. 

Marcel van den Berg, administrator of whathappenedtoflightmh17.com, wrote a primer on the 

topic. Limitations were addressed as well

“The SBIRS satellite uses infrared sensors to detect the heat exhaust of the missile. 

Water vapour obscures infrared, which means the cloud cover at July 17 might have 

blocked detection of the initial launch phase of the SAM. Also sunlight is reflected by 

clouds which can disturb the vision of SBIRS.” 

                       

The weather in the area was cloudy when the plane was shot down – the cloud-base in the area 

varied from 1000 tot 3000 meters high – and US satellites could not have picked up radar signals 

of the launch [explanation]. So no full missile trajectory was seen by the SBIRS. Therefore the 

origin of the launch had to be projected by calculations, as also a CBS News animation showed 
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with a dotted line (see below).  

On July 22nd, the Pentagon issued a picture with imagery that looked like parts of satellite 

captures. On the imagery a green line was drawn in from the location of the hit to some point on 

the ground, obviously representing the missile trajectory. On the ground it said “Snizhne”. This 

has been the only alleged evidence related to MH17 the US ever ceded to the public .
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NATO was providing all sorts of assistance to Ukraine in a joint partnership, including in

airspace surveillance and propaganda:

Though the missile trajectory on the map seemed to have been drawn in manually and was not 

kind of a computed result, Bellingcat even tried to “geolocate” the origine of this line on the 

ground, as if the US Department of Defense had put in some serious secret clues where to find 

the exact launch spot. 

This way they found out the American information almost matched the launch site that 

Ukraine@war and Roland Oliphant had found a day before, based on the photo of the alleged 

launch plume (see also part 2, section 2.1). However, the DSB – that never mentioned Bellingcat 

even once in their reports – did not use this information to come up with a narrowed down launch

area or even a specific launch spot. 

The JIT would take on an entirely different approach to all this. After a press conference on 

September 28, 2016, information was published on their website, alluding to the same American 

information:

“In response to a Dutch request for legal assistance, the US submitted a report in 
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which they present their assessment of the information regarding the shooting down 

of flight MH17. This report can be used in court. The conclusion of the American 

authorities is that flight MH17 was shot down by an SA11 surface-to-air missile, i.e. 

a BUK missile, which was launched from a site about six kilometers south of the 

village of Snizhne in Eastern Ukraine. This is consistent with the distance to 

aforementioned launch site near Pervomaiskiy. The US also explain how they 

reached this conclusion.”

The conclusion drawn from the DSB final report – the launch plume photo had not been used 

to specify a particular launch site – gave dissident voices some leverage. According to them a lot 

was wrong with the launch plume picture leading to this Pervomaiskiy farmland. With simple 

calculations it could be established the plume, photographed 3 minutes after the launch from 12.3

km distance (home of the photographer), had a width of at least 90 meters, about 10 times the 

width of its origin. This would mean it was diluted 100 times, but still visible after this time and 

distance – a very unlikely natural phenomena. 

Furthermore, it seemed to exist of two parts – a part of black smoke and a part of a white trail. 

Two forensic analysts argued with physics the black part, which curled up neatly fitting into the 

white, was unrelated to the other part [see my report The trail that was not a launch plume, p. 14 

and p. 33]. Only two years later Bellingcat’s Daniel Romein confirmed this, shifting to another 

ludicrous assertion. The black smoke had been a back-blast from dust after launch, according to 

him.
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Left: Romein’s launch plume article in which was claimed that the origin of the launch was 
located at the origin of the black smoke, causing the plume to make a sharp turn. 

Right: Romein claiming two years later the black smoke was a back-blast from dust at launch.

Because two pictures of the plume – one unzoomed, one zoomed in – were captured within 7 

seconds apart, the drift of this plume from its origin at the time of the launch could be calculated 

back, using the speed of the wind in the area. Micha Kobs showed with clear physical 

mathematics, that if it depicted a Buk launch, the actual origin had to be found even south from 

the tiny village of Pervomaiskyi, more than 15 km. away from the photographer’s residence. 

These results made the entire story collapse, as the pictures obviously showed an impossible 

launch site.

After a thorough determination of the wind speed over the area, Micha Kobs calculated to the 
origin of the alleged Buk launch plume as seen on the @rescuero pictures. This was a site south-
east from Pervomaiskyi. See The Impossible Launchsite, part 2, p. 10. This result needed further 
analysis, according to Kobs’s concluding remarks.

I officialy presented this study to the Dutch police, who visited my blogsite once to never 
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come back again. Contrary to these calculated facts, the JIT corroborated the Ukraine@war 

/Oliphant launch site with more confirmation from hearsay:

“The Dutch Military Intelligence Service (MIVD) and the (Dutch) National Public 

Prosecutor on Terrorism have been able to view the underlying statesecret 

(intelligence) material and based on that information and the explanation provided, 

they support the fact that this conclusion is drawn.”

Notice the formulation. I also support the fact that this conclusion has been drawn, but I do not

support the conclusion itself. Setting this aside, the explanation the US provided is apparently the

key for understanding all the imagery. However, as I addressed in part 1, added text (or words) 

mean everything when interpreting imagery. 

The last line the JIT wrote about US assistance was this one:

“In addition, they mention that they are sure of the fact that the Ukrainian air defence

systems could not have done it and that an air-to-air scenario is impossible.”

Ukraine just could not have done it, the Americans claimed. That settled this issue. Until 

publication of this blogpost this was the only reference ever made by the JIT to a scenario in 

which the Ukrainian army could have made a mistake or shot down the plane deliberately in a 

“false flag operation”. The JIT never spent another word about the possibility of a Ukrainian Buk

captured by the separatists or one used by themselves. 

Speaking about Ukraine, as said above, they did not assist the JIT in performing field 

experiments with Buks. What they did provide was an unbelievable concise calculation of the 

launch area of interest. Whereas the DSB had to settle for 320 square kilometers, the Kyiv 

Institute for Scientific and Forensic Research showed an area of about 4 square kilometers (!), 

with the Oliphant field exactly at its core (DSB final report, p. 154; see image below). Not 

unexpectedly, the used parameters and values for detonation point and missile orientation were 

not disclosed in the DSB report. In the map below the Kyiv institute's findings are set within the 

far larger area defined by the DSB.
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The calculation made by Kiev was, of course, more than suspicious. The Institute, especially 

its director, Alexander Ruvin, was embedded in suspicion of fraud as it was. Ruvin allegedly was 

an opportunist who already occupied his position during the Yanukovich years. The Director and 

his Institute were believed to have provided false evidence in the case against pro-Maidan 

politician Yulia Timochenko and others. 

He was also accused of corruption and running a “smuggling syndicate”, according to some 

media. In 2016 there even was an attempt on the life of what Ukraine Today called “the chief 

investigator in the most high profile criminal case”, meaning the MH17 case. Censor.net chief 

editor Yuri Butusov, who had leaked information from the investigations more than once, 

heralded Ruvin as the hero of the MH17 case. 

From the outside, everything the Institute touched must be assessed as forensically 

contaminated, maybe even including the retrieval of the bowtie from the captains body. The 

administrator of whathappenedwithflightmh17 wrote a oversight of the identification procedure. 

The bodies of the people found near the crash site of the cockpit, so including the crew present 

there at the time of the hit, were sent to Kharkiv. 

The Ukrainian official Andrey Lysenko had stated that all facilities were available in Kharkiv, 

which probably meant the Kyiv Forensic Institute was also present to facilitate and supervise 
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proceedings. On arrival all bodies were scanned in an X-ray machine to make sure there were no 

bombs in the body bag. 

A year after the crash ultra-nationalist outlet censor.net published photos from the procedure. 

One showed an X-ray photo of the body of a crew member, another the bowtie that had been 

retrieved from the captain’s body.

According to censor.net they had received the photos from attorneys of the next of kin of the 

victims, but more plausible would be that someone present in Kharkiv or in Hilversum, where the

Dutch subsequently supervised the autopsy and identification, had leaked the information to 

them. Obviously, publication of the photos would move the outcome of the international debate 

“Buk or no Buk” decisively towards the (Ukrainian) position that a (Russian) Buk had been the 

murder weapon. 

Chief editor of censor.net Yuri Butusov was a personal friend of Anton Gerashchenko, advisor 

for the Interior Ministry, the department that had political control over the SBU. On July 11, 

2014, Geraschenko and Butusov presented a charity fund at the Ukrainian Crisis Media Center, a 

so-called “joint civic initiative”, named the All-Ukrainian Charity Fund for Strengthening the 

National Security of Ukraine. The purpose of creating this fund was, according to censor.net, “to 

create a tool for years to come through which civil society can finance specific measures to 

strengthen the National Security of Ukraine.” 

So Butusov, who controlled censor.net, was in business of Homeland Security together with an 
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official of the Interior Ministry with a position very close to the SBU. It was the SBU that 

provided the security of the site in Kharkiv where the bodies were collected, in a plant of a 

weapon manufacturer. Through these connections it seems possible Butosov got the X-ray photo, 

but also the photo of the bowtie that allegedly had been retrieved from the captain’s body. The 

Dutch took a few X-rays but mostly CT-scans of the bodies when they performed autopsies in 

Hilversum, the Netherlands. It was a possibility the X-ray originated from the plant in Kharkiv. 

The question remained how Butusov received the bowtie photo, when ultimately the autopsies 

were done in Hilversum.

             

Censor.net: bowtie from cockpit wreckage, the same as the DSB final report showed in the upper 
right corner of the image on the right. However, the DSB claimed this bowtie was recovered from
the captain’s body. Question is how the X-ray and bowtie photos ended up at the desk of Yuri 
Butusov, chief editor of censor.net and personal friend of Anton Gerashchenko. Were there leaks 
from Kharkiv or Hilversum? And to what extent was the forensic investigation compromised or 
contaminated by these presumed leaks?

From the JIT e-magazine, June 2016:

Immediately after the crash in July 2014, the remains of the victims came to The Netherlands. In 

the Korporaal van Oudheusden barracks in Hilversum the identification of human remains takes 

place. Simultaneously, within 24 hours an additional ‘street’ with X-ray and CT Scan equipment 

is set up on the site for the criminal investigation. Radiologists keep their eyes fixed on X-rays 

and CT scans to identify any foreign material.
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To wrap things up, one might conclude there are reasons to doubt the results of the technical 

research commissioned and led by the DSB. In the first place the investigations seem to have 

been influenced extensively by political incentives to come up with a desired outcome the JIT 

could work with. Type of weapon and launch area calculations seem to have been tailor-made to 

confirm the “main scenario” the JIT was following, based on framing of a fatal mistake narrative 

and the SBU connected OSINT and intercepts (see sections 2.1 to 2.5). 

Furthermore, there is every reason for a lack of confidence the people (or the judges for that 

matter) should have about the Ukrainian forensic research team and their presence during the 

autopsy and identification procedures. It is clear that parts of the Ukrainian state, i.e. the Kyiv 

Institute for Scientific and Forensic Research and the SBU, bodies with well circumscribed 

interests to serve official anti-Russian political objectives and both known for their corruption, 

had a decisive influence on the way the JIT investigated the disaster of flight MH17. 
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2.6.5.  Ukraine Off the Hook

What the DSB final report also provides, was fierce criticism on two topics. First, risk analysis as

performed by the players involved and layed down in ICAO regulations – which were the airway 

company, the (inter)national regulative bodies, the intelligence agencies and their international 

partners (US, NATO) – was severely flawed. And, secondly, Ukraine was to blame for not 

closing the airspace above 32,000 feet, as they only considered the interests of their own military 

aircraft, setting aside the vulnerability of civilian flights cruising above the ceiling. (see 

screenshot below, DSB final report, section 9.2)

Actually, this criticism was pretty devastating for Ukraine, as it clearly accused them of 

culpable negligence resulting in the death of 298 people. However, this second conclusion was 

overshadowed by the first. Ukrainian culpability was flooded in criticism to an overall failure of 

the system of risk-assessment management, apparently leading the Dutch prosecutor’s office 

(Openbaar Ministerie) to invoke the opportunity principle by not prosecuting Ukraine for their 

misconduct. So also here Ukraine got of the hook and resided to being part of the JIT as its main 

provider of doubtful evidence.

In July 2019 Dutch commercial network RTL wrote the government was not pushing 

prosecution:

“The government has not taken any steps against Ukraine so far. As far as is known, 

nothing is happening behind the scenes. The government is trying to maintain a good

relationship with Ukraine, also because of the intensive cooperation in international 

research. Last year the Netherlands, together with Australia, decided to hold Russia 

liable as a country.”

After this the indignation of the Dutch people rose considerably—around  85  percent would 

be in favour of prosecution of Ukraine for not closing airspace—and in Parliament pressure 
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mounted as well. Maybe this case is still open for debate. 

As to the analysis of possible threats arriving from a warzone, the regulations and conduct of 

involving parties showed a nice example of a so-called C  atch 22. The documents provided by the

Dutch crisis control center ICCb show a fine representation how this policy led to all involved 

parties blaming each other.

The threat analysis—determining the possibility of a threat occurring—ultimately depended on

two criteria. First, do the warring parties have potential capabilities to cause any threat, and, 

second do they also have INTENTION to use these capabilities against civilian aircraft? This 

says capability on its own does not by definition imply risks for civilian flights. 

In this case Ukraine had capabilities but apparently, according to the risk assessments, no 

intention. Furthermore, the separatist had no capabilities on the 17th, as was assessed by Dutch 

intelligence agencies. And even if they had, intention was not present, as there had been no 

examples in history in which a civilian airplane was downed on intention! [ICCb, p.94] This way 

the conclusion was that “according to the criteria held there was no threat in East-Ukraine 

against civilian airlines” [ICCb p. 94 ]. Italics in the original:  “Conclusion: According to the 

criteria held there was no threat in East-Ukraine against civilian airlines. As known thus far 

downing of a civilian airplane was not intended and MH17 has been downed by accident.”

Of course this is a clear example of Kafkaesque reasoning. There is no intention because there 

never has been established intention before, resulting in the premise that there is no intention, 

because intention never happens. Capability does not invite risk on its own, but the second 

necessary requirement, intention, can never be established. 

So, first, this system for risk assessment left out any possibility of unusual, but reasonably to 

be expected misconduct or mistakes, i.e. raised by increased activity of the warring parties. 

“Unintentional consequences of human action stayed out of consideration” [ICCb, p. 263]. In 

other words, false flag operations were non-existent and also fatal mistakes didn’t enter the realm

of actual risk-management in matters concerning the airspace. 

In case something actually does happen, this automatically leads to a fatal mistake narrative, 

(unless intention can be proven). Because the separatists and Russia – contrary to Ukraine – 

lacked any sound motive for intentionally shooting down a civilian aircraft, not even in a 

scenario of a false flag operation, the disaster had to be inflicted by “unintentional human 
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action”, an anomaly like a mistake. 

Second, and this was most astonishing, the rule-book left out every possibility that a befriended

nation with capabilities (Ukraine) could engage in risky or intentional dangerous operations that 

would ever lead to a no-go advise based on capabilities alone. This sounds very ominous, though 

is a matter of convenience. If the international agencies that monitor airspace should advise 

closure or non-departure on every occasion a nation that has to be passed over is in possession of 

medium or long range air-defense missile systems, no single plane would ever leave the airport. 

In the system of regulation ultimately the airway companies should decide where to fly, within 

the boundaries set by official closures of the airspace. The DSB recognized the predicament 

Schiphol Airport and Malaysian Airways were in, as they concluded that “most operators 

concluded that an airspace that was not closed, was safe” (section 9.2). This moved 

responsibility, concerning the policy Schiphol had pursued, to the Dutch intelligence community. 

However, the CTIVD (Dutch intelligence supervisory commission) concluded the Dutch intel 

services received no indications that the separatists had threatening air-defense capabilities on 

July 17th (p. 24). They had reviewed the information coming from the Ukrainians regarding the 

downing of an AN-26 cargo plane on July 14th and a SU-25 on July 16th. From this they 

concluded, based on damage assessments and contrary to the DSB report, these planes were not 

downed at high altitude and so there was no evidence a medium range missile caused these 

crashes.
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DSB listed the planes that were downed by the separatists, including two alleged high-altitude 

hits.

Furthermore, as was stated in the ICCb documents (p. 135): 

“When the NCTV (National Coordinator Terrorism Control) receives information 

from international partners, it will be presented to the AIVD (Dutch central 

intelligence agency) for verification”. 

Apparently, as from the CTIVD report could be concluded no information surfaced from those 

partners that the separatists were in possession of threatening capabilities. This shifted the blame 

further to them, i.e. the ones with superior intelligence capacity, like the US and NATO. In fact, 

the US had forbidden American airline companies to fly in the airspace above the conflict area in 

Eastern Ukraine in April 2014. The policy was not based on the presence of air-defense missile 

systems, though, but on the perception that “there was an unsafe situation in the area of the 

conflict, the Sea of Azov and the Crimea, where both Ukraine and Russia claimed control over 

the airspace”. This would raise the possibility of “contradicting instructions and flawed 

identifications of civilian aircraft” in these parts of the airspace, according to the American 

authorities.  

In this blame game the US, and NATO in particular, responded as if they were stung by a bee 

when the president of the Royal Dutch Airline company (KLM), Camiel Eurlings, stated: “KLM 

was not aware of the presence of advanced missile systems in Eastern Ukraine. KLM neither had 

any knowledge about other airline companies that were avoiding the airspace over the conflict 

area”. According to Eurlings: 

“Information that other airline companies behaved differently was unknown to me. It 

was just a route that was declared safe. The impression that one would be safe on a 

height of 10 kilometers, appears to be wrong considering this kind of sophisticated 

missile systems.”

A KLM spokesperson added: “If there were any clues the airspace was unsafe, we would have 

decided not to fly.” It is just like driving a car. If a road has been closed, you look for another 

route. 
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This was consistent with the conclusion from the DSB final report section 9.2, mentioned 

above, and also from the ICCb documents, which provided a short overview of companies that 

did not fly over Eastern Ukraine. Most companies assumed that when the airspace was not 

closed, it was safe. The only companies that didn’t fly, acted on behalf of other, more general – 

and probably political – concerns. 

According to the ICCb documents (p. 7) a high ranked military official of NATO responded to 

the statements from KLM chief Eurlings by stating:

“NATO did warn! Even after the rebels shot down a dozen aircraft of the Ukrainian 

airforce out of the sky, KLM nor other companies adapted their flight routes. In a 

press conference in the Pentagon on June the 30th general Breedlove spoke in clear 

wordings about the risk posed by anti aircraft missiles. His warnings have been 

published over the entire world. NATO can’t act more proactively. People cannot 

expect from us that every morning we phone up hundreds of airline companies to 

cancel tens of thousands of flight plans”.

So by these preposterous assertions the merry-go-round shifting of the blame arrived at the 

airline and airport companies again. Notwithstanding the moral impact – the fact that blame is 

put on the lowest tread on the information ladder – the assertions were also false. No clear 

warning had been issued on this June 30th press conference by Breedlove, who had only 

suggested that unspecified heavy equipment was being transported from Russia to Ukraine. In 

fact, Breedlove had to be tickled by reporters to come up with more precise statements, which 

eventually also did not reveal any specific and direct warnings. 

As a matter of fact in a reply to questions he said about presence of air-defense missile 

systems: “We need to allow the facts to be reported out. We have not tied the strings together yet”

[on Russia’s involvement in the shoot down of Ukrainian aircraft]. 
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The airline companies and airport managers pointed to the national secret services; these 

implicitly relayed blame to their American partners and NATO who had many more capabilities; 

and US/NATO threw it back to the to airline companies again. One party, who had its own 

responsibilities, got of the hook somehow in this embarrassing display of shifting blame. This 

was Ukraine. When it’s everybody’s fault, it’s no-one’s fault. 

Although everyone pointed to the other, ultimately they also shared interests. NATO tried to 

wash their hands in innocence in a shameful Pontius Pilatus play, but it is clear they did not issue 

a specific warning about threats posed by medium to long range surface-to-air missile complexes.

Every entity that shared responsibility, Ukraine, NATO, US, Dutch government—and foremost 

their secret services—all had an interest that there was no Buk present before July 17th. This way

some “plausible deniability” could be invoked that all these parties, foremost Ukraine, had been 

taken by a surprisingly bold and sudden move from Russia. 

Of course Ukraine had tried to suggest on two occasions planes were hit at high altitude to get 

more leverage from EU and NATO. But ultimately after MH17 crashed they back peddled to play

out the narrative of a Russian Buk that moved in and out Ukraine within a day, a narrative that 

was fully supported by the JIT and the DSB.
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